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Abstrat
We investigate orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string, addressing in detail their
onstrution, lassiation and phenomenologial potential. We present a strategy to searh
for models resembling the minimal supersymmetri extension of the standard model (MSSM)
in Z6II orbifold ompatiations. We nd several MSSM andidates with the gauge group
and the exat spetrum of the MSSM, and supersymmetri vaua below the ompatiation
sale. They also exhibit the following realisti features: R-parity, seesaw suppressed neutrino
masses, and intermediate sale of supersymmetry breakdown. In addition, we nd that similar
models also exist in other ZN orbifolds and in the SO(32) heteroti theory.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Almost four enturies ago, Newton's theory of gravity transformed our understanding of Na-
ture. Newton's idea seems today very simple: the fore that makes an apple fall from a tree
on the Earth is exatly the same that desribes the movement of the planets around the Sun.
All at one, Newton unied the natural laws on the Earth with those of the osmos. It was the
rst time that someone found out that two phenomena, apparently so dierent, have indeed
a single origin. However, this would not be the last time. By the end of the 19th entury,
Maxwell found out that eletriity and magnetism are aetions of the same fundamental
fore. Furthermore, the suess of the eletroweak theory, a model that unies eletromag-
neti and weak interations, appears to indiate as well that most of the phenomena in Nature
ould have a universal explanation.
One of the urrent goals of theoretial physis is to formulate a theory whih explains all
observed fores simultaneously. In this sense, the Standard Model (sm) of partile physis [13℄
is one of the major breakthroughs in physis of the last entury. Inluding three of the four
known fundamental fores through loal SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariane, the sm
desribes with great preision the interations between partiles at urrently probed energies
(∼ 100 GeV). It also predits the existene of an SU(2) doublet, alled Higgs boson, whih
gives masses to all quarks and leptons one it aquires a vauum expetation value (vev).
Although the Higgs boson is still to be disovered, there are good reasons to believe that this
will our at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Despite its preditive power, from a theoretial point of view, the sm leaves still some
questions unanswered, suh as the stability of the eletroweak sale (hierarhy problem), the
large number of free parameters, the soure of the aelerated expansion of the universe (dark
energy), the origin of the observed repetition of families and, most importantly from the
standpoint of uniation, it does not oer a quantum desription of gravity. These issues
indiate that the sm is not a fundamental theory, but rather an eetive limit of more general
physis at higher energies. Thus, it results imperative to investigate physis beyond the sm.
An appealing extension of the sm is obtained by inluding a symmetry between bosons and
fermions, known as supersymmetry (susy) [47℄. susy explains elegantly how a reasonable
Higgs mass an be proteted from (quadratially divergent) quantum orretions without ne-
tuning the parameters of the theory. Therefore, the Higgs mass remains of the order of the
eletroweak sale, ensuring the stability of this sale even if the supersymmetri theory is
valid up to very high energies. Unfortunately, just inluding susy in the sm is not enough to
obtain a onsistent theory as this would yield unwanted baryon (B) and lepton (L) number
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
violating interations suh as qiℓj d¯k and u¯iu¯j d¯k, whih ombined lead to rapid proton deay.
A solution to this problem is demanding the existene of symmetries that do not ommute
with supersymmetry, the so-alled R-symmetries. The minimal supersymmetri extension of
the sm is the mssm, in whih unwanted interations are suppressed thanks to the additional
R-parity
RP = (−1)3(B−L)+2S , (1.1)
where S denotes spin. Despite its qualities, susy introdues new partiles assoiated to those
already known. The so-alled superpartners of the sm partiles dier only by their spin, so
that the superpartner of a fermion is a boson and vie versa. Sine no superpartner has been
deteted so far, susy must be broken. Yet one an argue that its breakdown ours in a
fashion suh that some of the properties of susy inuene low-energy physis.
There exist good reasons to think that all fundamental fores aept a unied desription.
To mention one, the running of the ouplings and the symmetries of the partile ontent
of the sm suggest a unied piture of strong and eletroweak interations through grand
unied theories (guts) [8, 9℄. The fundamental feature of these theories is that, at a higher
sale MGUT , all gauge interations of the sm are gathered together in a single and bigger
gauge group, suh as SU(5), SO(10) or E6. Even though this idea is very appealing, the
renormalization group equations of the ouplings in the sm lead to a piture where at most
two of them an be unied onsistently. This situation is greatly improved if physis between
the eletroweak sale and MGUT inlude susy. In the mssm, all gauge ouplings do meet at
MGUT ∼ 2× 1016 GeV, stressing the key role that susy may play in physis beyond the sm.
One partiularly interesting gut is the SO(10) unied model [10,11℄, in whih one gener-
ation of matter is aommodated in a single spinor representation, aording to
16 = (3,2)1/6 + (3,1)−2/3 + (3,1)1/3 + (1,2)−1/2 + (1,1)1 + (1,1)0 ,
q u d ℓ e ν
(1.2)
where quantum numbers with respet to SU(3)c × SU(2)L are shown in parentheses and the
subsript denotes hyperharge. A remarkable predition of this theory is the existene of
righthanded neutrinos, whih were not expeted in the sm
1
and an be used to explain left
handed neutrinos with mass. Moreover, the embedding of the hyperharge in SU(5) ⊂ SO(10)
predits the weak mixing angle θw and provides thereby an explanation of the eletri harge
quantization.
Beside their attrative properties, guts introdue some problems of their own and leave
some questions unsolved. A puzzling feature is that, while matter generations are desribed
by omplete gut representations, Higgs and gauge bosons appear only as inomplete or split
gut multiplets. This is known as the doublet-triplet splitting problem and is present in all
interesting guts. Other issues inlude questions like why there are three families in the sm,
why their mass eigenstates mix as they do, what the explanation for dark energy is, are still
riddles that await their resolution in these senarios. Some proposals suh as inorporating
additional disrete (family) symmetries might answer some of these questions. However, we
have still to deal with the fat that gravity does not admit a desription by guts.
Uniation of gravity with the rest of the fundamental fores into a single theory led
Kaluza and Klein to introdue a fth spatial dimension ompatied on a minute irle [12,13℄.
Their proposal onsisted in extending general relativity to a ve-dimensional spaetime. The
1
Righthanded neutrinos, however, an be naturally embedded in the sm.
3resulting theory ontains surprisingly a set of equations equivalent to those of general relativity,
and another set equivalent to Maxwell's equations. That the fth dimension esapes to our
observations was justied by arguing that it an be ompat and very small. If the fth
dimension is ompatied, then there must be in addition to the observed partiles an innite
set of heavy partiles (modes) whih build the so-alled Kaluza-Klein tower. Despite its beauty,
this early attempt revealed soon not to be appropriate for the unied desription of gravity
and eletromagnetism, sine the resulting theory annot be quantized. Therefore, with the
growing suess of quantum mehanis, the interest in Kaluza-Klein ompatiations reeded
onsiderably. However, this idea ame again to life several years later in a theory that, with its
evolution, turned into a good andidate to unify onsistently all known fores: string theory.
String Theory
String theory arose by attempting to desribe the strong interations, but, one it was noted
that string theory inludes a spin 2 partile orresponding to the graviton, it beame lear
that its purpose was very dierent.
String theory is a perturbative quantum theory in whih ordinary point partiles are
replaed by one-dimensional objets, whose various vibrational modes at the string sale Mstr
an be identied at low energies with dierent partiles. These extended objets, named
strings, over a two dimensional spae alled worldsheet, in whih many of its properties aquire
a desription through onformal eld theory. Depending on their boundary onditions, they
an be losed or open (see g. 1.1).
τ
b)
τ
σ
a)
τ
σ
Figure 1.1: The worldline (with time-like oordinate τ) of a point partile is replaed by the
2D worldsheet (with oordinates σ and τ swept by a) open and b) losed strings.
Not only does string theory ontain the graviton as one of the vibration modes of the
strings, but it indeed redues to Einstein's theory of gravity at low energies and, due to
the extended nature of the string theoretial graviton, this theory also avoids the ultraviolet
divergenes of graviton sattering amplitudes. Therefore, a quantized desription of gravity is
possible in string theory [1416℄.
Several onstraints are inherent to the quantum nature of strings. For instane, requiring
that quantum anomalies do not spoil Lorentz invariane of the theory onstrains the dimension
of the spaetime in whih the strings an onsistently propagate. This is a striking theoretial
ahievement beause no theory before oered a predition about the dimensionality that our
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
T T
S
M-Theory
Type IIA
Type IIB
Type I
SO(32)
11D SUGRA
E8 × E8
Figure 1.2: (Super)string theories are onneted by a web of dualities.
spaetime must have. At the same time, this poses a major hallenge sine no onsistent string
theory desribes a spaetime with four dimensions like the one that is so familiar to us.
Historially, the rst string theory disovered was the bosoni string, that is onsistent
in 26 dimensions. This theory was immediately disarded for it ontains unphysial partiles
with imaginary rest mass (negative square mass) alled tahyons. Furthermore, this theory
learly annot yield a desription of our universe beause the partiles omposing the observed
matter are fermions.
Consistent tahyoni-free string theories require (loal worldsheet) supersymmetry (susy)
at very high energies [17, 18℄ and predit a ten-dimensional spaetime. There exist only ve
onsistent (super)string theories: type IIA, type IIB, type I, and the E8×E8 and SO(32)
heteroti theories. Both type II theories present N = 2 susy whereas the other string theories
have N = 1 in ten dimensions. These theories are onneted by a web of (onformal) dualities
and thought of as dierent limits of an underlying 11-dimensional theory (M-theory) [19, 20℄,
as we depit in g. 1.2.
The type I and the heteroti string theories are attahed to a remarkable disovery, namely
that the SO(32) gauge symmetry of the type I and SO(32) heteroti string as well as the E8×E8
gauge group of the other heteroti theory [21, 22℄ follow from anomaly anellation [23, 24℄.
In ontrast to these theories, both type II string theories are not automatially endowed with
gauge groups. This is why most of the early works on string theory were foused on the E8×E8
heteroti string whih seemed from the very beginning the most promising andidate to be a
theory apable to desribe physis at low energies. It was only after the disovery of extended
higher dimensional objets alled Dbranes [2527℄ that type II theories regained interest.
Ever sine the disovery of the ve onsistent string theories, one of the most important
tasks of string theorists has been to make ontat with reality. In fat, this is the primary
motivation of this thesis. There are, unfortunately, many aspets of string theory that make
diult to believe that it has something to do with the observed universe. Apart from the fat
that the sm gauge group does not appear automatially in these theories, the most disturbing
feature is that all superstring theories predit a ten-dimensional spaetime. Happily, the old
idea of Kaluza and Klein an be adapted eetively in string theories to obtain a onsistent
redution from ten to four dimensions.
5String Compatiations
Consistent string theories are formulated in ten dimensions. If string theory has anything to
do with the observable universe, it must provide us with a mehanism to `hide' the six addi-
tional dimensions. Suh a mehanism must guarantee that these dimensions beome ompat
and small enough to esape experimental detetion. Shemes proposed that render four-
dimensional theories inlude Kaluza-Klein (KK) ompatiations and Dbrane worlds [28℄.
Let us spend some words on their general properties.
• KK ompatiations are a natural extension of the ve-dimensional KK approah. One
onsiders the ten dimensional spaetime M10 of the string to be a diret produt of a four-
dimensional at (Minkowski) spaetime M
3,1
and some unknown ompat manifold M6, i.e.
M10 =M3,1×M6. Further, one assumes that the metri of the spae is blok-diagonal, suh
that
ds2 = g(4)µν (x) dx
µdxν + g(6)mn(y) dy
mdyn , (1.3)
where g
(4)
µν is the Minkowski metri and g
(6)
mn is the metri of the ompat internal spae.
The expansions of the ten-dimensional elds in the modes of the internal manifold M6
yield the theory in four dimensions. As a result of these expansions, an innite tower of massive
states appears in the lower-dimensional theory. The masses of these four-dimensional states
depend inversely on the size of the extra dimensions. If one hooses the size of the internal
manifold to be suiently small, the massive KK states beome heavy and thus deouple from
the spetrum at low energies.
Not every six-dimensional manifold is admissible as internal manifoldM6. In partiular, if
one insists on preserving N = 1 susy in the four-dimensional theory, the internal spae must
have SU(3) holonomy. Furthermore, it is neessary to hoose the six-dimensional manifold
to be Rii at, i.e. suh that the Rii tensor vanishes everywhere. Manifolds with these
properties are alled Calabi-Yau manifolds [29℄. Compatiations of this type an lead to
models that reprodue the matter spetrum of the mssm [30℄. Unfortunately, in ompatia-
tions on Calabi-Yau manifolds, the omputation of relevant physial quantities of the resulting
four-dimensional models an be very diult (if not impossible).
A good alternative to irumvent this problem is provided by ompatifying on orbifolds,
whih will be the main fous of this thesis. Orbifold ompatiations [3135℄ are very similar
to Calabi-Yau manifolds in the sense that both of them an lead to supersymmetri four-
dimensional theories. Orbifolds are dened to be the quotient of a six-dimensional torus
divided by a disrete set of its isometries. In omparison to Calabi-Yau manifolds, the advan-
tage of orbifolds is that these are Riemann at, with the exeption of a nite set of points,
where the urvature of the spae onentrates. Therefore, the metri, whih for (almost) all
Calabi-Yau manifolds is still unknown, an be easily omputed in orbifolds. Moreover, in these
onstrutions it is omparatively straightforward to investigate phenomenologial properties,
suh as the lowenergy gauge symmetry, the partile spetrum, the Yukawa ouplings and the
Kähler potential, among others. For these reasons, orbifold ompatiations are a rih and
natural soure of inspiration for phenomenologial investigations.
• In Dbrane world senarios, Dbranes play a ruial role. They are subspaes of the
ten-dimensional spaetime on whih open strings an end. This property equip them in gen-
eral with a nonabelian gauge symmetry. Filling the spae with several staks of Dbranes
interseting at angles in the type II string theories an reprodue not only the gauge group of
the mssm, but also its matter ontent. Matter then lives on a four-dimensional hypersurfae
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while the mediators of gravity propagate in the full ten dimensions. In that sense, brane
world onstrutions do not really ompatify the spaetime. A possible disadvantage of these
onstrutions with respet to KK ompatiations is that guts like SO(10) or E6 annot be
realized in these setups. Nevertheless, these onstrutions have reently revealed that, even
though the global probability of getting something lose to the mssm is rater low [3638℄,
promising models an also be found [39℄.
Realisti Phenomenology
In this thesis, we will fous on orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string theory. As
it was very early notied, it is preferable to onsider the heteroti string with E8×E8 gauge
group sine, on the one hand, it inludes naturally the so-alled hain of guts
GSM ⊂ SU(5) ⊂ SO(10) ⊂ E6 ⊂ E8
sometimes also labeled as “E3 “E4 “E5 E6 E8
(1.4)
and, on the other, the presene of spinors like the 16plet of SO(10) is more frequent than in
the SO(32) theory. This partiular fat failitates enormously the task of getting models with
sm generations.
In spite of its relative simpliity, orbifolds have not been systematially studied yet. Fur-
thermore, although it is known that models resembling the mssm exist [35,4043℄, as yet there
is no model that aommodates simultaneously all properties of the mssm and everything sug-
gests that it is ompliated to nd aidentally suh a model. One is thus enouraged to turn
to a strategy that sets a guiding priniple through the searh for realisti vaua.
In order to get phenomenologial viable models from orbifold ompatiations, one an
draw on the insight gained from grand unied theories by introduing the onept of loal
guts [42,4446℄. In senarios with loal guts, there are speial (xed) points in the internal
spae where the gauge symmetry is loally that of ertain guts while the four-dimensional
gauge symmetry is that of the sm (up to additional gauge fators that ompose the hidden
setor). If matter elds are loalized at suh speial points, they form omplete gut repre-
sentations. This applies, in partiular, to a 16plet of a loal SO(10). On the other hand,
bulk elds form inomplete gut multiplets. In the partiular ase of SO(10), from the four-
dimensional viewpoint, the loalized states are omplete matter generations whereas the bulk
elds an adopt the form of, say, Higgs doublets (an inomplete representation of SO(10)).
This might oer an intuitive explanation for the observed family struture of the sm and, at
the same time, a solution to the doublet-triplet splitting problem.
If there are orbifold models that, at least, have the matter spetrum of the mssm, address-
ing their phenomenologial viability is of utmost importane. A number of questions an be
posed in this diretion. One hallenge is, for instane, to verify whether these models admit
supersymmetri vaua, that is, whether a ombination of elds an attain vauum expeta-
tion values (vevs), suh that neither supersymmetry is borken at very high energies nor there
appear inadmissible phenomenologial features, suh as unknown partiles at observable ener-
gies. Models with realisti traits would also provide insights about the unavoidable breaking of
supersymmetry, the origin of neutrino masses, the deliate suppression of the supersymmetri
oupling hu hd and the absene of proton deay, just to mention some issues.
The ultimate goal of physis beyond the sm is still to identify a theory that an reprodue
our urrent knowledge and improve our understanding of physis. Uniation provides doubt-
less a framework where physis beyond the sm takes an appealing form. Adopting this idea
7into more elaborated theories, suh as orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string, an
ertainly shed light on some of the puzzles of ontemporary siene. In the present work, we
utilize the beauty and mathematial onsisteny of string theory as a tool in order to build a
bridge between onrmed or foreseeable physis and a theory possibly apable to desribe all
fundamental fores in a unied way.
Overview
To guide the reader through the present work, let us outline the disussion of the hapters to
follow.
Chapter 2. After a brief introdution to the heteroti string, we proeed to explain the
details of abelian orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string. This hapter intends to be
as general as possible. Hene, we do not fous partiularly on any of its two variants, E8×E8
and SO(32). We also onsider both ZN and ZN × ZM orbifolds on the same footing. The
eet of the hoie of the six-dimensional ompatiation lattie as well as the onstraints on
the orbifold parameters are given. We present then in all detail how to ompute the massless
matter spetrum of orbifold models with and without Wilson lines and illustrate the method
with a simple example. Disrete torsion is introdued as an additional degree of freedom
whih, ontrary to previous laims, an also appear in ZN orbifolds even in the absene of
Wilson lines. We propose an interpretation of models with disrete torsion and a speial type
of gauge embeddings. To lose the hapter, we provide a suint disussion about Yukawa
ouplings on heteroti orbifolds.
Chapter 3. Due to the enormous number of redundanies in string onstrutions, it is
neessary to implement a useful method to lassify these onstrutions, that is, to determine
all (or at least a large number of) dierent parameters leading to inequivalent orbifold models.
We disuss in this hapter two methods. The rst one goes by the name of Dynkin diagram
strategy for it makes extensive use of the properties of the Dynkin diagram of a Lie algebra to
determine all admissible gauge embeddings. The seond method of lassiation resorts to a
suitable ansatz desribing all shifts and/or Wilson lines of a given order, minimizing dupliities.
We disuss their advantages and drawbaks and give examples of their appliation. Finally,
rather than onstruting all gauge embeddings of ertain lasses of models, one would prefer
to know the total number of models. With that purpose, we introdue a statistial proedure
that, in addition, provides us samples of harateristi models. Some of the topis disussed
in this hapter were presented in refs. [4749℄.
Chapter 4. We desribe a general strategy we proposed in ref. [50℄ to obtain orbifold models
that resemble the mssm, using as guiding priniple the onept of loal guts. Our searh is
performed by ompatifying the E8×E8 heteroti string on the Z6-II orbifold, sine it has
shown to house some models with realisti properties. After providing the riteria omprising
our searh strategy, we analyze the results obtained. We nd that our approah, as opposed
to a random san, is suessful and that a onsiderable fration of the models with SO(10)
and E6 loal gut strutures posseses promising features. We onsider this to be one of the
entral results of this thesis.
Chapter 5. The study of some aspets of the phenomenology of our mssm andidates is
presented in this hapter, following our previous disussions from refs. [5153℄. To illustrate our
results, we desribe one harateristi model with the exat spetrum of the mssm. Partiular
attention is given to the searh of supersymmetri vaua, supersymmetry breaking proton
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deay and neutrino masses.
Chapter 6. We extend our searh for realisti models. In addition to models with three
Wilson lines in the Z6-II orbifold, we also analyze the appearane of models with realisti
features in other ZN orbifold ompatiations of both the E8×E8 and the SO(32) heteroti
string theories.
Chapter 2
Orbifold Compatiations
In this hapter, we study the heteroti string theory ompatied on orbifolds. We
start by reviewing briey some aspets of the heteroti string. Then we explain a
method to get four-dimensional supersymmetri models based on abelian orbifold
ompatiations. Our disussion is abstrat at some level, but it is addressed to
people willing to get aquainted with orbifold onstrutions. We also introdue here
the notation to be used along the entire work.
2.1 Heteroti String
It is well known that in losed-string theories left- and right-moving modes are deoupled [21,
22℄. This oers the possibility of a new onsistent string theory in whih left- and right-movers
are of dierent types. The heteroti string arises as the result of ombining a ten-dimensional
right-moving superstring [54, 55℄ (ensuring thereby spae-time supersymmetry) with a 26-
dimensional left-moving bosoni string.
Right-movers
The right-moving bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom of the superstring are denoted by
XiR and Ψ
i
R, respetively, where i = 1, . . . , 10. We an assume that the rst four oordinates
orrespond to the observed minkowskian spaetime. This situation is depited in g. 2.1.
Sine not all these degrees of freedom are independent, we hoose the light-one gauge, in
whih the oordinates orresponding to i = 1, 2 are xed.
The solutions to the motion equations of the heteroti string ation are given by the mode
expansions of the bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom
XiR(τ − σ) =
1
2
xi +
1
2
pi(τ − σ) + i
2
∑
n 6=0
αin
n
e−2in(τ−σ) , (2.1)
ΨiR(τ − σ) =
∑
n∈Z
dine
−2in(τ−σ)
ramond , (2.2)
ΨiR(τ − σ) =
∑
r∈Z+ 1
2
bire
−2in(τ−σ)
neveu-shwarz , (2.3)
where the onstants xi and pi denote the enter-of-mass oordinates and momenta, and the
oeients αi, di, bi are alled osillators. ramond and neveu-shwarz denote fermioni
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ΨiR
XiR
ΨiR
XiR
i = 5, . . . , 10i = 1, . . . , 4
XiL, i = 1, . . . , 4 X
i
L, i = 5, . . . , 10
I = 1, . . . , 16
gauge degrees of freedom
XIL
Left Movers
Right Movers
⊗R6⊗M4 T 16
Figure 2.1: Heteroti string degrees of freedom. The supersymmetri right-movers live in 10
dimensions whereas the bosoni left-movers, in 26 dimensions. The 16 additional bosoni
oordinates ompatied on a torus T 16 give rise to the gauge degrees of freedom. The rst
four dimensions of the ten dimensional heteroti string orrespond to the Minkowski spae
M
4
.
states with respetively periodi and antiperiodi boundary onditions, i.e
ΨiR(τ − (σ + π)) = +ΨiR(τ − σ) ramond , (2.4)
ΨiR(τ − (σ + π)) = −ΨiR(τ − σ) neveu-shwarz . (2.5)
Right-moving states are then (osillator) perturbations to the vauum state |0〉R, whih is
dened by br|0〉R = dn|0〉R = 0 for r, n > 0. The masses of these states are given by
m2R
4
= NR − aR =
{ ∑∞
n=1
(
αi−nαin + ndi−ndin
)
ramond ,∑∞
n=1 α
i−nαin +
∑∞
r= 1
2
rbi−rbir − 12 neveu-shwarz ,
(2.6)
where the onstant aR is alled zero point energy and arises during quantization from the
normal-ordering of the osillators. In the Ramond setor aR = 0 whereas in the Neveu-Shwarz
setor aR = −12 . Note that NR ounts the number of osillators α, d, b. We are interested in
physial states that are massless at the string sale. From eq. (2.6), we observe thatmR = 0 for
states with one osillator b−1/2 ating on the vauum, bi−1/2|0〉R, in the Neveu-Shwarz setor,
and for di0|0〉R in the Ramond setor. The eight transverse exitations bi−1/2|0〉R (i = 3, . . . , 10)
behave as bosons from the spaetime perspetive and form the vetorial representation 8v of
SO(8), whih is the (transversal) Lorentz group of the unompatied spae.
On the other hand, after quantization the osillators di0 obey the (Cliord) algebra{
i
√
2di0, i
√
2dj0
}
= 2ηij , (2.7)
the ground state di0|0〉R forms a spinorial representation with 16 real omponents. In order
to math the number of on-shell fermioni and bosoni degrees of freedom, one has to intro-
due a gso projetion [17℄, whih does not only redue the number of massless degrees of
freedom by a fator
1
2 , but also ensures an equal number of bosons and fermions at eah mass
level, as required by supersymmetry. After the gso projetion, we are then left with the 8s
representation of SO(8) in the Ramond setor.
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For onveniene, |q〉R will denote the right-moving ground state for both setors, where q
stands for the weights of the orresponding SO(8) representation in Cartan-Weyl labels
|q〉R =
{ ∣∣± 1, 0, 0, 0〉
R
∼ 8v , neveu-shwarz∣∣± 12 , ±12 , ±12 , ±12〉R ∼ 8s , ramond (2.8)
where the spinor representation has an even number of plus signs. The underline denotes
permutation of the entries. In this notation, eq. (2.6) beomes
m2R
4
=
1
2
q2 − 1
2
. (2.9)
Left-movers
The oordinates of the bosoni string are denoted by XiL, i = 1, . . . , 10, and X
I
L, I =
1, . . . , 16. As for the right-movers, the oordinates orresponding to i = 1, 2 are xed by
the light-one gauge. The evident mismath in the number of spatial dimensions of left- and
right-movers is amended by ompatifying the oordinates XIL on a 16-dimensional torus T
16
with radii as small as the string sale, as illustrated in g. 2.1. As a result of this ompat-
iation, the 16-dimensional internal momenta p are nonvanishing and proportional to the
winding of states in the ompatied spae.
The left movers are haraterized by the mode expansions
XiL(τ + σ) =
1
2
xi +
1
2
pi(τ + σ) +
i
2
∑
n 6=0
α˜in
n
e−2in(τ+σ) i = 3, . . . , 10 , (2.10)
XIL(τ + σ) =
1
2
xI +
1
2
pI(τ + σ) +
i
2
∑
n 6=0
α˜In
n
e−2in(τ+σ) I = 1, . . . , 16 , (2.11)
where α˜n are left-moving osillators. As for the right movers, the left-moving states are
(osillator) perturbations to the vauum |0〉L. The masses of these states after ompatifying
the 16 internal degrees of freedom XI are given by
m2L
4
=
1
2
p2 + N˜ − 1 , (2.12)
where N˜ ounts left-moving osillator exitations and −1 is the zero point energy of the
bosoni string.
Gauge and gravitational anomaly anellation is guaranteed by one-loop modular invari-
ane. It imposes severe onstraints on the theory. In partiular, the underlying lattie Λ of
the 16-dimensional torus T 16 must be eulidean, even and self-dual. There are only two suh
latties in 16 dimensions: the root lattie of E8 × E8 and the weight lattie of Spin(32)/Z2.
Consequently, the (nonabelian) gauge group G of rank 16 provided by the ompatiation an
be either E8×E8 or SO(32), depending on the hoie of Λ. Eah lattie yields an independent
onsistent heteroti string theory.
Aording to eq. (2.12), at the massless level we have the following left-moving states:
α˜i−1|0〉L i = 3, . . . , 10 , (2.13a)
α˜I−1|0〉L I = 1, . . . , 16 , (2.13b)
|p〉L p2 = 2. (2.13)
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There are 480 internal momenta p fullling p2 = 2. As we will see below, it is not a
oinidene that the adjoint representation of G ontains 480 harged bosons, too. In fat,
the states |p〉L orrespond to the left-moving part of the gauge bosons (and gauginos) of this
theory. For that reason, we will represent p by the vetors in Cartan-Weyl labels for the
orresponding harged bosons
G = E8 × E8 : p ∈

(
(±1)2, 06)(08) , (08)((±1)2, 06) ,(
(±12 )8
)(
08
)
,
(
08
)(
(±12 )8
)
, even # of + ,
(2.14a)
G = SO(32) : p ∈
(
(±1)2, 014
)
, (2.14b)
where the exponent of an entry ounts the number of times that suh an entry appears in the
16-dimensional vetor, and the underline stands, as before, for all permutations.
Massless Heteroti Spetrum
Let us analyze the spetrum of the heteroti string. Physial states must fulll the level
mathing ondition
m2R = m
2
L , (2.15)
whih follows from the variation of the worldsheet metri. This onstraint implies that, in
ontrast to other string theories, in the heteroti string the gso projetion is not implemented
in order to avoid the presene of tahyons. Sine the mass of the lowest energy left-moving
state (N˜ = 0, p = 0) is m2L = −1 whereas the mass of the right-moving (Neveu-Shwarz)
tahyon (NR = 0) is m
2
R = −12 , then eq. (2.15) enfores the absene of states with negative
mass square in the spetrum of the heteroti string.
At the massless level, ombining the right and left-moving states of eqs. (2.8) and (2.13)
gives rise to the following states:
• a ten-dimensional N = 1 supergravity multiplet
|q〉R ⊗ α˜j−1|0〉L , i = 3, . . . , 10 , (2.16)
inluding the graviton gij , the dilaton φ, the antisymmetri tensor Bij and their susy
partners;
1
• 16 unharged gauge bosons (and gauginos)
|q〉R ⊗ α˜I−1|0〉L , I = 1, . . . , 16 (2.17)
whih omprise the set of Cartan generators HI of the gauge group G;
• 480 harged gauge bosons (and gauginos)
|q〉R ⊗ |p〉L , p2 = 2 , (2.18)
with p given by eq. (2.14).
1
Notie that |q〉R represents both bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedom, aording to eq. (2.8). Reall
also that the (bosoni) q arries a spaetime index i.
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Let us make a ouple of remarks on the supergravity multiplet. As p = 0, it is a gauge
singlet. Further, sine the osillator α˜j−1 transforms as an 8v of SO(8), the states |q〉R⊗α˜j−1|0〉L
an be expressed in group-theory language as
8v × 8v = 1 + 28 + 35v ,
ϕ Bij gij
NS (2.19)
8s × 8v = 8c + 56c ,
ϕ˜ g˜ij
R (2.20)
where ϕ (ϕ˜) denotes the dilaton (dilatino), gij (g˜ij) is the graviton (gravitino), and Bij stands
for the antisymmetri two-form.
Unharged and harged gauge bosons together form the 496-dimensional adjoint represen-
tation
2
of the gauge group G. We notie that the eetive theory with the massless ontent
provided before is N = 1 supergravity in ten dimensions oupled to Yang-Mills. Suh a theory
has a gravitational anomaly of 496 units, whih an be anelled by inluding the 496 gauginos
that we have at hand. This anellation is not surprising beause the heteroti string is, by
onstrution, modular invariant and thus anomaly free.
2.2 Compatiation on Orbifolds
It is lear that the heteroti string by itself is not a theory whih desribes the observable
universe. A striking dierene of this theory with respet to the four-dimensional spaetime
of everyday experiene is that the heteroti string is ten-dimensional. Further, the gauge
symmetry group G is too big ompared to the one of the sm or its minimal supersymmetri
version, the mssm. Therefore, in order for the heteroti string theory to make ontat with low
energy physis, one has to introdue a mehanism in the theory ensuring that the additional
dimensions are as small as to esape detetion.
Compatiation of extra dimensions on irles and tori have been disussed sine the
pioneering works by Kaluza and Klein [12,13℄. However, if the heteroti string is ompatied
to four dimensions on a six-torus, the resulting theory is far from being phenomenologially
aeptable. In torus ompatiations no supersymmetry is broken, so one gets N = 4
susy in four dimensions. In supersymmetri theories with N ≥ 2, both vetor and matter
supermultiplets transform aording to the same gauge group representation. Hene, these
theories have the undesirable feature of being nonhiral.
Orbifold ompatiations [31, 32℄ are muh more attrative. Orbifolds are very similar
to Calabi-Yau manifolds in the sense that both of them an lead to four-dimensional theories
with N = 1. The advantage of orbifolds is that they are Riemann at, with the exeption
of a nite set of points. Therefore, the metri, whih for almost all Calabi-Yau manifolds
is still unknown, an be easily omputed in orbifolds. Consequently, in these onstrutions
it is omparatively straightforward to investigate phenomenologial properties, suh as the
lowenergy gauge symmetry, the partile spetrum, the Yukawa ouplings and the Kähler
potential, among others.
In general, an orbifold is dened to be the quotient of a manifold by a disrete set of
its isometries, alled the point group P . The simplest example is a one dimensional irle S1
divided by the point group P = Z2. As illustrated in g. 2.2, the points x and −x are identied
2
The adjoint representation of E8 × E8 reads (248, 1)⊕ (1,248).
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x
−π x = 0
πϑx = 0
ϑ
π
Figure 2.2: Compatiation of one dimension on an Z2 orbifold. Points in the ompatied
dimension S1 are identied by the Z2 point group element ϑ. Clearly, the points at x = 0
and x = π are left xed by the Z2 ation. The fundamental region of S
1/Z2 is x ∈ [0, π].
by Z2. This identiation originates the spae of points desribing the omplete orbifold to
lie on the interval x ∈ [0, π] (i.e. one half of S1), whih we shall all the fundamental region
of the orbifold. A speial feature of orbifolds is the appearane of singularities. In the ase of
S1/Z2, the points x = 0 and x = π are left invariant (or xed) by the ation of Z2. Although
not obvious in our one dimensional example, points left invariant under any nontrivial element
of P map to singular points of the orbifold.
2.2.1 Toroidal Orbifolds
To onstrut a heteroti orbifold, one rst ompaties six dimensions on a torus T 6. The
six-torus is understood as the quotient R
6/Γ, where Γ is the lattie of a semisimple Lie algebra
of rank 6. Points in R
6
diering by lattie vetors are identied on the torus, i.e.
Xi ∼ Xi + nαeiα , nα ∈ Z , i = 5, . . . , 10 , (2.21)
where eα denote the basis vetors of the lattie Γ.
In a seond step, one has to oneive a suitable point group P .3 Considering only abelian
point groups, we are left with the yli groups
ZN =
{
θ = ϑk | 0 ≤ k < N
}
and (2.22a)
ZN × ZM =
{
θ = ϑkωℓ | 0 ≤ k < N ; 0 ≤ ℓ < M
}
, (2.22b)
where ϑN = ωM = 1, M is an integer multiple of N and k, ℓ ∈ Z. The point group generators
ϑ and ω, also alled twists, are disrete rotation generators ating rystallographially on the
torus lattie Γ. All point groups of these kinds have been already lassied [31, 58℄. It is
ommon to ombine the ation of the point group on Γ with the identiation of points due
to the torus ompatiation, eq. (2.21). The result is the so-alled spae group, dened by
S = P ⋉ Γ =
{
g = (θ, nαeα) | θ ∈ P, nα ∈ Z
}
, (2.23)
3
In priniple, one ould freely hoose two dierent tori, T 6L and T
6
R, for left- and right-movers and, orre-
spondingly, two dierent point groups, PL and PR. Orbifolds ontaining these elements are alled asymmet-
ri [56, 57℄. In the present work, however, we will fous on the ase of symmetri orbifolds, where T 6L = T
6
R
and PL = PR.
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where the sum over α is understood. Due to the properties of the semidiret produt `⋉', the
multipliation of two spae group elements is given by
g1g2 = (θ1, nαeα)(θ2, mαeα) = (θ1θ2, nαeα +mαθ1eα) ∈ S . (2.24)
One an also verify that the inverse of a spae group element is given by
g−1 = (θ, nαeα)−1 = (θ−1, −nαθ−1eα) . (2.25)
Moreover, the ation of a spae group element g = (θ, nαeα) on the six ompat dimensions
is provided by
Xi
g−→ (θX)i + nαeiα , i = 5, . . . , 10 . (2.26)
Modular invariane requires the ation of the spae group S to be embedded into the 16
gauge degrees of freedom
S →֒ G , (2.27)
where the gauge twisting group G is, in general, a subgroup of the automorphisms of the
E8 × E8 or SO(32) Lie algebras. Spae group elements are mapped to elements of the gauge
twisting group, aording to
ZN : (ϑ
k, nαeα) 7→ (kV, nαAα)
ZN × ZM : (ϑkωℓ, nαeα) 7→ (kV1 + ℓV2, nαAα) k, ℓ, nα ∈ Z , (2.28)
where the 16-dimensional shift vetors V, Vi parametrize the embedding automorphisms of
the respetive twists.
4
The shifts Aα represent Wilson lines [33, 35, 60℄, i.e. they are gauge
transformations assoiated to the nonontratible loops generated by eα. An element of the
gauge twisting group ats on the 16 gauge degrees of freedom of the heteroti string as
ZN : X
I −→ XI + kV I + nαAIα
ZN × ZM : XI −→ XI + kV I1 + ℓV I2 + nαAIα
I = 1, . . . , 16 . (2.29)
Finally, we are in position to dene a heteroti orbifold. A heteroti orbifold is made up
of the produt of the quotient spaes of T 6/P and T 16/G:
O = T 6/P ⊗ T 16/G = R6/S ⊗ T 16/G , (2.30)
where we have made use of the denition of the spae group.
Spae Group Conjugay Classes
Not all elements of the spae group desribe a distint ation on the orbifold. A useful onept
to gather those elements produing the same eet on the orbifold is that of onjugay lass.
Two spae group elements g1, g2 ∈ S are onjugate if there exists another spae group element
h ∈ S, suh that
hg1h
−1 = g2 ⇔ g1 ⋍ g2 . (2.31)
One says then that both g1 and g2 belong to the same onjugay lass [g], dened by
[g] =
{
h g h−1 | h ∈ S} , (2.32)
4
It is possible to embed the ation of a spae group element (θ, eα) as (Θ, Aα), where Θ denotes a rotation
in the gauge degrees of freedom [34,59℄.
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and are therefore equivalent.
With help of eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), one an easily verify that onjugation of g = (θ, nαeα)
under an arbitrary group element h = (θh, mαeα) yields
h g h−1 = (θh, mαeα) (θ, nαeα) (θ−1h , −mαθ−1h eα)
= (θ, nαθheα + (1− θ)mαeα) .
(2.33)
Thus, the onjugay lass (2.32) of a general spae group element g beomes
[g] = {(θ, nαθheα + (1− θ)mαeα) | θ, θh ∈ P} . (2.34)
It is evident that there are several dierent onjugay lasses. It is onvenient to organize
them into two ategories: a) θ = 1 and b) θ 6= 1. The onjugay lasses of the former ase
ompose the so-alled untwisted setor, denoted U . Those of the seond ase onstitute one or
more twisted setors, denoted Tk,ℓ, depending on the number of nontrivial θs available. The
origin and meaning of the tags untwisted and twisted will be laried in setion 2.3.
Notie that the elements of the untwisted setor are just lattie translations, (1, nαeα).
The orresponding onjugay lasses, aording to eq. (2.34), aquire then the form
[(1, nαeα)] = {(1, nαθheα) | θh ∈ P} . (2.35)
2.2.2 Consisteny Conditions
We have seen in setion 2.1 that the heteroti string has intrinsi theoretial onstraints on
its geometry and spetrum. It is then natural to expet some requirements for the needed
parameters in orbifold ompatiations. These onstraints fall into three lasses:
• N = 1 susy;
• S →֒ G embedding onditions; and
• modular invariane.
N = 1 susy
By ompatifying on a six-dimensional spae we learly distinguish between our four-dimensional
Minkowski spae-time and the six internal oordinates. Consequently, the transversal SO(8)
of the ten-dimensional Lorentz group will break. The spei form of this breaking depends
on the geometry of the internal spae and is diretly related to the amount of supersymmetry
in four dimensions. Generially, the breaking is of the form
SO(8) −→ SO(2)× SO(6) ∼ U(1)× SU(4) . (2.36)
The U(1) is assoiated to the unompatied diretions of the Minkowski spae-time and an
therefore be interpreted as the four-dimensional heliity.
On the other hand, the ten-dimensional gravitino ontains the two heliity states of the
spin-3/2 four-dimensional gravitini, transforming as 4plets under the internal SU(4) symme-
try:
56c ⊃ 43/2 + 4−3/2 . (2.37)
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Point group P 6D Lattie Γ Twist vetor v
Z3 SU(3)
3 1
3
(0, 1, 1, −2)
Z4 SU(4)
2
SO(5)× SU(4)× SU(2) 1
4
(0, 1, 1, −2)
SO(5)2 × SU(2)2
Z6-I G
2
2 × SU(3) 16 (0, 1, 1, −2)
Z6-II G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) 16 (0, 1, 2, −3)
SU(6)× SU(2) 1
6
(0, 2, 1, −3)
SU(3)× SO(8)
SU(3)× SO(7)× SU(2)
Z7 SU(7)
1
7
(0, 1, 2, −3)
Z8-I SO(9)× SO(5) 18 (0, 1, −3, 2)
Z8-II SO(10)× SU(2) 18 (0, 1, 3, −4)
SO(9) × SU(2)2
Z12-I E6
1
12
(0, 1, −5, 4)
F4 × SU(3)
Z12-II F4 × SU(2)2 112 (0, 1, 5, −6)
Table 2.1: Admissible six-dimensional rystallographi latties [61℄ and twist vetors for ZN
orbifolds.
We denote the spinor elds assoiated to the four-dimensional gravitini by ηi, i = 1, . . . , 4.
The amount of unbroken susy harges Qi is given by the number of ovariantly onstant
spinors ηi, i.e. by the number of gravitini invariant under the holonomy group (∇mηi = 0).
We observe that, depending on the holonomy group of the ompat spae, we an have
trivial holonomy: 4 −→ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 ⇒ N = 4 , (2.38a)
SU(2) holonomy: 4 −→ 2+ 1+ 1 ⇒ N = 2 , (2.38b)
SU(3) holonomy: 4 −→ 3+ 1 ⇒ N = 1 . (2.38)
We know that theories with N > 1 are nonhiral and thus unrealisti and models with
no supersymmetry are phenomenologially disfavored as they annot alleviate some of the
fundamental puzzles of the standard model. Thus, a natural phenomenologial requirement
for orbifold models is to have N = 1 susy. This an be guaranteed by an appropriate hoie
of the point group P .
In abelian orbifolds, the point group is a subset of the full holonomy group. Insisting on
N = 1 amounts to demanding
P ⊂ SU(3) ⊂ SO(6) . (2.39)
Allowed point groups are the yli groups ZN , with N = 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, and ZN ×ZM , with
N, M = 2, 3, 4, 6 and M an integer multiple of N . As we are about to see, it turns out that
the spei form of the twist ϑ is also onstrained by N = 1.
To simplify the notation, the six ompat oordinates of the torus Xi, i = 5, . . . , 10, are
onveniently ombined into three omplex oordinates
Z1 =
1√
2
(
X5 + iX6
)
, Z2 =
1√
2
(
X7 + iX8
)
, Z3 =
1√
2
(
X9 + iX10
)
. (2.40)
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Point group P Twist vetor v1 Twist vetor v2
Z2 × Z2 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 12 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z2 × Z4 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 14 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z3 × Z3 13 (0, 1, 0, −1) 13 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z2 × Z6-I 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z2 × Z6-II 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 1, 1, −2)
Z4 × Z4 14 (0, 1, 0, −1) 14 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z3 × Z6 13 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z6 × Z6 16 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Table 2.2: Twist vetors for ZN × ZM orbifolds leading to N = 1. Six-dimensional om-
patiation latties an be found in e.g. [62, 63℄ (see also appendix D).
In the light-one gauge, the observable spaetime an be represented by Z0 = 1√
2
(
X3 + iX4
)
.
Further, we will assume the torus T 6 to be fatorizable,5 i.e. it an be written as T 6 =
T 2 ⊗ T 2 ⊗ T 2. In the basis (2.40), the twist of a ZN orbifold is then a diagonal 3× 3-matrix
of the form
ϑ = diag
(
e2πiv
1
, e2πiv
2
, e2πiv
3
)
. (2.41)
where v = (0, v1, v2, v3) is alled the twist vetor and arries the full information of the point
group ation.
6
The ation of the point group on the omplex ompat oordinates is then
given by
Za
ϑ−→ exp{2πiva}Za, a = 1, 2, 3 , (2.42)
where we an inlude the trivial ation of the twist on the observable spaetime plane Z0.
In N = 1 susy there is only one gravitino. So, we need to determine what the form of the
twist vetor must be so as to ensure that only one gravitino survives after ompatiation.
The ten-dimensional gravitino ontained in the supergravity multiplet (2.16) of the heteroti
string splits into four gravitini in four dimensions:∣∣∣ ± 1
2
; ±1
2
, ±1
2
, ±1
2
〉
R
⊗ α˜ν−1
∣∣∣ 0 〉
L
, even # of + signs . (2.43)
The rst omponent of the right-mover provides both hiralities for the gravitini. Due to the
ompatiation, the last three omponents are internal indies that aount for a multipliity
fator of four for eah hirality. Sine the left-mover arries lorentzian index, only the right-
mover transforms under the orbifold ation∣∣ ± 12 ; ±12 , ±12 , ±12 〉R ϑ−→ e−2πi(± 12v1± 12v2± 12v3)∣∣ ± 12 ; ±12 , ±12 , ±12 〉R . (2.44)
The spetrum of an orbifold ontains only states that are invariant under the orbifold ation.
Thus, in order to get N = 1, the phase exp{−πi (±v1 ± v2 ± v3)} must be trivial for one
gravitino. One noties that the ondition ±v1 ± v2 ± v3 = 0 for one ombination of signs
5
Orbifolds in nonfatorizable tori have been also extensively studied. For details, see e.g. [62,63℄. A possible
relation between orbifolds on fatorizable and nonfatorizable latties was rst onjetured in [48℄.
6
In ZN × ZM orbifolds, there is one twist vetor for eah of the two point group generators, ϑ and ω.
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Z3
Z3
b) SU(3)
e1
e2 e2
e1
b) SO(4)
Figure 2.3: A two-dimensional Z3 transformation a) does not at rystallographially on the
root lattie of SO(4). In ontrast, b) the root lattie of SU(3) is mapped to itself under Z3.
assures the presene of solely one gravitino in the orbifold spetrum. Therefore, one an
hoose the omponents of the twist vetor to satisfy
v1 + v2 + v3 = 0 , (2.45)
so that | ± (12 ; 12 , 12 , 12)〉R ⊗ α˜ν−1|0〉L be the surviving gravitino. Moreover, as the twist vetor
v of ZN orbifolds orresponds to a twist ϑ ∈ P of order N (ϑN = 1), then its omponents
fulll in general Nva ∈ Z, a = 1, 2, 3. Note that if one va is zero (or integer), we obtain
N = 2 in four dimensions, implying that all omponents va of a ZN orbifold twist vetor must
be nontrivial. In the third olumn of table 2.1, we present our hoie of twist vetors for all
admissible ZN orbifolds.
In ZN × ZM orbifolds, there are two twist vetors, v1 and v2, that also fulll eq. (2.45).
Only their ombined ation must lead to N = 1. In this ase, one an hoose the twist vetors
as shown in table 2.2. Notie that eah of the twist vetors leads to N = 2, but their onjoint
ation provides a theory with N = 1, as required.
A seondary eet of the restrition N = 1 ours in the six-dimensional ompatied
spae. As already mentioned, the point group P has to at rystallographially on the root
lattie Γ of a six-dimensional Lie algebra. In other words, the lattie of the torus T 6 must
be mapped to itself under the ation of P . Provided a point group P , not any root lattie
is admissible. As an example, onsider g. 2.3: in two dimensions, the ation of Z3 an be
regarded as a rotation by 2π/3. Clearly, whereas the root lattie of SU(3) is left invariant
under Z3, the root lattie of SO(4) is not. Suitable root latties for ZN orbifolds are given
in table 2.1. We have also ompiled a list of some allowed latties for ZN × ZM orbifolds in
table D.2.
S →֒ G Embedding Conditions
The embedding of the spae group into the gauge degrees of freedom imposes some onditions
on the shift vetor(s) V and the Wilson lines Aα. First of all, embedding the twist satisfying
ϑN = 1 implies that the assoiated shift vetor has to be also of order N , i.e.
NV ∈ Λ , (2.46)
where Λ is the 16-dimensional weight lattie of the orresponding heteroti string.
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On the other hand, Wilson lines are subjet to ertain onditions depending on the om-
patiation lattie Γ. Wilson lines are the embeddings of the six lattie generators eα, there-
fore one might be entied to think that there are six distint Wilson lines Aα. However, not
all diretions eα are independent in the orbifold. Consider for example the two-dimensional
SU(3) lattie of g. 2.3. One sees that a Z3 transformation maps e1 to e2, implying that the
orresponding Wilson lines A1 and A2 have to be equivalent in the orbifold. Consequently, in
Z3 orbifolds with ompatiation lattie Γ = SU(3)
3
(f. table 2.1), one nds
eα
ϑ−→ eα+1 =⇒ Aα ≈ Aα+1 , α = 1, 3, 5; ϑ ∈ Z3 , (2.47)
where `≈' indiates that the Wilson lines are idential up to lattie translations in Λ.
In general, relations between the Wilson lines are eet of equivalenes between spae
group elements. As we have seen before, elements of a given onjugay lass are equivalent.
Aording to eq. (2.35), the onjugay lass of a lattie translation g = (1, nαeα) is given by
[(1, nαeα)] = {(1, nαθeα) | θ ∈ P} (2.48)
and ontains elements desribing the same orbifold ation. For example, in the ase of Z3
orbifolds, the relation
(1, e1) ⋍ (ϑ, 0)(1, e1)(ϑ, 0)
−1 = (1, e2) , (2.49)
implies that (1, e1) and (1, e2) are indistinguishable from the orbifold perspetive. Then,
their embedding into the gauge degrees of freedom should also be identied. This restrits A1
and A2 to be equal up to lattie vetors, as we had already shown.
It is not hard to realize that also the order of the Wilson lines gets restrited by the hoie
of Γ. Consider in the Z3 orbifold the following elements of the same onjugay lass:
(1, e2) ⋍ (ϑ, 0)(1, e2)(ϑ, 0)
−1 = (1, −e1 − e2) . (2.50)
Embedding this relation into the gauge degrees of freedom and using A1 ≈ A2 yields
A2 ≈ −A1 −A2 ≈ −2A2 ⇔ 3A2 ≈ 0 . (2.51)
In other words, A2 (as well as A1) has to be a Wilson line of order 3, 3A2 ∈ Λ. Similar
relations apply also for the other two SU(3) fators of the lattie Γ. Hene, all in all, we
obtain
3A1 ≈ 3A3 ≈ 3A5 ≈ 0 ; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4, A5 ≈ A6 . (2.52)
The number of independent Wilson lines Aα and their order Nα for admissible hoies of Γ
in ZN orbifolds are provided in table D.1.
7
See table D.2 for onstraints on Wilson lines of
ZN × ZM orbifolds.
Modular Invariane
Terms of the one-loop partition funtion of abelian orbifolds aquire in general a nontrivial
phase under modular transformations [64, 65℄. Demanding the partition funtion to be mod-
ular invariant safeguards the resulting theory from anomalies. Therefore, we are ommitted
7
Notie that several typos of the literature have been orreted there.
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e2
e1
Z3
Z3
e1
e2
Figure 2.4: Fixed points arise naturally by the ation of a disrete symmetry on the torus.
In an SU(3) lattie, the ation of Z3 is ounterated by lattie translations, leaving three
points xed.
to requiring the phase that arises from modular transformations to vanish. This imposes on-
straints on the orbifold parameters whih, for ZN orbifolds without Wilson lines, are usually
expressed as [32, 65, 66℄
N(V 2 − v2) = 0 mod 2 . (2.53)
In inluding Wilson lines (and a seond twist of the point group in the ase of ZN × ZM
orbifolds), eq. (2.53) has to be replaed by [48℄
N
(
V 21 − v21
)
= 0 mod 2 , (2.54a)
M
(
V 22 − v22
)
= 0 mod 2 , (2.54b)
M (V1 · V2 − v1 · v2) = 0 mod 2 , (2.54)
Nα (Aα · Vi) = 0 mod 2 , (2.54d)
Nα
(
A2α
)
= 0 mod 2 , (2.54e)
Qαβ (Aα ·Aβ) = 0 mod 2 (α 6= β) , (2.54f)
where Nα orresponds to the order of the Wilson line Aα (NαAα ∈ Λ), and Qαβ ≡ gd(Nα, Nβ)
denotes the greatest ommon divisor of Nα and Nβ.
8
For ZN orbifolds, one has V1 = V, v1 = v
and eqs. (2.54) and (2.54d) are learly unneessary.
2.2.3 Orbifold Geometry
Fixed points appear naturally in orbifold ompatiations due to the ation of the twist on
the ompat spae. As an example, onsider a one-omplex-dimensional Z3 orbifold on an
SU(3) torus lattie. Z3 ats as a rotation by 2π/3 on the omplex plane. Evidently, the point
at the origin is not aeted by the Z3 ation and is therefore xed. Furthermore, onsidering
torus translations, one nds that there are two additional xed points inside the fundamental
ell of the torus. Observe the situation depited in gure 2.4. The disrete rotation of those
points is ounterated by translations in the torus lattie, so that the points remain unaeted
in the orbifold.
Let us make two remarks. First, note that the three xed points desribed above an
be related neither by further lattie translations nor by the repeated ation of Z3. This
8
In the ase of two dierent Z2 Wilson lines we nd that (2.54f) an be relaxed, i.e. gd(Nα, Nβ) an be
replaed by NαNβ = 4, provided there exists no g ∈ P with the property g eα 6= eα but g eβ = eβ. Imposing
the weaker ondition leads, as we nd, to anomaly-free spetra.
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pillowe2
e1
Figure 2.5: The fundamental region of a one-omplex-dimensional Z3 orbifold is redued
to one third of the fundamental ell of the SU(3) root lattie. Folding appropriately the
fundamental region, one an see that the Z3 orbifold is a at manifold everywhere exept
at the three singularities orresponding to the xed points.
independene haraterizes all xed points on the orbifold.
9
Seondly, if one onsiders not
only the fundamental ell of the torus illustrated in gure 2.4, but the entire (innite) root
lattie of SU(3), learly, one nds an innite set of xed points. Yet all of them are identied
to the three xed points on the orbifold by the onjoint ation of Z3 rotations and lattie
translations, that is, by the ation of the spae group. Hene, the xed points belong to only
three dierent lasses and, for desribing all of them, it sues to take one representative out
of eah of these lasses.
Orbifolds are generalizations of manifolds in the sense that they are smooth (almost)
everywhere, with exeption of a onstrained set of points, where the urvature onentrates;
i.e. orbifolds admit singularities. That an be realized in the last example, by observing the
spae resulting after moding out the disrete group Z3. In that ase, the entire spae an be
desribed by one third of the area of the torus, the so-alled fundamental region, as skethed in
gure 2.5. Then, one noties that points along the boundaries of the fundamental region of the
orbifold are identied under the ation of the spae group. To visualize the orbifold spae, one
has to fold the fundamental region and paste the edges together. The outome is a triangular
pillow-like objet with sharp orners loated at the xed points. One an proof that suh
orners are onial singularities that onentrate the urvature of the orbifold. This means
that only at the xed points the holonomy group is nontrivial (generially, it is a subgroup of
ZN ).
In any six-dimensional orbifold, xed points are determined by onsidering the underlying
lattie and the spae group ation. To be more preise, onsider an arbitrary spae group
element g = (θ, nαeα). Following from eq. (2.26), its ation on the omplex oordinates Z
a
is
given by
Z
g−→ θZ + nαeα , (2.55)
where the basis vetors eα of the six-torus are now expressed in the omplexied basis
eq. (2.40), and θ denotes an arbitrary point group element taking the form θ = ϑk for ZN
orbifolds or θ = ϑk ωℓ for ZN × ZM orbifolds. A point Zf in the ompat spae is said to be
xed in the orbifold if it is invariant under the ation of a partiular spae group element gf .
This means that xed points satisfy
Zf = gfZf = θZf + nαeα ⇔ (1− θ)Zf ∈ Γ (2.56)
9
As we will see, there are situations in whih some points are xed under the ation of one point group
element, but are onneted to other xed points by the ation of another one. In that ase, not all xed points
in the torus are independent xed points on the orbifold.
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for a given gf ∈ S.
It is onvenient to label a xed point by the orresponding spae group element gf instead
of by its spatial oordinates Zaf . The spae group elements gf will be alled onstruting
elements. This notation is rather onvenient for several reasons. We know that, even though
the number of solutions of eq. (2.56) is innite, only a redued nite number of points are
inequivalent in the orbifold. In fat, inequivalent points in the ompat spae are related to
spae group elements from dierent onjugation lasses. Seondly, we an say that points
expressed by gf = (1, nαeα) belong to the untwisted setor. Further, xed points represented
by gf = (θ, nαeα) with θ 6= 1 `live' in one of the twisted setors. For example, xed points left
invariant under the ation of θ = ϑk 6= 1 of a ZN orbifold are said to belong to the k-th twisted
setor (k = 1, . . . , N − 1). Analogously, invariant points under θ = ϑkωℓ 6= 1 in ZN ×ZM are
alled xed points of the (k, ℓ)-th twisted setor.
The number of distint (onjugay lasses of) xed points varies for dierent setors of an
orbifold. One rst noties that in the untwisted setor, every point of the spae is evidently
invariant and gf = (1, 0). Thus, we end up with a six-dimensional xed torus without
singularities in the untwisted setor. A less boring situation appears in the twisted setors.
There, the solutions of eq. (2.56) are either isolated xed points or one-omplex-dimensional
invariant surfaes, ommonly alled xed tori. The former ase applies to points xed under θ
suh that 1− θ is nonsingular (i.e. det(1− θ) 6= 0). The latter appears when 1− θ is singular.
This is easy to understand beause 1− θ is singular only if one of the eigenvalues of θ is one
or, stated dierently, only if one omplex plane is left invariant under θ.
In ase that det(1−θ) 6= 0 and the lattie of the ompat spae is fatorizable,10 the number
of isolated xed points in the twisted setor orresponding to θ is given by an (over)simplied
version of the Lefshetz xed point theorem [67℄
#Zf = det(1− θ) =
3∏
a=1
4 sin2(πva) , (2.57)
where va are the entries of the twist vetor. Formula (2.57) is, at rst sight, very appealing,
sine it does not depend on the partiular geometry of the underlying lattie Γ. Nonetheless,
there are too few ases for whih eq. (2.57) applies. For example, in most of the ZN orbifolds,
only the number of xed points in the rst twisted setor (θ = ϑ1) are determined by that
formula. Few other twisted setors of both ZN and ZN ×ZM orbifolds an also be addressed
in this way.
In presene of xed tori, that is, when det(1− θ) = 0, one might onjeture that it sues
to extrat the nontrivial two-omplex-dimensional part of θ and then to apply formula (2.57).
Unfortunately, the result obtained in that way is, in general, wrong. The reason an be
traed bak to the origin of formula (2.57). In a more omplex version, the Lefshetz xed
point theorem
11
states that the number of xed points (or xed tori) is given by the index
of the spae of elements gf (assoiated to the xed points) divided by the largest set of
(sub)symmetries of the spae group relating xed points among eah other. Only if the set
of modded out symmetries omprises exlusively lattie translations on the lattie Γ (and Γ is
fatorizable), then formula (2.57) (or a lower dimensional version of it) yields a orret result.
10
i.e. the six-dimensional lattie an be written as the produt of three two-dimensional sublatties, eah of
whih orresponds to a omplex plane with oordinate Za and a xed.
11
See e.g. appendix A of ref. [68℄.
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Figure 2.6: Fixed points of the ϑ2 twisted setor on the torus spanned by the root lattie of
G2. The point group generator ϑ ats as a rotation by 2π/6. Some points invariant under
ϑ2 on the torus are identied on the orbifold by the ation of ϑ; suh points are equivalent
in the orbifold.
Let us examine more losely this situation in an example. In ZN orbifolds, 1−θ is singular
only for higher twisted setors orresponding to θ = ϑk with 1 < k < N . Suppose ϑ to be a
Z6 generator and the ompat spae to be spanned by the root lattie of G2×SU(3)×SO(4).
As it will be detailed shortly, the ation of ϑ2 is trivial in the sublattie spanned by SO(4), so
that we get xed tori in the seond twisted setor. Now, fous on the sublattie spanned by
G2. The point group generator ϑ ats as a rotation by 2π/6 on the G2 plane; therefore, xed
points (tori) of the ϑ2 twisted setor are those points left invariant under a rotation by 120
degrees. In gure 2.6, we present the three points of the G2 sublattie left invariant by this
rotation. Notie that a one-omplex-dimensional version of formula (2.57) also leads to three
invariant points:
#ZG2f =
∣∣∣ 1− e2×2πi/6 ∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣ 32 − i
√
3
2
∣∣∣∣∣ = 94 + 34 = 3 . (2.58)
The points invariant under ϑ2 in the G2 sublattie are represented by the spae group elements
g1 = (ϑ
2, 0), g2 = (ϑ
2, e1) and g3 = (ϑ
2, 2e1). Nevertheless, to onlude that there are three
xed points in the G2 plane of the seond twisted setor is wrong. It is not hard to verify that
g3 = (ϑ, e1) g2 (ϑ, e1)
−1 , (2.59)
situation that is also depited in gure 2.6. Then g2 and g3 belong to the same onjugay
lass, implying that only the onjugay lasses of g1 and g2 are independent. Therefore, only
two points (tori) are truly xed under the ation of the orbifold in the G2 sublattie.
Before proeeding to the details of two important examples, let us add a remark. The
ompatiation lattie plays a very important role in the number of xed points. For exam-
ple, the usual Z2 × Z2 orbifold ompatiation on the fatorizable lattie of SU(2)6 admits
twie the amount of xed tori of the same orbifold on the nonfatorizable root lattie of
SO(12) [69℄. In fat, it is possible to state that the number of xed points (or tori) of orbifolds
with fatorizable ompat spae is, in general, bigger than that of the same orbifold with a
nonfatorizable lattie. Our disussion here will restrit to the fatorizable ase.
Standard Example: The Z3 Orbifold
The Z3 orbifold has been long studied sine the mid-eighties [31, 33, 70, 71℄ mainly beause it
is the simplest orbifold and beause, even in that sope, there are hanes to get semirealisti
models [35, 40℄.
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Figure 2.7: The geometry of Z3 orbifolds ompatied on an SU(3)
3
lattie. The 27 xed
points of the ϑ1 and ϑ2 twisted setors are idential.
The ompat spae of the Z3 orbifold is spanned by the root lattie of SU(3)
3
. The twist
vetor preserving N = 1 susy is given by
v = (0, 1/3, 1/3, −2/3) , (2.60)
implying that the Z3 point group generator ϑ ats as a simultaneous rotation by 2π/3 on all
three SU(3) sublatties. The Z3 orbifold has three setors: the untwisted setor (ϑ
0 = 1) and
two twisted setors (ϑ1 and ϑ2). In the untwisted setor the ation of the point group is trivial
and, therefore, all points are invariant.
To nd the points xed under ϑ, we use the fat that the underlying lattie is fatorizable.
We have already studied the Z3 ation on a single SU(3) lattie. We have seen that three
independent points are left invariant by Z3. As an extension of that ase, we nd that eah of
the three sublatties has three independent xed points, so that the six-dimensional spae of
the rst twisted setor ontains a total of 27 xed points, displayed in gure 2.7. This result
an be veried by using formula (2.57).
The xed points of the ϑ2 twisted setor are idential to those of the rst twisted setor.
Therefore, there is no need to onsider these two setors separately. We will see in setion 2.3
that this struture will be reeted in the matter spetrum of the orbifold. In any orbifold,
one an show that the xed point struture of the setor θ is equal to that of the setor θ−1.
Note that in the Z3 ase ϑ
2 = ϑ−1.
The Z6-II Orbifold
The Z6-II orbifold was rst studied in detail in ref. [41, 72℄. In those works, the struture of
the xed points was suggested as a tool to get models with phenomenologially aeptable
features. Sine the present thesis is based on the Z6-II orbifold, we disuss in detail the
struture of its xed points. We illustrate our results in gure 2.8.
We will onsider the ompat spae of the Z6-II orbifold to be spanned by the fatorizable
lattie
12
Γ
Z6−II = G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) . (2.61)
An advantage of the lattie Γ
Z6−II being fatorizable, is that we an nd the xed points
independently for eah sublattie without loss of information, and then put them all together
in order to obtain the entire xed point struture.
The point group Z6-II is generated by ϑ whih ats simultaneously as a rotation by 2π/6
on the G2 plane, a rotation by 2π/3 on the SU(3) plane, and a reetion on the origin of the
12
Z6-II orbifolds on nonfatorizable latties an also lead to interesting results. Some of their properties are
briey disussed in appendix C.
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Figure 2.8: The geometry of Z6-II orbifolds ompatied on a G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) lattie.
Fixed points of the ϑ1, ϑ2 and ϑ3 twisted setors are presented. The xed points of the ϑ4
and ϑ5 twisted setors are idential to those of the ϑ1 and ϑ2 twisted setors, respetively.
SO(4) sublattie. The ation of ϑ is then desribed by the twist vetor
v = (0, 1/6, 1/3, −1/2) . (2.62)
There are ve twisted setors orresponding to the dierent powers of ϑ.
Let us onsider the rst twisted setor. Formula (2.57) tells us that there are 12 xed
points. Their preise loation in the ompat spae an however only be found by means of
eq. (2.56). The onstruting elements orresponding to the xed points are given by
gϑf ∈
{
(ϑ, n5e5 + n6e6), (ϑ, e3 + n5e5 + n6e6), (ϑ, e3 + e4 + n5e5 + n6e6)
}
(2.63)
with n5, n6 = 0, 1.
The ation of ϑ2 is enoded in 2v = (0, 1/3, 2/3, −1). This means partiularly that all
points of the SO(4) sublattie are left invariant. Therefore, the ation of ϑ2 on the ompat
spae introdues xed tori. In this ase, formula (2.57) does not ount orretly the number of
xed points. However, from previous disussions we know that, under a rotation of 2× 2π/3
on the SU(3) sublattie, three points are left xed. Further, we have also seen that there are
only two inequivalent xed points in the G2 sublattie. All in all, we nd 2 × 3 xed tori in
the seond twisted setor. The onstruting elements are
gϑ
2
f ∈
{
(ϑ2, 0), (ϑ2, e1), (ϑ
2, e4), (ϑ
2, e1 + e4), (ϑ
2, e3 + e4), (ϑ
2, e1 + e3 + e4)
}
. (2.64)
In the third twisted setor, the point group ation, desribed by 3v = (0, 1/2, 1, −3/2),
ats trivially in the SU(3) sublattie, hene, we obtain xed tori in this ase too. It is easy to
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Figure 2.9: Closed strings in orbifold ompatiations. a) Untwisted strings are losed on
the torus, whereas b) twisted strings only lose through the ation of the twist ϑ.
see that eq. (2.56) leads to four invariant points under ϑ3 in eah of the other two sublatties.
However, the points out of the origin of the G2 sublattie are equivalent. Let us denote the
assoiated spae group elements by g1 = (ϑ
3, e1), g2 = (ϑ
3, e1 + e2) and g3 = (ϑ
3, e2). It is
easy to verify that
g1 ⋍ (ϑ, e1) g1 (ϑ, e1)
−1 = g2 and g2 ⋍ (ϑ, 2e1 − e2) g2 (ϑ, 2e1 + e2)−1 = g3 , (2.65)
whene it follows that all three elements belong to the same onjugay lass. We are then left
with a total of 2× 4 xed tori, desribed by the following onstruting elements:
gϑ
3
f ∈
{
(ϑ3, n5e5 + n6e6), (ϑ
3, e2 + n5e5 + n6e6)
}
(2.66)
with n5, n6 = 0, 1.
The fourth and fth twisted setors posses the struture of the seond and rst twisted
setors, respetively. Therefore, it is enough to study the three twisted setors depited in
gure 2.8.
2.3 Strings on Heteroti Orbifolds
The nal ingredient of orbifold ompatiations is their spetrum of matter. Matter in
heteroti orbifolds is desribed by losed strings. A speial feature of orbifold ompatiations
is that they admit two types of losed strings: untwisted and twisted strings (see gure 2.9).
Untwisted strings fulll the following boundary onditions:
Z(τ, σ + π) = Z(τ, σ) + nαeα . (2.67)
This indiates that they are losed already on the torus and free to propagate in the ompat
spae. In ontrast, twisted strings are losed only after identifying points by the twist θ,
aording to their boundary onditions
Z(τ, σ + π) = θZ(τ, σ) + nαeα , (2.68)
whene it follows that they are bound to the xed points. The relation between the types
of strings in an orbifold and the ation of the point group is the reason why we have alled
untwisted to the spae group elements with a trivial point group ation, and twisted to those
other whih inlude a nontrivial element of the point group.
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Sine massive strings have masses of the order of Mstr, they are too heavy to ontribute
diretly to lowenergy physis. Therefore, we will onsider the spetrum of heteroti orb-
ifolds to be omposed only of massless string states, satisfying additionally the level mathing
ondition for right- and left-movers, eq. (2.15).
Massless states dier for the several onstruting elements g. On the one hand, untwisted
states (with onstruting element g = (1, 0)) are written in general as
|q〉R ⊗ α˜x−1|p〉L , (2.69)
where q is a weight of SO(8) and p ∈ Λ as given in eq. (2.14). α˜x−1 represents an osillator
exitation in one diretion of either the Minkowski spae (α˜µ−1) or the ompat spae (α˜
a
−1, α˜
a¯
−1)
or the gauge degrees of freedom (α˜I−1).
On the other hand, massless states assoiated to a twisted onstruting element g =
(ϑk, nαeα) (with k = 1, . . . , N − 1) are in general expressed as
|q
sh
〉 ⊗ α˜ |p
sh
〉 ≡ |q + vg〉R ⊗ α˜ |p+ Vg〉L , (2.70)
where α˜ denotes in this ase a produt of osillators of the form α˜a−ηa (or α˜a¯−1+ηa) in the
omplex diretions a = 1, 2, 3 (or their onjugates a¯ = 1¯, 2¯, 3¯), with ηa = k va mod 1, suh
that 0 < ηa ≤ 1. Here we also dened the loal twist and the loal shift vetors assoiated to
the onstruting element g as
vg = k v and
Vg = k V + nαAα ,
(2.71)
respetively. One an trivially extend these results to ZN×ZM orbifolds by inluding a seond
twist vetor v2 and a seond shift vetor V2 in eq. (2.71).
Orbifold Projetions
As we have already mentioned, the matter spetrum of orbifolds will be omposed only of those
massless states whih are invariant under the ation of the spae group S and its ounterpart,
the gauge twisting group G, that is, under the orbifold group O ⊂ S ⊗G. The problem here
is to nd a presription to gure out whether a massless state is projeted out by the orbifold
ation. Let us make some general observations.
The boundary onditions for losed strings on orbifolds, eqs. (2.67) and (2.68), are sum-
marized by
Z(τ, σ + π) = gZ(τ, σ) (2.72)
for a onstruting element g. The set of all states with ompat oordinates fullling eq. (2.72)
dene a Hilbert spae Hg.
To ensure ompatibility of the states from Hg with the orbifold, we let an arbitrary spae
group element h ∈ S at on the oordinates desribing the strings. The boundary ondition
beomes
(hZ)(τ, σ + π) = hgZ(τ, σ)
= hgh−1(hZ)(τ, σ) ,
(2.73)
where we have made use of eq. (2.72). To interpret this, we have to distinguish between two
ases: a) h ommutes with g, and b) h does not ommute with g.
a) Let us onsider rst that h ommutes with g, i.e.
[g, h] = 0 . (2.74)
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In this ase, eq. (2.73) translates to
(hZ)(τ, σ + π) = g(hZ)(τ, σ) (2.75)
This boundary ondition indiates that states desribed by the oordinates h Z belong to the
same Hilbert spae Hg. Consequently, h must at trivially on the states from Hg:
|q
sh
〉R ⊗ α˜ |psh〉L h7−→ Φ |qsh〉R ⊗ α˜ |psh〉L != |qsh〉R ⊗ α˜ |psh〉L . (2.76)
States from Hg that do not fulll eq. (2.76) have to be projeted out.
Let us dene the entralizer Zg of a onstruting element g as the set of all spae group
elements h ommuting with g:
Zg = {h ∈ S | [g, h] = 0} . (2.77)
The massless matter spetrum of orbifold ompatiations is then formed by the massless
states whih are invariant under all elements of the entralizer.
b) Consider now a nonommuting spae group element h,
[g, h] 6= 0 . (2.78)
In this ase, eq. (2.73) indiates that h maps states from a given Hilbert spae Hg onto a
dierent Hilbert spae Hh g h−1 . Subsequent appliation of h then leads to the sequene
Hg h−→ Hh g h−1 h−→ Hh2 g h−2 h−→ Hh3 g h−3 h−→ . . . . (2.79)
The ruial point is now that, sine g and hgh−1 belong to the same onjugay lass, hZ and
Z are identied on the orbifold. This means that, on the orbifold, the dierent Hilbert spaes
Hhn g h−n are to be ombined into a single orbifold Hilbert spae. Invariant states are then
linear ombinations of states from all Hhn g h−n . Suh linear ombinations involve, in general,
relative phase fators (often alled γphase) [53℄.
Let us emphasize here that the ation of nonommuting spae group elements on physial
states of Hg does not projet out any state from the spetrum.
2.3.1 Untwisted Setor
In the untwisted setor U , the level mathing ondition for massless states of orbifolds oinides
with that of the unompatied heteroti string, that is,
m2L
4
=
1
2
p2 + N˜ − 1 = 0 = 1
2
q2 − 1
2
=
m2R
4
, (2.80)
where p is a root of either E8×E8 or SO(32) (see eq. (2.14)), q denotes the SO(8) weight vetor
of the right-mover and N˜ ounts the number of osillator exitations. As in the unompatied
heteroti string, eq. (2.80) has solution only if q2 = 1 for the right-movers and either p2 =
0, N˜ = 1 or p2 = 2, N˜ = 0 for the left-movers. The spetrum of the untwisted setor,
nevertheless, is dierent from that of the heteroti string disussed in setion 2.1. The reason
being that some states are projeted out by the ation of elements of the entralizer.
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Transformation Phase
In the projetion ondition, eq. (2.76), we have onsidered that massless states of Hg aquire
a phase Φ under the ation of an arbitrary element h of the entralizer Zg. In fat, every
element of the massless states transform dierently under the ation of an element h of the
entralizer. Embedding h into the gauge degrees of freedom shifts the bosoni oordinates XI
by V Ih , where Vh is the loal shift vetor of h (see eq. (2.71)). In the momentum spae, this
aounts for a phase that depends on the momentum p of the state and the loal shift vetor
Vh:
|p〉L h7−→ e2πip·Vh |p〉L . (2.81)
The ation of h provides the right-moving states with a similar phase
|q〉R h7−→ e2πiq·vh |q〉R , (2.82)
where vh is the loal twist vetor assoiated to h. Finally, osillators are transformed as
α˜I−1
h7−→ α˜I−1 , I = 1, . . . , 16 ,
α˜µ−1
h7−→ α˜µ−1 , µ = 2, 3 ,
α˜a−1
h7−→ e2πivah α˜a−1 ,
α˜a¯−1
h7−→ e−2πivah α˜a¯−1 .
(2.83)
Left- and right-moving momenta lie on an even, self-dual lattie of lorentzian signature
(22,6) [73℄, implying a relative sign between the phases of the left- and right movers. Therefore,
the phase aquired by untwisted massless states under the ation of h is given by
|q〉R ⊗ |p〉L : Φ = e2πi[p·Vh− q·vh]
|q〉R ⊗ α˜x−1|0〉L : Φ = e2πi[− q·vh+(δx,a−δx,a¯)v
a
h] ,
(2.84)
where x stands for the diretion in whih the osillator exitations ats.
Untwisted Spetrum
The onstruting element of the untwisted setor is g = (1, 0) and, therefore, the assoiated
entralizer ontains all elements of the spae group. The spetrum of the untwisted setor is
omposed by those massless states of the unompatied heteroti string whih are invariant
under all elements of the spae group. In the following, we evaluate the eet of the orbifold
projetion on the massless spetrum of the heteroti string, disussed in setion 2.1.
The ten-dimensional supergravity multiplet of the heteroti string splits into:
• a four-dimensional graviton gµν, dilaton ϕ, antisymmetri tensor Bµν (whose
dual is the model-independent axion aMI), and their superpartners. They are given by
the spae-group-invariant omponents of
|q〉R ⊗ αν−1|0〉L . (2.85)
Sine the left-movers αν−1|0〉L do not transform under any h, then the right-movers
|q〉R must transform trivially too. From eq. (2.82), we see that this ours only if the
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six-dimensional momenta q in eq. (2.85) orrespond to13
q =
{
± (12 , 12 , 12 , 12)
± (1, 0, 0, 0) . (2.86)
This is a trivial onsequene of requiring to preserve N = 1 susy in orbifold ompati-
ations (f. setion 2.2.2);
• some geometrial moduli given by states of the type
|q〉R ⊗ α˜a/a¯−1 |0〉L (2.87)
satisfying the invariane ondition
q · vh ± vah = 0 mod 1 , (2.88)
where the relative sign − (+) is assoiated with an osillator arrying holomorphi
index a (antiholomorphi index a¯). These states are gauge singlet elds, arising from
the ompat omponents of the ten-dimensional graviton and antisymmetri tensor (and
their superpartners). In partiular, the symmetri ombinations are the moduli for the
at metri of the ompat spae, whih an be written as
Gαβ = eα · eβ , (2.89)
where eα orrespond to the basis vetors of the ompat spae. The surviving om-
ponents of the antisymmetri tensor give rise to the so-alled model-dependent axions
aMD.
The ation of h on the 16 ten-dimensional unharged gauge bosons leaves invariant
only their four-dimensional omponents speied by
|q〉R ⊗ α˜I−1|0〉L (2.90)
with the right-mover momenta q also given by eq. (2.86) due to the invariane of α˜I−1. These
states are the 16 Cartan generators of the four-dimensional gauge group G4D. Therefore,
the rank of the gauge group annot be redued by ompatifying on this kind of orbifolds.
14
The 480 harged gauge bosons are of the form |q〉R ⊗ |p〉L. Those states left invariant
under the ation of the spae group aquire dierent natures depending on their transformation
properties:
• the harged gauge bosons (and gauginos) of the four-dimensional gauge group G4D
are those states where both left- and right-movers transform trivially under the ation of
any element h of the spae group, that is, where q ·vh = 0 mod 1 and p ·Vh = 0 mod 1,
independently. The only right-moving momenta satisfying the former onstraint are
those provided in eq. (2.86), whih are also the right-movers of the Cartan generators of
13
The SO(8) weights q in eq. (2.86) arry impliitly minkowskian index µ.
14
It is possible to redue the rank of the algebra by embedding the point group generator θ into the gauge
degrees of freedom as a rotation Θ instead of a shift vetor V .
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the unbroken gauge group. The ondition for the left-moving momenta must be fullled
for any h, then it an be restated neatly as
p · V = 0 mod 1 , (for V1 and V2 in ZN × ZM orbifolds) (2.91a)
p ·Aα = 0 mod 1 , α = 1, . . . , 6 , (2.91b)
where Aα are Wilson lines. These states transform in the adjoint representation of G4D.
Provided that not all 480 left-moving momenta p of the ten-dimensional harged bosons
satisfy eqs. (2.91), even though the rank is not redued, the gauge symmetry an be
broken;
• those states whose left- and right-moving omponents transform nontrivially and satisfy
the invariane ondition
p · Vh − q · vh = 0 mod 1 (2.92)
onstitute the so-alled untwisted harged matter of orbifold models. The various
matter states form several susy hiral-multiplets. Their gauge transformation properties
with respet to G4D depend on their momenta p.
2.3.2 Twisted Setors
Zero modes of twisted setors Tk(,ℓ) are assoiated to the onstruting elements g of the xed
points. Requiring the states to be massless aounts for the following onditions on the left-
and right-moving momenta:
1
4m
2
L =
1
2p
2
sh
+ N˜ − 1 + δc != 0 ,
1
4m
2
R =
1
2q
2
sh
− 12 + δc
!
= 0 ,
(2.93)
where δc orresponds to a hange in the zero point energy related to the appearane of twisted
osillators α˜a−ηa , α˜a¯−1+ηa . It is expressed by
δc =
1
2
∑
a
ηa(1− ηa) (2.94)
with ηa = vag mod 1, suh that 0 < η
a ≤ 1. For massless states, one an write the twisted
(frational) osillator number N˜ as
N˜ =
3∑
a=1
ηaN˜ag + η¯
aN˜∗ag , (2.95)
Here, η¯a = −vag mod 1 suh that 0 < η¯a ≤ 1, and N˜ag and N˜∗ag are integer osillator numbers,
ounting respetively the number of exitations in the holomorphi a and antiholomorphi a¯
diretions.
Transformation Phase
The transformation of left- and right-moving states |p
sh
〉L, |qsh〉R under the ation of an ar-
bitrary entralizer element h an also be read o from eqs. (2.81) and (2.82), where we have
only to substitute p for p
sh
and q for q
sh
.
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Further, just as in the untwisted setor, only the osillator exitations on the ompat
diretions a and a¯ transform nontrivially. Their transformations are given by
α˜a−ηa
h7−→ e2πivah α˜a−ηa
α˜a¯−1+ηa
h7−→ e−2πivah α˜a¯−1+ηa
(2.96)
Putting everything together, the omplete transformation phase of a massless twisted
states reads
Φ = e2πi [psh·Vh−qsh·vh+( eNg− eN∗g )·vh]Φvac , (2.97)
where the vauum phase
Φvac = e
2πi [− 1
2
(Vg·Vh−vg ·vh) ]
(2.98)
arises as onsequene of the geometrial properties of twisted strings (f. appendix of ref. [48℄).
2.3.3 A Z3 Example
The model studied here was presented in refs. [35, 40℄. In those works, the E8 × E8 heteroti
string was ompatied on a Z3 orbifold with abelian embedding and two Wilson lines. Here,
let us rst study the spetrum of the model in the absene of Wilson lines and then onsider
the eet of these bakground elds.
The embedding of the point group into the gauge degrees of freedom is hosen to be given
by the shift vetor
V =
(
1
3
4
,
2
3
, 03
)(
2
3
, 07
)
, (2.99)
whih, together with the twist vetor of a Z3 orbifold, v = (0, 1/3, 1/3, −2/3), satises the
modular invariane ondition, eq. (2.53).
Untwisted Setor
Aside from the elds Gµν , Bµν and ϕ (and their superpartners), we have nine geometrial
moduli of the type
|q〉R ⊗ α˜a¯|0〉L . (2.100)
They arise as follows. In the absene of Wilson lines, the transformation properties of the
states in the orbifold spetrum are determined by the ation of the point group generated by θ.
Therefore, denoting ̺ = e2πi/3, we an lassify the right-movers aording to their eigenvalues
with respet to the spae group element h = (ϑ, 0):
̺0 : |q〉R with q = ±( 12 , 12 , 12 , 12), ±(1, 0, 0, 0) ,
̺1 : |q〉R with q = ( 12 , 12 , −12 , −12), (0, 1, 0, 0) ,
̺2 : |q〉R with q = (−12 , −12 , 12 , 12), (0, −1, 0, 0) ,
(2.101)
where, as usual, the undersore denotes all permutations. On the other hand, left-moving
osillators with internal indies also transform:
̺1 : α˜a−1 ,
̺2 : α˜a¯−1 .
(2.102)
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Therefore, for eah omplex diretion a we obtain six (̺1)R(̺
2)L invariant states and other
six with (̺2)R(̺
1)L. However, note that the former states are onjugate to the latter ones.
Together, they enter into a single physial state, so that it is enough to ount left-hiral
states, i.e. states where the Ramond (half-integer) SO(8) weight has q0 = −12 .15 In the
present example, we ount only the six (̺2)R(̺
1)L invariant states. Furthermore, sine susy
is preserved, a physial state of the spetrum must ontain a Ramond weight along with an
Neveu-Shwarz (integer) weight. In this way, we ome up to three invariant states for eah
of the three omplex diretions, as given in eq. (2.100). Combinations of these nine moduli
orrespond to the nine independent deformation parameters of the ompat spae of a Z3
orbifold [74℄.
The unbroken gauge group has rank sixteen beause all Cartan generators given in eq. (2.90)
are invariant. The expliit breaking of E8 × E8 is obtained through the left-moving momenta
p (i.e. the roots of E8 ×E8 in eq. (2.14a)) satisfying p · V = 0 mod 1. There are 72 invariant
momenta p from the rst E8 and 84 from the seond E8 fator. Adding to this number the
eight Cartan generators of eah E8 provides the dimensionality of the adjoint of the unbroken
gauge group. In this ase 72+8→ 80 orresponds to the adjoint of SU(9) and 84+8→ 91⊕1
orrespond to the adjoint of SO(14)×U(1). The orresponding momenta p onstitute the roots
of the unbroken gauge group. The left-moving states with these momenta |p〉L (transforming
as ̺0) tensor together with the invariant (̺0) right-movers of eq. (2.101). Sine the number
of left-hiral states gives the multipliity of states, we nd that these gauge bosons appear, as
expeted, only one. Therefore, the orbifold ation with the shift vetor eq. (2.99) breaks the
gauge group as
G = E8 × E8 −→ G4D = SU(9) × SO(14) ×U(1) , (2.103)
where the U(1) generator is given by the vetor
t =
(
08
) (−18, 07 ) . (2.104)
More preisely, in order to determine the unbroken gauge group, one has to take the 72+84
invariant roots p and hose a basis that xes a semiordering in the weight spae [75℄. From
the semiordering, one an nd the simple roots αi, dened as those roots whih are positive
and annot be written as the sum of two positive roots. Provided that the roots have squared
length 2, one an then ompute the Cartan matrix Aij = αi · αj for eah gauge group fator
Ga (e.g. for SU(9)), whih desribes uniquely the algebra. A more detailed disussion on how
to obtain the unbroken gauge group in orbifold ompatiations an be found in setion 3.2
of ref. [76℄.
The untwisted harged matter is formed by tensoring together left-moving |p〉L and right-
moving |q〉L states whih, separately, aquire nontrivial transformation phases under the ation
of h = (ϑ, 0). There are 2 [84+(14+64)] momenta p from eq. (2.14a) whih lead to nontrivial
phases for the left-moving states: 84 + (14 + 64) of them transform with a phase ̺1 and the
remaining 84 + (14 + 64) with ̺2. Moreover, 2× 84 momenta ome from the rst E8 whereas
2 × (14 + 64) ome from the seond one. The gauge properties of the states are enoded in
the momenta p. The nonabelian gauge quantum numbers with respet to G4D, eq. (2.103),
are obtained by rewriting the momenta in Dynkin labels:
p → pDL(Ga) = (α1 · p, . . . , αn · p) for eah Ga , (2.105)
15
Note that the designation of hirality is arbitrary.
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(9, 1)12
T2
Figure 2.10: In the absene of Wilson lines, all xed points are degenerate. The twisted
matter ontent orrespond then to 27 opies of (9, 1)12.
where αi are the roots of the gauge fator Ga ⊂ G4D of rank n. Comparing the momenta in
Dynkin labels pDL with the results in the tables of ref. [77℄, one identies the representations.
In our example, we summarize the properties of the left-moving states |p〉L by
|p〉L with ̺1 ∼ (84, 1)0 ⊕ (1, 14)+18 ⊕ (1, 64)−9 ,
|p〉L with ̺2 ∼ (84, 1)0 ⊕ (1, 14)−18 ⊕ (1, 64)+9 .
(2.106)
The U(1) harge, denoted by the subsript, is given by t · p, with t representing the U(1)
generator given in eq. (2.104). Finally, the physial states are the result of ombining the left-
movers desribed in eq. (2.106) with the right movers given in eq. (2.101), whih provide the
states with a multipliity fator of three. Again, one nds that (̺1)R(̺
2)L left-hiral whereas
(̺2)R(̺
1)L are right-hiral invariant states, thus they enter together into physial states. The
untwisted harged matter spetrum is
3(84, 1)0 ⊕ 3(1, 14)−18 ⊕ 3(1, 64)+9
Twisted Setors
As disussed in setion 2.2.3, the Z3 orbifold has 27 xed points on eah of its two twisted
setors, labeled T1 and T2 for the ation of ϑ
1
and ϑ2, respetively. Twisted states are attahed
to the xed points. They are desribed by the momenta satisfying the masslessness onditions
eq. (2.93), q
sh
= q + vg and psh = p + Vg, where p ∈ Λ, and vg and Vg depend on the
onstruting element g (see eq. (2.71)).
Let us ompute the spetrum of the rst twisted setor. Consider the xed point at the
origin. Its onstruting element is g = (ϑ, 0); therefore, the loal twist vetor is vg = v and
the loal shift vetor is Vg = V . Sine the Wilson lines are trivial in this example, notie
that the loal twist and shift vetors are the same for all onstruting elements of this setor.
Then it follows that the matter spetrum at eah of the xed points is the same, so that the
spetrum of the setor is given by 27 opies of the matter at the origin.
The onditions on the left- and right-moving momenta for massless states read
p2
sh
= (p+ V )2
!
= 2− 2N˜ − 2 δc = 43 − 2N˜ ,
q2
sh
= (q + v)2
!
= 1− 2δc = 13 ,
(2.107)
where we have used eq. (2.94) to ompute δc = 1/3. Further, sine V 2 = 4/3 and N˜ is
nonnegative, eq. (2.107) has solution only for N˜ = 0. There are only nine p
sh
and two q
sh
that
solve eq. (2.107):
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p
sh
:
(
−23 , 13
3
, −13 , 03
)(
2
3 , 0
7
)
, q
sh
:
(
0, 13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3
)
,(
1
3
4
, 23 , 0
3
)(
2
3 , 0
7
)
,
(
1
2 , −16 , −16 , −16
)
.(
−16
4
, 16 ,
1
2
2
, −12
)(
2
3 , 0
7
)
,(
−16
4
, 16 , −12
3
)(
2
3 , 0
7
)
.
Notie that the states |q
sh
〉R ⊗ |psh〉L of the rst twisted setor are right-hiral (q0
sh
= +1/2
for the Ramond momentum).
It turns out that in the T1 (and TN−1) setor of ZN orbifolds all solutions to the mass
equation enter into an invariant state. In other words, all states from the rst twisted
setor are invariant under the orbifold ation. The reason is as follows. The elements
h of the entralizer Zg an also be expressed as gi with i = 0, . . . , N − 1. In this ase, one an
verify that momenta p
sh
and q
sh
solving the masslessness onditions always satisfy
p
sh
· Vh − qsh · vh + (Ng −N∗g ) · vh −
1
2
(Vg · Vh − vg · vh) = 0 mod 1 (2.108)
for any entralizer element h.
Therefore, all the momenta p
sh
and q
sh
given above survive the orbifold projetion, provid-
ing, in onsidering all the xed points of the T1 setor, 27 right-hiral supermultiplets whih
transform as
27(9, 1)−12 (2.109)
under gauge transformations.
In the T2 setor, the situation is similar. As in the T1 setor, it sues to onsider the
onstruting element of the xed point at the origin g = (θ2, 0) and ount 27 opies of the
assoiated matter ontent, as illustrated in g. 2.10. The assoiated massless momenta are
given by
p
sh
:
(
2
3 , −13
3
, 13 , 0
3
)(
− 23 , 07
)
, q
sh
:
(
0, −13 , −13 , −13
)
,(
−13
4
, − 23 , 03
)(
− 23 , 07
)
,
(−12 , 16 , 16 , 16) .(
1
6
4
, −16 , −12
2
, 12
)(
− 23 , 07
)
,(
1
6
4
, −16 , 12
3
)(
− 23 , 07
)
.
Sine these momenta dier from those of the T1 by a sign, the states |qsh〉R ⊗ |psh〉L of the T2
setor orrespond to the onjugate of the states in the T1 setor. One an verify that these
states have the following gauge transformations
27(9, 1)+12 . (2.110)
Notie that these states are left-hiral and, therefore, ombine with those states from the T1
setor to form omplete susy multiplets.
In summary, the matter ontent of the present Z3 orbifold model is given in terms of the
gauge representations of the states by
Setor Matter ontent
U 3(84, 1)0
3( 1, 14)−18
3( 1, 64)9
T2 27( 9, 1)12
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We omit here the gravity multiplet, the moduli and gauge bosons.
Inluding Wilson Lines
We introdue now the two Wilson lines given by the vetors [35, 40℄
A1 =
(
07, 23
) (
0, 13
2
, 05
)
,
A3 =
(
1
3
3
, 23 ,
1
3 , 0,
1
3
2
) (
1
3
2
, 06
)
.
(2.111)
Wilson lines Aα are gauge transformations assoiated to the nonontratible yles in the
diretions eα of the ompat spae. We have seen before that, due to the struture of the
ompat spae, the Wilson lines of Z3 orbifolds satisfy Aα = Aα+1 with α = 1, 3, 5 (f.
eq. (2.47)).
Geometrial moduli, the graviton, the dilaton and the antisymmetri tensor elds do not
feel the presene of the Wilson lines beause their transformation properties only depend on
the geometry of the ompat spae (in other words, on the twist vetor v and the right-moving
momenta q). Gauge bosons with left-moving momenta p, on the other hand, have to satisfy
additionally
p · Aα = 0 mod 1 (2.112)
in order to be invariant (f. eq. (2.91b)). In this way, the gauge symmetry is further broken.
In the present example, the ation of Wilson lines leave invariant only eight momenta p
from the rst E8 and 40 from the seond E8. We nd that, together with the 16 invariant
Cartan generators, they onstitute the adjoint representations of the unbroken gauge group
in four dimensions
G4D Aα−→ G′4D = SU(3) × SU(2) × [U(1)5 × SO(10) ×U(1)3] . (2.113)
Here, we have separated symbolially what we will all the observable setor from the hidden
setor, hoie justied on the appearane of the SU(3)× SU(2) gauge fators. Optimistially,
one ould at this point say that a model with suh a gauge group is a good andidate for
desribing the standard model of partile physis. The eight U(1) generators are labeled ti
with i = 1, . . . , 8.
Another eet of the presene of nontrivial Wilson lines is the hange of the matter spe-
trum. Many of the formerly invariant momenta p and p
sh
are not invariant any more with
respet to all elements of the entralizer(s). Let us fous rst on the untwisted setor. The
entralizer of the onstruting element g = (1, 0) is, as mentioned before, the omplete spae
group. A valid basis of Zg is given by
Zg = {(ϑ, 0), (1, e1), (1, e2), (1, e3), (1, e4), (1, e5), (1, e6)} . (2.114)
In partiular, the ation of the spae group elements h = (1, eα) imposes new onstraints on
the momenta p of the untwisted harged matter. From eq. (2.92) (with Vh = Aα), it follows
that these onstraints are also given by eq. (2.112). We are then left with 2[(3+3×2+2)+16]
momenta p. After tensoring left- and right-moving states together and omputing their gauge
quantum numbers, we nd the following matter representations of SU(3) × SU(2) × SO(10)
(we omit the U(1) harges):
3(3, 1, 1)⊕ 3(3, 1, 1)⊕ 3(1, 2, 1)⊕ 3(1, 1, 16)
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A3A1
T2
Figure 2.11: The ation of the Wilson lines A1 and A3 lifts the degeneray of the xed
points of the rst and seond omplex planes. Note that the Wilson line Aα is related to
the diretions eα and eα+1 of the ompat spae.
The omputation of the matter states in the twisted setors gets more involved than
before. In the previous disussion, we have used the fat that, in absene of Wilson lines, the
solutions to mass equations and the projetion ondition are idential at any xed point of a
given twisted setor. Therefore, in that ase, all xed points are degenerate. This situation
hanges in presene of Wilson lines. Consider, for example, two dierent onstruting elements
of the T2 setor: g1 = (ϑ
2, 0) and g2 = (ϑ
2, e2). The massless momenta psh = p + Vg1 for
g1 orrespond to those found in the ase without Wilson lines beause Vg1 = 2V . The right-
moving momenta is not altered by the introdution of Wilson lines. The states |q
sh
〉R⊗|psh〉L
at g1 form the gauge representations
1(1, 2, 1)⊕ 1(3, 1, 1)⊕ 4(1, 4, 1) (2.115)
under the gauge group G′4D given in eq. (2.113) (exluding the U(1) harges).
For g2 the loal shift vetor hanges to Vg2 = 2V +A2 = 2V +A1. Hene, the solutions to
the mass equation for the left-movers take a dierent form:
p
sh
:
(
−13
4
, −23 , 03
)(
1
3
2
, −23 , 05
)
,(
1
6
4
, −16 , −12 , 12 , 16
)(
−23 , 13
2
, 05
)
.
These nine momenta along with the right-moving momenta q
sh
of the orbifold without Wilson
lines omprise the matter spetrum of the xed point with onstruting element g2, whih is
written down in terms of the orresponding gauge quantum numbers (exluding U(1) harges):
9(1, 1, 1) . (2.116)
The dierene between the matter ontent for g1 and g2, eqs. (2.115) and (2.116), makes
manifest that Wilson lines lift the degeneray of the xed points. Only the points with
oordinates in the last torus onserve the degeneray as shown in g. 2.11. The degeneray
of the last torus gives then a multipliity fator of three for the twisted states. In priniple,
we ould expet a dierent matter ontent at eah of the nine xed points with dierent
oordinates in the rst two omplex planes. We list in table 2.3 the matter ontent assoiated
to the dierent xed points of the T2 setor. Notie that there are only ve lasses of matter
ontent. As we shall disuss shortly, the lass of matter ontent of a onstruting element g
is related to its loal shift Vg.
The matter states in the T1 setor are, as before, the right-hiral partners of the states
in the T2 setor. Hene, in terms of left-hiral states, the matter spetrum of this models is
summarized as follows:
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Construting element(s) g Matter ontent
(ϑ2, n5e5 + n6e6) 1(1, 2, 1)⊕ 1(3, 1, 1)⊕ 4(1, 1, 1)
(ϑ2, e3 + n5e5 + n6e6)
(ϑ2, e1 + e2 + e3 + n5e5 + n6e6) 2(1, 2, 1)⊕ 1(3, 1, 1)⊕ 1(3, 1, 1)⊕ 8(1, 1, 1)
(ϑ2, e1 + e2 + e3 + e4 + n5e5 + n6e6)
(ϑ2, e3 + e4 + n5e5 + n6e6) 1(1, 2, 1)⊕ 1(3, 1, 1)⊕ 4(1, 1, 1)
(ϑ2, e2 + e3 + e4 + n5e5 + n6e6)
(ϑ2, e2 + n5e5 + n6e6) 9(1, 1, 1)
(ϑ2, e1 + e2 + n5e5 + n6e6)
(ϑ2, e2 + e3 + n5e5 + n6e6) 3(1, 2, 1)⊕ 3(1, 1, 1)
Table 2.3: The matter ontent attahed to the xed points of the T2 setor of a Z3 orbifold
model with two Wilson lines.
Setor Matter ontent Setor Matter ontent
U 3(3, 1, 1) T2 15(3, 1, 1)
3(3, 2, 1) 12(3, 1, 1)
3(1, 2, 1) 36(1, 2, 1)
3(1, 1, 16) 171(1, 1, 1)
Let us spend few words on some phenomenologial properties of this model. If a string
ompatiation is to reprodue the standard model of partile physis, it must have the
gauge group GSM = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y . It has been shown that in the present model
it is possible to nd a ombination of U(1)'s produing the orret spetrum of the sm plus
additional partiles, whih turn out to be vetorlike with respet to GSM (see table 1 of
ref. [40℄). The vetorlike harater of the exoti partiles insinuates that suh partiles an
aquire large masses provided that adequate ouplings exist in the theory. As we will see
in setion 2.5.1, ensuring that suh ouplings do not vanish is quite nontrivial, for allowed
nonvanishing ouplings in string theory have to satisfy strong onstraints.
Other qualities of this model inlude preservation of N = 1 susy and the spontaneous
breaking of the hidden setor. Yet issues suh as orret Yukawa-mass textures, proton deay,
neutrino masses and ompatibility with gut theories require further investigation.
2.3.4 Loal Shift Vetors and Loal Spetra
We have seen that there are ve lasses of loal spetra at the dierent xed points of a Z3
orbifold model with Wilson lines. It turns out that this is a model-independent statement for
all Z3 orbifold models, as we will explain in the following.
Consider rst an arbitrary ZN or ZN × ZM orbifold model. Loally, at a xed point
with onstruting element g, the 480 gauge bosons of the ten dimensional gauge group G are
aeted only by the ation of the loal shift Vg. Therefore, the loal gauge group Gg and the
loal matter spetrum oinide with the four-dimensional gauge group and the spetrum at
one arbitrary xed point of an orbifold model with global shift vetor V = Vg (and no Wilson
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lines). The roots of the loal gauge group will be those roots p of the ten-dimensional gauge
group G satisfying
p · Vg = 0 mod 1 p2 = 2 . (2.117)
Clearly, matter states transform loally under Gg rather than under the four-dimensional gauge
group. This restrits the number of loal gauge groups (and loal spetra) to be the number
of (inequivalent) admissible shift vetors of the studied orbifold.
The intersetion of the loal gauge groups of the dierent xed points in a partiular model
yields the (global) four-dimensional gauge group G4D:
G4D = Gg1 ∩ Gg2 ∩ Gg3 ∩ . . . , (2.118)
whene it follows that the loal symmetry group is, in general, bigger than the G4D, i.e.
G4D ⊂ Ggi , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2.119)
From a global perspetive in four dimensions, loal matter states form representations of G4D.
These an be derived by the branhing rule of the loal representations under the breaking
Gg → G4D. In higher twisted setors, some of the loal states an be projeted out from a
global perspetive, so that only inomplete loal representation survive in the full orbifold.
We an now return to our Z3 example. Sine, in the ase of Z3 orbifolds, there are only
ve admissible shift vetors V (see table D.4), any loal shift vetor Vg must be equivalent
to one of them. It follows then that there are also ve lasses of dierent loal spetra, in
agreement with table 2.3. For onreteness, onsider the onstruting element g2 = (ϑ
2, e2).
The orresponding loal shift vetor is
Vg2 = 2V +A1 =
(
2
3
4
,
4
3
, 02,
2
3
)(
4
3
,
1
3
2
, 05
)
W+Λ−→
(
2
3
,
1
3
2
, 06
)(
2
3
,
1
3
2
, 06
)
, (2.120)
where W + Λ denotes Weyl rotations aompanied by E8 × E8 lattie translations. One an
verify that Vg2 orresponds to the shift vetor V
(2)
listed in table 2.3. Therefore, the loal
gauge group is Gg2 = E6 × SU(3) × E6 × SU(3) and the loal matter ontent is given the
bifundamental representation (1, 3, 1, 3). It is not diult to onrm that the nine singlets
of eq. (2.116) under G′4D arise from the breaking Gg2 → G′4D.
We will see in hapter 4 that the loal piture proves to be a useful tool in the searh after
orbifold models with realisti properties, suh as grand uniation.
2.3.5 Anomaly Canellation
Orbifold models present generially one anomalous U(1) symmetry, U(1)A [78℄. However,
it is reasonable to expet that the theory in four dimensions should be anomaly free as it
arises from the heteroti string, where anomaly anellation is ahieved by the Green-Shwarz
mehanism [23℄. It has been shown [79℄ that modular invariane of the orbifold guarantees
that the anomaly polynomial in four dimensions fatorizes as trF 2 − trR2. From there it
follows that the anomaly an be aneled by the generalized Green-Shwarz mehanism [8083℄.
Besides, the so-alled U(1)A universality ondition holds automatially [84, 85℄
1
2
tr (ℓQA) =
1
2|tj |2 tr Q
2
jQA =
1
6|tA|2 tr Q
3
A =
1
24
tr QA
( ≡ 8π2δGS) j 6= A , (2.121)
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where ℓ denotes the index of a given representation under a nonabelian gauge group. Fur-
thermore, tj are the generators of the U(1) fators (tA orresponds to U(1)A) that dene the
harge Qj as:
Qj|psh〉L = (tj · psh) |psh〉L .
The onstant δGS enters in the transformation of the dilaton in the Green-Shwarz mehanism.
Orbifold models ontain at most one anomalous U(1). Hene the remaining U(1)'s satisfy
1
2
tr (ℓQi) =
1
2|tj |2 tr Q
2
jQi =
1
6|ti|2 tr Q
3
i =
1
24
tr Qi = 0 i, j 6= A . (2.122)
The universality ondition, eq. (2.121), states also that pure abelian, mixed abelian
nonabelian, and mixed abeliangravitational anomalies are not independent of eah other.
Therefore, all of them anel simultaneously. In ref. [86℄ it is shown that this holds also for dis-
rete symmetries present in orbifold onstrutions. Other anomalies, suh as pure nonabelian
anomalies or Witten's anomaly [87℄, vanish automatially in orbifolds. The onditions (2.121)
and (2.122) have been onrmed for all models appearing in the present work.
2.4 Disrete Torsion in Orbifold Models
It is well known that disrete torsion [66℄ introdues an additional degree of freedom in ZN ×
ZM orbifold onstrutions [58℄. Nonetheless, there are some features of disrete torsion on
orbifolds whih have reeived little attention. Only reently we have noted [48℄ that ZN
orbifolds also admit disrete torsion and, moreover, that disrete torsion an add more than
one degree of freedom to orbifolds with Wilson lines. In this setion, we study briey ZN×ZM
and ZN orbifold models with disrete torsion and introdue the onept of generalized disrete
torsion. Then we analyze an interesting equivalene between models with generalized disrete
torsion and torsionless brother models. For a more detailed disussion, ref. [88℄ is reommended.
The one-loop partition funtion Z for orbifold ompatiations has the overall struture
Z =
∑
g,h
[g,h]=0
ε(g, h)Z(g, h) , g, h ∈ S . (2.123)
The relative phases ε(g, h) are alled disrete torsion phases. Their values an vary between
the dierent terms in the partition funtion and thus between the dierent setors. Dierent
assignments of phases lead, in general, to dierent orbifold models. The arbitrariness of ε(g, h)
orresponds to the freedom of turning on a bakground antisymmetri eld on the torus [66℄.
Although the disrete torsion phases appear to be arbitrary, modular invariane at one
loop and fatorizability of the partition funtion at two loops impose ertain onstraints on
the torsion phases. They are given by
ε(g1g2, g3) = ε(g1, g3) ε(g2, g3) , (2.124a)
ε(g1, g2) = ε(g2, g1)
−1 . (2.124b)
ε(g, g) = 1 . (2.124)
The last equation is a onvention, rather than a onstraint, and an be seen as a sort of
normalization of the phases.
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2.4.1 Disrete Torsion without Wilson Lines
In orbifolds without Wilson lines, g and h are hosen to be elements of the point group P . It
follows then that for ZN orbifolds the solution of eqs. (2.124) is trivial:
ε(g, h) = 1 ∀g, h ∈ P . (2.125)
Therefore, in the ase of ZN orbifolds without Wilson lines, non-trivial disrete torsion annot
be introdued.
In ZN × ZM orbifolds, still without Wilson lines, the situation is dierent beause there
are independent pairs of elements whih ommute with eah other. If we take two point
group elements g = ϑk1ωℓ1 and h = ϑk2ωℓ2 , then the disrete torsion phase is determined by
eqs. (2.124) to be [58℄
ε(g, h) = ε(θk1ωℓ1 , θk2ωℓ2) = exp
{
2πi a
N (k1ℓ2 − k2ℓ1)
}
, a = 0, 1, . . . , N , (2.126)
where N is the order of the twist ϑ.16 Note that there are only N inequivalent assignments
of ε.
2.4.2 Generalized Disrete Torsion
More reently, the onept of disrete torsion has been extended by introduing a generalized
disrete torsion phase in the ontext of type IIA/B string theory [89℄. This generalized torsion
phase depends on the xed points rather than on the setors of the orbifold. Therefore, one
has to onsider g and h to be elements of the spae group S.
Considering the spae group elements g = (ϑk1ωℓ1 , nαeα) and h = (ϑ
k2ωℓ2 , mαeα), the
general solution to eqs. (2.124) for the disrete torsion phase is written down as
ε(g, h) = e2πi [a (k1 ℓ2−k2 ℓ1)+bα (k1mα−k2 nα)+cα (ℓ1mα−ℓ2 nα)+dαβ nαmβ ] . (2.127)
where the sum over α, β is understood. The values of a, bα, cα, dαβ are required by modular
invariane and the geometry of the lattie Γ to satisfy
N a, Nα bα, Nα cα, Nαβ dαβ = 0 mod 1 ,
dαβ = − dβα ,
(2.128)
for eah α, β = 0, . . . , 6. Here N is the order of the twist ϑ, Nα the order of the Wilson line
Aα, and Nαβ is the greatest ommon divisor of Nα and Nβ (ompare with the onditions
for modular invariane, eqs. (2.54)). Additional onstraints on the parameters bα, cα, dαβ
due to the hoie of the lattie Γ appear in a similar fashion as those on the order of Wilson
lines, explained in setion 2.2.2. It is not hard to see that if eα ≃ eβ on the orbifold, then
bα = bβ, cα = cβ and dαβ = 0 must hold.
The generalized disrete torsion is not restrited only to ZN × ZM orbifolds, as it was
ommonly believed, but will likewise appear in the ZN ase. Clearly, sine in ZN orbifolds
there is only one shift, the parameters a and cα vanish.
16
Our onvention for ZN × ZM orbifolds is that M = nN with n ∈ Z.
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Role of Disrete Torsion on Orbifolds
The most important onsequene of nontrivial ε-phases for our disussion is that they modify
the boundary onditions for twisted states and thus hange the twisted spetrum. This an
be seen from the transformation phase Φ of eq. (2.76), whih is modied in the presene of
disrete torsion aording to
Φ 7−→ Φ′ = ε(g, h)Φ . (2.129)
Clearly, the phases Φ′ depend on the onstruting element g and an element h of its entralizer
Zg, i.e. Φ′ = Φ′(g, h). The projetion phases Φ′ and Φ projet out dierent twisted matter
states. Very frequently all the states loated at some xed point are projeted out by the
eet of the modied phase Φ′. One ould say that these `empty' xed points disappear from
the spetrum or, in other words, that they are nonphysial (at massless level). This feature is
interesting beause it allows to interpret the eet of disrete torsion in terms of a hange in
the metri of the ompat spae, as is disussed in setion 2.4.4.
Examples
Z3Orbifolds. Let us onsider the Z3 orbifold ompatied on an SU(3)
3
lattie. As we
have seen setion 2.2.2, the lattie vetors of Γ are related by the ation of the point group
generator. In partiular, we have that eα ≃ eα+1, for α = 1, 3, 5, on the orbifold. This implies
that there are only three independent bα, namely b1, b3, b5, while the other b-parameters
satisfy b2 = b1, b4 = b3, b6 = b5. Further,the antisymmetri matrix dαβ takes the form
dαβ =

0 0 d1 d1 d2 d2
0 0 d1 d1 d2 d2
−d1 −d1 0 0 d3 d3
−d1 −d1 0 0 d3 d3
−d2 −d2 −d3 −d3 0 0
−d2 −d2 −d3 −d3 0 0

. (2.130)
Therefore, there are six independent disrete torsion parameter, whih an take the values 0,
1
3 or
2
3 .
Z3 × Z3Orbifolds. The Z3×Z3 orbifold is very similar to Z3. Sine the ompatiation
lattie is that of the Z3 orbifold, the six disrete torsion parameters bα and dαβ (eq. (2.130))
are also admissible in this ase. Additionally, the parameters cα appear in the theory. In
the same way as bα, they are restrited by the geometry, so that only cα with α = 1, 3, 5 are
independent. Inluding a, we obtain ten independent disrete torsion parameters with values
0, 13 or
2
3 .
Z6-II Orbifolds. For the Z6-II orbifold on a G2×SU(3)×SO(4) lattie an analogous onsid-
eration shows that there are only few nontrivial disrete torsion parameters. We nd that the
only disrete torsion parameters that aept nonzero values are b3 = b4 = 0,
1
3 ,
2
3 , b5, b6 = 0,
1
2
and d56 = −d65 = 0, 12 ; that is, only four independent parameters. However, very frequently
the fators aompanying these parameters in eq. (2.127) (suh as (k1mα − k2 nα) for the
parameters bα) vanish, implying that the orresponding parameters are nonphysial. This is
explained by taking into aount the spae group elements g, h entering the ε-phases, that
is, all onstruting and entralizer elements. It turns out that this happens for all disrete
torsion parameters of Z6-II orbifolds. Hene, disrete torsion is irrelevant in Z6-II orbifolds.
This will be important in hapter 4 for the lassiation of orbifolds of this type.
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2.4.3 Brother Models
In most of the studies of orbifold models, it is laimed that two models whose parameters
(V1, V2, Aα) dier only by lattie translations are equivalent. This is, in general, not true.
The reason being that lattie translations inuene the projetion ondition of twisted states,
eq. (2.76).
A (torsionless) model M is dened by (V1, V2, Aα). A brother model M
′
appears by adding
lattie vetors to the shifts and Wilson lines, i.e. M
′
is dened by
(V ′1 , V
′
2 , A
′
α) = (V1 +∆V1, V2 +∆V2, Aα +∆Aα) , (2.131)
with ∆Vi,∆Aα ∈ Λ. From the onditions (2.54), the hoie of lattie vetors (∆Vi,∆Aα) is
onstrained by
M (V1 ·∆V2 + V2 ·∆V1 +∆V1 ·∆V2) = 0 mod 2 ≡ 2x , (2.132a)
Nα (Vi ·∆Aα +Aα ·∆Vi +∆Vi ·∆Aα) = 0 mod 2 ≡ 2 yiα , (2.132b)
Qαβ (Aα ·∆Aβ +Aβ ·∆Aα +∆Aα ·∆Aβ) = 0 mod 2 ≡ 2 zαβ , (2.132)
where x, yiα, zαβ ∈ Z.
One an verify that the inlusion of the lattie vetors (∆V1,∆V2,∆Aα) alters the proje-
tion phase of brother models as
Φ 7−→ Φ′ = ε˜(g, h)Φ , (2.133)
where the `brother phase' ε˜ is given by
ε˜(g, h) = exp
{
−2πi
[
(k1 ℓ2 − k2 ℓ1)
(
V2 ·∆V1 − x
M
)
+ (k1mα − k2 nα)
(
Aα ·∆V1 − y1α
Nα
)
+(ℓ1mα − ℓ2 nα)
(
Aα ·∆V2 − y2α
Nα
)
+ nαmβ
(
Aβ ·∆Aα − zαβ
Qαβ
)]}
, (2.134)
orresponding to the onstruting element g = (θk1ωℓ1 , nαeα) and the entralizer element
h = (θk2ωℓ2 ,mαeα). One an see that Dαβ ≡ Aβ ·∆Aα − zαβ/Qαβ is (almost) antisymmetri
in α, β,
Dαβ = −Dβα mod 1 . (2.135)
Like the disrete torsion phase, the brother phase is not the same for all xed points; hene
the loal spetrum is hanged.
The brother phase ε˜ and the generalized disrete torsion phase eq. (2.127) are not only
very similar, but an, in fat, be made oinide. This implies an unexpeted onnetion
between lattie translations of the parameters (∆V1,∆V2,∆Aα) and disrete torsion. In other
words, we nd that models with disrete torsion an be mimiked by torsionless models with
modied shift vetor(s) and bakground elds. We nd however that the noninteger values
of the parameter dαβ do not allow an interpretation in terms of lattie translations in models
with trivial Wilson lines. Therefore, disrete torsion is, in this sense, more general than the
onept of brother models.
As an illustration of the relation between brother models and orbifolds with disrete tor-
sion, we have investigated the distint ZN × ZM orbifold models with standard embedding
that one an nd for dierent nonzero values of the disrete torsion parameter a. We have
found that one an trade the parameter a for a pair of lattie vetors (∆V1, ∆V2) whih, added
the standard embedding shift vetors, lead to the spetra obtained in the models with disrete
torsion. Our ndings are listed in table D.6.
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2.4.4 Disrete Torsion and Nonfatorizable Latties
Let us omment on one last interesting observation. We have found that in many ases orb-
ifold models M with ertain geometry, i.e. ompatiation lattie Γ, and generalized disrete
torsion swithed on are equivalent to torsionless models M
′
based on a dierent lattie Γ′.
Model M
′
has less xed points than M, and the mismath turns out to onstitute preisely
the `empty' xed points of model M due to the disrete torsion phase.
The simplest examples are based on Z2 × Z2 orbifolds with standard embedding and
without Wilson lines. By varying the allowed disrete-torsion parameters of this orbifold
(espeially, dαβ), we have found eight dierent models with nonzero net number of 27-plets
of E6 (see ref. [48℄). Interestingly, these models have already been disussed in the literature,
but in a dierent ontext. They appeared rst in ref. [90℄ in the ontext of free fermioni
string models related to the Z2 × Z2 orbifold with an additional freely ating shift. More
reently, new Z2 × Z2 orbifold onstrutions have been found in studying orbifolds of non-
fatorizable six-tori [62, 69℄. (More reently, further details of these and similar models have
been studied [91, 92℄.) For eah of the models found by adding nonvanishing disrete torsion
phases, there is a orresponding `non-fatorizable' model M
′
with the following properties:
1. Eah `non-empty' xed point, i.e. eah xed point with loal zero-modes, in the model
M an be mapped to a xed point with the same spetrum in model M
′
.
2. The number of `non-empty' xed points in M oinides with the total number of xed
points in M
′
.
These relations are not limited to Z2×Z2 orbifolds, rather we nd an analogous onnetion
also in other ZN × ZM ases (ZN × ZM orbifolds based on non-fatorizable ompatiation
latties have reently been disussed in [63℄). This result hints towards an intriguing impat
of generalized disrete torsion on the interpretation of orbifold geometry. What the (zero-
mode) spetra onerns, introduing generalized disrete torsion (or onsidering generalized
brother models) is equivalent to hanging the geometry of the underlying ompat spae,
Γ→ Γ′. To establish omplete equivalene between these models would require to prove that
the ouplings of the orresponding states are the same, whih is beyond the sope of the
present study. It is, however, tempting to speulate that nonresolvable singularities (xed
points with no states attahed) do not `really' exist as one an always hoose (for a given
spetrum) the ompatiation lattie Γ in suh a way that there are no `empty' xed points.
2.5 String Interations: Yukawa Couplings
To lose this hapter, let us examine one ruial element neessary in order to study the
lowenergy eld theory limit of orbifold ompatiations: eld interations. In ontrast
to pure eld theory, where ouplings between matter elds are hosen ad ho, in orbifold
ompatiations they are determined by strit rules derived from string theory.
2.5.1 String Seletion Rules
Consider the npoint orrelation funtion of two fermions and n−2 bosons. The orresponding
physial states shall be denoted by Ψi, i = 1, . . . , n. Then, in the eld theory limit, a non
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vanishing orrelation funtion indues the following term in the superpotential
W ⊃ Ψ1Ψ2Ψ3 . . .Ψn . (2.136)
A omplete evaluation of the orrelation funtion has only been performed for 3point ou-
plings and yields a moduli dependent oupling strength [93,94, 74,95℄. Reently, the orrelation
funtion of npoint ouplings has been disussed at some extent [96℄.
On the other hand, symmetries of the orrelation funtion give rise to the so-alled string
seletion rules. These rules determine whether a given oupling vanishes or not. We use the
following notation: the onstruting elements of Ψi are denoted by gi = (θi, n
i
αeα) ∈ S and
their left- and right-moving shifted momenta, by psh,i and qsh,i, respetively. Then, the string
seletion rules read:
• Gauge invariane.
Sine the 16-dimensional leftmoving momenta desribe the gauge quantum numbers, the sum
over all leftmoving shifted momenta psh,i must vanish:∑
i
psh,i = 0 (2.137)
This translates to the eld theoreti requirement of gauge invariane for allowed terms in the
superpotential. However, note that summing all momenta is, in pratie, very umbersome.
Instead, one an verify gauge invariane diretly by omputing all abelian and nonabelian
representations orresponding to the partiles in the spetrum and then using well-known
rules to form gauge invariant ombinations of (super)elds. We apply this seond approah.
• Conservation of Rharge.
In orbifold onstrutions, Rsymmetries are disrete symmetries in the six-dimensional spae
inherited from Lorentz invariane of the ten-dimensional theory. Basially, they arise from
demanding invariane of the ompat spae under the twist. Generially, there are three suh
symmetries one for eah omplex plane whose quantum numbers an be identied with the
last three omponents of the SO(8) weight momenta q
sh
of the right movers. Sine q
sh
is not
invariant under the ghost piture hanging [41℄, the Rharges have to be amended by some
osillator ontributions, resulting in
Ri = qsh,i − N˜g,i + N˜∗g,i (2.138)
whih lie in the SO(8) weight lattie. Here N˜g,i and N˜
∗
g,i are (vetors of) integer osillator
numbers, ounting the number of holomorphi and antiholomorphi osillator exitations,
respetively. From the denition of the harges (2.138), one noties that the orresponding
Rsymmetries do distinguish between bosons and fermions.
17
In the untwisted setor, the bosoni Rharges, eq. (2.138), have only three dierent
values. This allows to split the untwisted setor U in further untwisted setors U1, U2 and U3
omprised by (super)elds with Rharges (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 1), respetively.
Invariane of the theory under Rsymmetries onstrains the superpotential of the theory.
Sine these symmetries are disrete (as they arise from disrete rotations), the invariane
onditions an be stated as∑
i
Rai = 0 mod N
a
for a = 1, 2, 3 , (2.139)
17
Reall that fermions and bosons have dierent rightmoving momenta.
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Figure 2.12: The spae group seletion rule an be visualized as the ability of twisted strings
to join. gi denote three onstruting elements.
where Na denotes the order of the twist ation on the ath omplex plane, i.e. it is the smallest
integers suh that Nava ∈ Z (no summation). Here, two of the Ri ome from fermions and the
rest from bosons in order to be allowed in the superpotential. For omputational purposes, it
is more onvenient to use the purely bosoni notation, where eq. (2.139) beomes∑
i
Rai = −1 mod Na . (2.140)
A aveat is in order here: in all moment we have assumed that the lattie Γ of the
ompat spae is fatorizable, that is, that Γ an be written as the produt of three one-
omplex-dimensional sublatties, eah of whih is embedded in a omplex plane Za of the
internal dimensions. If Γ is nonfatorizable, eq. (2.139) has to be modied. A brief disussion
on this issue is provided in appendix C.
• Spae group seletion rule.
Sine the states entering the superpotential arry also some information about their spae
group properties, the produt of onstruting elements gi must lie in the same onjugay lass
as the identity, i.e. ∏
i
gi ≃ (1, 0) . (2.141)
In terms of onjugate elements higih
−1
i of gi, this ondition an be reformulated as [97℄∏
i
higih
−1
i = (1, v) with v ∈
∑
i
(1− θi)Λ . (2.142)
Notie that this rule implies in partiular that∏
i
θi = 1 , (2.143)
ondition whih is known in the literature as the point group seletion rule. Stated in this
way, the point group seletion rule an be reinterpreted as a disrete symmetry [86℄. In fat,
also the translational part on the spae group rule (v ∈∑i(1− θi)Λ) an be seen as a disrete
(avor) symmetry.
This seletion rule an be visualized as the geometrial ability of twisted strings to join
(see g. 2.12).
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On the γRule(s)
In the literature, there exists an additional seletion rule, usually alled γrule. In our nota-
tion, it reads [41, 74℄ ∑
i
γi = 0 mod 1 , (2.144)
where γi denotes the so-alled γphase of Ψi. If we suppose that the states Ψi are assoiated
to the onjugay lasses of gi ∈ S, a phase e2πiγi(h) arises from the ation of a nonommuting
element h ([gi, h] 6= 0) on the geometrial part of Ψi. However, sine the physial states Ψi are,
by denition, spae group invariant, this phase omes always along with a phase Φ(p
sh
, q
sh
, h),
suh that
Ψi
h−→ e2πiγi(h)Φi(psh, qsh, h) Ψi = Ψi . (2.145)
It follows then that the gamma phases γi(h) an also be written in terms of psh, qsh and the
embedding of h in the gauge degrees of freedom. Considering a oupling Ψ1Ψ2Ψ3 . . ., it turns
out that this relation implies that
e−2πi
P
i γi(h) =
∏
i
Φi(psh, qsh, h) . (2.146)
Further, we have shown [53℄ that
∏
iΦi(psh, qsh, h) = 1 follows from the seletion rules listed
above. Therefore, the expression ∑
i
γi(h) = 0 mod 1 (2.147)
with an arbitrary spae group element h ∈ S, is always true for those ouplings allowed by
the previous rules. Notie that if we onsider that the elements h1 = (ϑ, 0), h2 = (ω, 0) and
hα+2 = (1, eα) form a basis of S, we an have at most eight γrules. The one traditionally
onsidered orresponds to that assoiated with the spae group element h = (ϑ, 0) of ZN
orbifolds. For a very detailed disussion on the derivation and triviality of the γ-rule(s), we
refer to [88℄.
Chapter 3
Classiation of Orbifolds
This hapter is devoted to the tehniques used to arrive systematially to inequivalent
orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string. We review rst the frequently alled
Dynkin diagram method, based on a theorem by Ka£. This method is used mainly to
lassify models without bakground elds (Wilson lines). Models with Wilson lines
an be lassied more eetively by using a proper ansatz that haraterizes Wilson
lines of a given order, as disussed in setion 3.2. Finally, we introdue the C++
Orbifolder, a omputer program developed to lassify orbifold models and ompute
their properties.
3.1 ZN Orbifolds without Wilson Lines
In the absene of Wilson lines, the Dynkin diagram method [68,98,99℄ is the standard strategy
to obtain the gauge embeddings of the point group P . It onsists in identifying the inner
automorphisms of the Lie algebra of the gauge group G (either E8×E8 or SO(32)), as we will
now desribe.
Consider the extended Dynkin diagram of E8 and SO(32) given in g. 3.1. The numbers
attahed to the nodes are the Coxeter or Ka£ labels ki, whih are by denition the expansion
oeients of the highest root αH in terms of the simple roots, that is
αH = k1α1 + . . .+ krαr , (3.1)
where r is the rank1 of the algebra. For onveniene, the Ka£ label of the most negative
root α0 ≡ −αH is set to k0 = 1. Then, by a theorem due to Ka£ [100℄, all order-N inner
automorphisms of an algebra up to onjugation are given by
σs(Eαi) = exp (2πisi/N)Eαi , i = 0, . . . , r, (3.2)
where Eα are the step operators of the Lie algebra of G and the sequene s = (s0, . . . , sr)
may be hosen arbitrarily subjet to the onditions that the oeients si be nonnegative,
relatively prime integers and
r∑
i=0
kisi = N. (3.3)
1
The rank of E8 is r = 8 whereas the rank of SO(32) is r = 16.
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α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
α8
1 2 3 4 5 6 4 2
3
α0
α1
α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13 α14
α15
α16
1
1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1
1
Figure 3.1: Extended Dynkin diagram of E8 and SO(32) and the assoiated Coxeter or Ka£
labels.
The Shift Vetor
The embedding of the point group in the gauge degrees of freedom, desribed byXI 7→ XI+V I
(see eq. (2.28)), indues the transformations
σV (Hi) = Hi, σV (Eα) = exp (2πiα · V )Eα (3.4)
on the Cartan generators Hi and step operators Eα of the Lie algebra of G, with α being a
root of G, and V the shift vetor. These transformations learly desribe an automorphism of
the algebra.
To derive the shift vetor orresponding to a given automorphism is now partiularly easy.
Comparing eq. (3.2) to eq. (3.4), it follows that
αi · V = si
N
, i = 1, . . . , r, (3.5)
for the r linearly independent simple roots αi. Using that the simple roots αi and the funda-
mental weights (their duals) satisfy αi · α∗j = δij , one an expand the shift vetor V in terms
of the fundamental weights as
V =
r∑
i=1
si
N
α∗i , (3.6)
i.e. the integers si divided by the order N are the Dynkin labels of V . A diret alula-
tion reveals that this shift vetor also gives the orret transformation for the step operator
orresponding to the most negative root α0, σV (Eα0) = exp (2πiα0 · V )Eα0 .
Construting shift vetors of E8×E8 requires to nd two sequenes sa = (sa0, . . . , sa8) and
sb = (sb0, . . . , s
b
8), eah of whih leads to independent automorphism, V
a
and V b, ating
dierently on eah of the two E8 gauge fators. One an show that the ombination
V = (V a) (V b) (3.7)
form an inner automorphism of E8×E8.
To ompute the expliit form of the shift vetors, we use tables D.7 and D.8, where we
provide our hoie of the basis for the simple roots and fundamental weights of SO(32) and
E8, respetively.
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α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
α8
1 2 3 4 5 6 4 2
3
α0 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7
α8
1 2 3 4 5 6 4 2
3
Figure 3.2: Symmetry breaking indued by an E8×E8 inner automorphism of order N = 6
desribed by sa = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and sb = (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0).
The Unbroken Gauge Group G4D
To determine the unbroken gauge group G4D, one has to verify the ation of an inner auto-
morphism on the Cartan generators Hi and the step operators Eα for the simple roots αi of
the algebra of G. Their transformations due to the shift vetor V are given by eq. (3.4). We
see rst that the Cartan generators do not transform, onrming that the rank is not redued
by the ation of the shift vetor, as we learnt in setion 2.3.1. Besides, from the transforma-
tion properties of the step operators, eq. (3.4), we note that the only step operators that are
invariant under the automorphism are those that satisfy
αi · V = 0 mod 1 . (3.8)
Using that αi · α∗j = δij , we onlude then that in the extended Dynkin diagram(s) depited
in g. 3.1, the simple root αi (i = 0, . . . , r) is projeted out, if and only if the oeient si in
eq. (3.3) is nonzero.
This allows an interpretation in terms of the Dynkin diagram of the orresponding Lie
algebra. Given the parameters (s1, . . . , sr), the Dynkin diagram of the unbroken gauge group
G4D is obtained after deleting the nodes for whih si 6= 0 from the Dynkin diagram of the
original gauge group G.
To illustrate our disussion, let us onsider the E8×E8 Lie algebra. The parameters
sa = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and sb = (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) (3.9)
ating on the rst and seond E8 fators, respetively, desribe an automorphism of order
N = 6 beause
8∑
i=0
kis
a
i =
8∑
i=0
kis
b
i = 6 , (3.10)
where ki are the mentioned Ka£ labels. By using the basis given in table D.8, we nd that
the orresponding eight-dimensional shift vetors are given by
V a =
1
6
(α∗1 + α
∗
3) =
1
6
(
4, 2, 12, 04
)
and V b =
1
6
α∗7 =
1
6
(
2, 07
)
. (3.11)
These vetors are the two omponents of a shift vetor ating on the 16-dimensional degrees
of freedom of the heteroti string. Therefore, we obtain
V SO(10),1 =
1
6
(
4, 2, 12, 04
) (
2, 07
)
. (3.12)
The unbroken gauge group is found from g. 3.2 to be
G = E8 ×E8 V
SO(10),1−→ G4D = [SO(10)× SU(2)× SU(2)×U(1)]× [SO(14)×U(1)] . (3.13)
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The U(1)'s appear beause the rank is not redued by V SO(10),1.
As a side remark, we would like to point out that the shift vetor V SO(10),1 turns out to
be of partiular interest. We will see in hapter 4 that the phenomenology of models with this
shift vetor is very promising. This feature will be assoiated to the existene of an SO(10)
gauge group in the resulting G4D and ertain properties of the spetrum produed by V SO(10),1.
Restritions on the Shift Vetor
Not every shift vetor V whih desribes an automorphism of the algebra is an admissible
hoie for model onstrution. We have already seen in setion 2.2.2 that for a twist ϑ ∈ P of
order N , ϑN = 1 implies that N V should at as the identity on the gauge degrees of freedom.
Hene, a onsisteny ondition on the shift vetor V is
N V ∈ Λ. (3.14)
Further, modular invariane of the partition funtion requires that
N
(
V 2 − v2) = 0 mod 2 (3.15)
has to be satised, where v is the twist vetor, ating in the omplexied oordinates of the
ompat spae.
From eq. (3.14) it is lear that for a given order N of the twist ϑ, all shifts V of order N ′ are
also admissible, as long as N ′ divides N . In priniple, we ould determine the admissible shifts
for eah N ′ separately, but a more pratial approah is to run through the outlined proedure
for N , dropping the ondition on the relative-primeness of the sequene s = (s0, . . . , sr). It
is not hard to verify that, by dropping that ondition, the order of the shift an be some N ′
whih is smaller than N .
In the previous example, the shift vetor V SO(10),1 of order 6 given in eq. (3.12) fullls
trivially eq. (3.14) beause, by onstrution, 6V ∈ Λ∗ and the lattie Λ is self-dual. In general,
all shift vetors generated by the Dynkin diagram method satisfy N V ∈ Λ∗ = Λ. Further, we
see that this shift vetor ombined with the Z6-II twist vetor v = (1/6, 1/3, −1/2) omply
with the modular invariane ondition:
6
(
(V SO(10),1)2 − v2
)
= 6
(
13
18 − 718
)
= 2 = 0 mod 2 X . (3.16)
Hene, V SO(10),1 is an allowed Z6-II shift vetor.
Disriminating Equivalent Models
Notie that the form of the shift V is not unique beause the hoie of the basis for the simple
roots αi and their duals is not unique. This implies the possibility that two apparently dierent
shift vetors an lead to idential orbifold models. The reason is that the automorphisms σV
of a Lie algebra respet ertain symmetries. Let us rst enumerate them.
Weyl reetions. The ation of an element w of the Weyl group W on a shift vetor V
is given by
V
w−→ w(V ) = V − 2 α · V
α2
α , (3.17)
where α is an arbitrary root. The Weyl reetions orresponding to α1, . . . , αr form a basis
w1, . . . , wr, so that any other element of the Weyl group is desribed by produts of these.
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α0
α1
α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13 α14
α15
α16
(a) Breaking due to V
(3)
of table D.5.
α1
α0
α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9 α10 α11 α12 α13 α14
α15
α16
(b) Breaking due to V
(4)
from table D.5.
Figure 3.3: Extended Dynkin diagram of SO(32) orresponding to the breaking due to the
shifts V
(3)
and V
(4)
of the Z4 orbifold
In SO(32), it is not hard to verify that the group of Weyl reetions alters the shift vetor
just by permuting its entries or hanging simultaneously the sign of two entries. This follows
from the fat that all simple roots have integer entries 0, ±1. Weyl reetions in E8×E8 are
more ompliated. Those related to roots with integer entries at on the shift permuting or
pairwise sign-ipping its entries. However, if α is a half-integer weight of E8×E8 (also alled
spinorial), the shift vetor an hange nontrivially. Consider, for instane, the Weyl element
w assoiated to the E8 root α =
(
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2
)
applied to both eight-dimensional
omponents of the shift vetor V SO(10),1 given in eq. (3.12). The result reads
w
(
V SO(10),1
)
=
1
6
(
2, 0, −1, 2, 1, −23
)
.
(
3
2
, −1
4
7
)
(3.18)
Despite the dierene between the original shift V and its rotated ounterpart w(V ), both
have the same eet on the algebra. This an be seen as follows. A Weyl rotation does not
aet only the shift, but the omplete spae, inluding the simple roots of the algebra. In fat,
the Weyl group is an isomorphism of the algebra. Hene, salar produts are not modied.
This implies partiularly that V · αi = w(V ) · w(αi), i.e. the unbroken gauge group is not
modied by Weyl reetions. A less obvious onsequene is that the orbifold spetrum is not
altered either.
Lattie translations. We have seen in setion 2.4.3 that lattie translations an have an
inuene in orbifold models. Namely, models whose gauge embedding is modied by lattie
vetors, i.e. brother models, an mimi the eet of disrete torsion. We also pointed out,
nevertheless, that in the ase of ZN orbifold models without Wilson lines, this annot our.
It follows then that adding lattie vetors to ZN shift vetors is an allowed symmetry of the
automorphisms σV .
Symmetries of the Dynkin diagram. It is usually argued that symmetries of the
(extended) Dynkin diagram an help to avoid redundanies. Whereas E8×E8 does not have
any symmetry of this type, SO(32) has at least the symmetry dened by the operation αi ↔
α16−i, i.e. a reetion on a vertial axis rossing α8. The models desribed by automorphisms
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V (#) U Setor T1 Setor T2 Setor
3 2(20,6)
-
1
2
, 1(1,15)1,
1(1,15)
-1
16(1,15) 1
4
,
80(1,1)
-
3
4
10(1,15)
-
1
2
, 6(1,15) 1
2
,
10(1,1) 3
2
, 6(1,1)
-
3
2
4 2(20,6)
-
1
2
,
1(1,15)
-1, 1(1,15)1
16(20,1)
-
3
4
,
32(1,6)
-
1
4
10(1,15)
-
1
2
, 6(1,15) 1
2
,
10(1,1) 3
2
, 6(1,1)
-
3
2
Table 3.1: Spetra of two Z4 orbifold models of the SO(32) heteroti string with similar
symmetry breakdown patterns. The U(1) harges are written as subindies.
obeying this symmetry lead to idential spetra and gauge group, onrming thereby this
symmetry.
However, not all symmetries of the Dynkin diagram are symmetries of the automorphisms,
as we now explain. Another symmetry of the SO(32) Dynkin diagram is spinor onjugation,
that is, the redenition of the simple roots α15 ↔ α16. Even though this operation is a
symmetry of the Dynkin diagram, it is not a symmetry of orbifolds. As an example, onsider
the Z4 shifts V
(3)
and V (4) of table D.5. They both indue the unbroken gauge group G4D =
SO(20) × SU(6) ×U(1) (see g. 3.3), but their twisted matter spetra dier, as evident from
table 3.1.
By using eetively these symmetries, one an disriminate the number of inequivalent
ZN models without Wilson lines.
Advantages and Disadvantages
The lassiation strategy desribed in this setion possesses ertain features whih make it
useful to obtain all shift embeddings of ZN orbifolds. By onstrution, the only requirement on
the shift vetors is imposed by modular invariane, eq. (3.15). One an diretly determine the
unbroken gauge group without need of further information about the massless spetrum. It is
also straightforward to eliminate redundanies in the lassiation. However, this method also
has some drawbaks. In onsidering ZN × ZM models or inluding Wilson lines, a omplete
lassiation requires to invoke additional mehanisms, suh as adding linear ombinations of
U(1) diretions to the shift vetor(s) and Wilson lines (see e.g. [68℄). In that ase, the elegane
of this method is lost.
3.1.1 The Classiation
We have used the method desribed in setion 3.1 to lassify all shift embeddings of E8×E8
and SO(32) heteroti orbifolds. In table 3.2 we list the number of models without Wilson
lines found for eah ZN orbifold. With exeption of the number of models for Z8-II and Z12
orbifolds, our results for the E8×E8 agree with those presented in ref. [101℄. We have veried
that the results listed here are orret. Sine not all SO(32) orbifold models were known,
we have thought it would be useful to display them in a web page [102℄, where the following
details of eah of these models are provided:
• the twist vetor v and the root lattie Γ, whih speies the geometry,
• the shift vetor V and the orresponding gauge group,
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ZN E8 × E8 SO(32)
Z3 5 6
Z4 12 16
Z6-I 58 80
Z6-II 61 75
Z7 40 56
Z8-I 145 196
Z8-II 146 194
Z12-I 1669 2295
Z12-II 1663 2223
Table 3.2: Comparison between the number of inequivalent ZN shifts in the E8×E8 heteroti
string and in the SO(32) heteroti string [47℄.
• the matter ontent, listed by setors, inluding all U(1) harges, where we have denoted
the anomalous one by U1A.
Comparing the numbers of inequivalent SO(32) models to those of E8×E8, we nd that
the SO(32) heteroti string leads to a larger amount of models. This dierene an beome
important if Wilson lines are present. We have learnt in setion 2.3.4 that the loal spetra at
the xed points of orbifold models with Wilson lines orrespond always to the twisted spetra
of the models without Wilson lines. In other words, if one denes a loal shift vetor Vg for eah
of the onstruting elements denoting the xed points, then eah Vg (whih inludes Wilson
lines) has to be equivalent to one of the shift vetors V we have before nontrivial Wilson lines
are swithed on. In this sense, SO(32) orbifolds lead to a riher variety of models.
A remark is in order. In lassifying orbifold models based on the SO(32) heteroti string,
we were somehow surprised by the ommon presene of spinors in the spetra. We give some
details about this feature in appendix B. This situation ontrasts with the popular notion
that only E8×E8 orbifolds admit, say, SO(10) spinors and therefore sm families of quarks and
leptons. Yet we have to admit, that spinors are more frequently enountered in E8×E8 than
in SO(32) orbifolds, what renders E8×E8 more attrative.
Our lassiation of ZN orbifolds loses one of the unnished tasks started already in the
late eighties. Nonetheless, a lassiation of all ZN orbifolds is far from being useful if one
does not inlude Wilson lines, for they trigger further symmetry breakdown and, hene, the
appearane of models resembling the sm, whih is, by the way, the true aim of any study of
this kind. Therefore, one is fored to nd a useful way to study systematially models with
Wilson lines.
3.2 Inluding Wilson Lines and ZN × ZM Orbifolds
A onvining approah to lassify orbifold models with Wilson lines was rst proposed in the
ontext of Z3 orbifolds in ref. [71℄. The proposal onsists in a generi ansatz that desribes
any (shift vetor or) Wilson line of order three. As explained in more detail in appendix A,
we nd that this approah an easily be extended to any order. Let us summarize here our
ndings.
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By identifying those models whose shifts and Wilson lines math after the ation of lattie
translations and Weyl reetions, one nds the shifts of order N,M and Wilson lines of order
Nα take a blok-form:
Vj = (Vj,blok 1, Vj,blok 2, Vj,blok 3, . . .) , (3.19a)
Aα = (Aα,blok 1, Aα,blok 2, Aα,blok 3, . . .) , (3.19b)
where the bloks Vj,blok i and Aα,blok i are mi-dimensional vetors. The spei form of these
bloks depends on the order of the respetive shift vetor Vj and Wilson line Aα. Let us
denote by X
blok i
an arbitrary blok of a shift or Wilson line of order N˜ . The form of this
blok is then expressed by (see appendix A)
X
blok i
=
8>><>>:
1eN
“
(±j)α, -( eN-j)β , 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , ( eN -j)n(fN−j)−α−β , . . . ,“ eN
2
”n fN
2
”
ase a)
1
2 eN
“
(±j)α, -(2 eN -j)β , 1n1 , 3n3 , . . . , (2 eN -j)n(2fN−j)−α−β, . . . , ( eN-1)nfN−1” ase b)
1eN
„
(±j)α, -( eN-j)β , 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , ( eN-j)n(fN−j)−α−β , . . . ,“ eN-1
2
”n„ fN−1
2
««
ase )
(3.20)
where α and β are either 0 or 1 suh that α + β = 0, 1 and
∑
k nk = mi. Furthermore, j
depends on the value of N˜ and the kind of building blok, aording to the following ases:
• a) even order N˜ , `vetorial' blok. `Vetorial' means here that the entries have a
maximal denominator of N˜ . In this ase j takes the values { eN2 + 1, . . . , N˜ − 1};
• b) even order N˜ , `spinorial' blok. `Spinorial' means that the entries have a maximal
denominator of 2N˜ and odd numerators. We have j ∈ {N˜ + 1, N˜ + 3, . . . , 2N˜ − 1};
• ) odd order N˜ . In this ase `vetorial' and `spinorial' bloks are equivalent; so it
sues to give one ansatz, where j ∈ { eN+12 , eN+32 , . . . , N˜}.
Shift vetors and Wilson lines obtained by the repeated use of the ansatz (3.20) have
to satisfy the modular invariane onditions, eq. (2.54), and the embedding onstraint NV1,
MV2, NαAα ∈ Λ. In ontrast to the Dynkin diagram strategy, the latter requirement is not
automatially fullled. Indeed, that requisite implies that all bloks of a shift or Wilson line
must be of the same type (either a, b or ). One both onsisteny onditions are met by a
set of parameters, one has enountered an admissible orbifold model. In this way, one arrives
at a more general lassiation of orbifold models.
There is however a subtlety. As we have explained in setion 2.4.3, brother models an
appear by onsidering lattie translations of the shift(s) and/or Wilson lines. The matter
spetrum of a brother to an orbifold model diers in the twisted setors. Therefore, a model
and its brother are not equivalent. Sine in the derivation of the ansätze (3.20) we have taken
lattie translations as a symmetry of the theory, brother models have been disregarded and
thus a lassiation based on this method is not omprehensive. On the other hand, it is
worth to mention that models with the same matter spetrum of the brother models an be
found by varying the disrete torsion parameters. In a sense, then, a lassiation based on
the proposed ansätze provides us with the full set of inequivalent torsionless models.
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Disriminating Equivalent Models
In this method, we have tried to avoid redundanies by disregarding those gauge embeddings
diering by lattie translations, and pairwise sign-ips and permutations of their entries.
However, in E8×E8 models, as mentioned in setion 3.1, there are additional Weyl reetions
(those based on the spinorial simple root), whih modify in general shifts and Wilson lines
in a very unpreditable way. In other words, our present strategy has not projeted out all
dupliities. Inspeting the symmetries due to those other Weyl symmetries is hopeless due to
the huge amount of elements of the Weyl group W. Hene, we have to look for an alternative
to eliminate equivalent models.
It turns out more pratial to use shifts and Wilson lines to ompute the massless spe-
trum of eah model and, then, onsider two models as inequivalent if and only if their massless
spetra are dierent. Of ourse, this job gets too ambitious if one has at hand a great many
models and one laks omputer support. That might be one of the reasons why a omprehen-
sive lassiation of orbifolds has been postponed for several years.
To perform the omparison of the spetra in a reasonable time, we ompare the non-
Abelian massless spetra and the number of singlets, that is, we avoid a omparison of U(1)
harges. This underestimates the true number of models somewhat. Ideally, we should not
only ompare the full massless spetra (inluding U(1) harges), but also the loalization of the
partiles and the ouplings among them. Furthermore, it might be also neessary to onsider
the Kaluza-Klein tower of nonzero modes. This is evidently unfeasible.
We would like to point out that the problem of identifying inequivalent models does not
appear only in this method. Also Dynkin diagram tehniques suer of the same problem
when onsidering Wilson lines. An interesting question would be to nd out whether there is
another way to disriminate dupliities in a lassiation.
Advantages and Disadvantages
The lassiation method presented in this setion is an alternative to lassify orbifold models
with Wilson lines. By means of omputer programs, one an generate all models of a given
orbifold in a diret manner. However, this method neglets brother models or, analogously,
models with disrete torsion. Therefore, one is fored to vary the disrete torsion parameters
in order to arrive to a omplete set of models. Further, one annot avoid to overount some
models, whih an only be identied by diretly omparing the states of their matter spetra.
3.2.1 Sample Classiation of Z3 × Z3 without Wilson Lines
As a onrete appliation, let us desribe the lassiation of Z3×Z3 orbifolds without Wilson
lines. Here we make use of both lassiation methods introdued in this hapter. A Z3 ×Z3
orbifold model is desribed by the twist vetors
v1 = (0, 1/3, 0, −1/3) and v2 = (0, 0, 1/3, −1/3) , (3.21)
two shift vetors V1 and V2 of order three and three Wilson lines, whih are not important
for our urrent disussion. We aim here basially at a lassiation of all admissible shift
embeddings.
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V (#) Shift vetor V1 6D gauge group G6D
1
1
3
(
06, 12
) (
08
)
E7×E8
2
1
3
(
06, 12
) (
05, 12, 2
)
E7×E6×SU(3)
3
1
3
(
03, 14, 2
) (
08
)
SU(9)×E8
4
1
3
(
06, 14, 2
) (
05, 12, 2
)
SU(9)×E6×SU(3)
5
1
3
(
06, 16, 2
) (
06, 16, 2
)
SO(14)×SO(14)
Table 3.3: Five inequivalent E8×E8 shift vetors V1 of the Z3×Z3 orbifold and their indued
gauge symmetry breakdown.
First, by using the Dynkin diagram strategy depited in setion 3.1, one nds that there
are only ve onsistent shift vetors V1, whih an be written in the generi form
V1 =
1
3
(0n0 , 1n1 , 2α) (0n
′
0 , 1n
′
1 , 2β), (3.22)
where α and β an be either 0 or 1, and ni, n
′
i ∈ Z, suh that n0+n1+α = n′0+n′1+β = 8. The
admissible shifts (listed in table 3.3) an be obtained by verifying the onsisteny onditions
3(V 21 − v21) = 0 mod 2 and
3V1 ∈ Λ .
Note that the modular invariane ondition forbids the trivial shift V1 = (0
8)(08). This is a
dierene with respet to the Z3 orbifold.
From the ansatz (3.20), it follows that the seond shift V2 of order three has the generi
form
V2 =
1
3
0BB@
0BB@
3
.
.
.
-2
1CCA ,
 
1
0
!n0−1
,
0B@ 10
-1
1CA
n1+α
1CCA
0BB@
0BB@
3
.
.
.
-2
1CCA ,
 
1
0
!n′0−1
,
0B@ 10
-1
1CA
n′1+β
1CCA . (3.23)
Together with one of the shift vetors V1 from table 3.3, the shift vetors generated by
this ansatz are subjet to the usual lattie onditions and modular invariane, eq. (2.54).
Disregarding those models that are equivalent at massless level, we get 109 shift embeddings.
Generalized Disrete Torsion
We use now the set of shift embeddings to generate all admissible models. As disussed in the
examples of setion 2.4.2, there are ten independent generalized disrete torsion parameters,
whose values are 0, 13 or
2
3 . One might be tempted to dedue that the total number of models
is 109 × 310, but out of them only 1082 models (or more preisely, massless spetra) are
inequivalent. These models omprise the omplete set of admissible models without Wilson
lines. The model denitions and the resulting spetra are detailed in our web page [102℄.
3.3 A Statistial Method
Neither the Dynkin method nor the use of a suitable ansatz is free of redundanies beause
shifts and Wilson lines an be related by elements of the Weyl group whih has an enormous
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number of elements (f. the disussion in [71℄). This means that, as we have already om-
mented, several models appear more than one in the lassiation. If the total number of
models of a lass is large (say, of the order of several millions), onstruting all models and
disriminating the inequivalent ones is an extremely timeonsuming task.
Instead of the omplete lassiation of models, we take a statistial approah [49℄. To
understand the basi idea, onsider a simple example. Suppose we have a set of M models
out of whih N are inequivalent (M,N ≫ 1). Assume also that eah inequivalent model
is represented M/N times in the set M , whih orresponds to a at distribution. The
probability that 2 randomly hosen models are equivalent is 1/N . Take now a larger random
seletion of models n, 1 ≪ n ≪ N . The probability that there are equivalent models in this
set is
p(n,N) ≃
(
n
2
)
1
N
≃ n
2
2N
. (3.24)
For n =
√
N , this probability is 1/2. Thus, in a sample of
√
N out of a total of N models,
there is order 1 probability that at least 1 model is redundant. This observation allows us to
estimate the number of inequivalent models by studying a sample of order
√
N models.
In order to estimate the total number of models of a ertain lass and, simultaneously,
to obtain a large sample of them, we propose the following algorithm. Start with a random
model in the sample. Then
➊ generate another model; and
➋ ompare it to the model(s) in the sample. If it is equivalent to any of them, the proedure
is stopped. Otherwise, the model is inluded in the sample and we repeat step ➊.
In this proedure, the probability that a new model is equivalent to one of the previous
models is k/N . Therefore, the probability that we arrive at a sample of size n or larger is
n−1∏
k=0
(
1− k
N
)
. (3.25)
The probability that this algorithm terminates at size n is
P (n,N) =
n
N
n−1∏
k=0
(
1− k
N
)
=
n(N − 1)!
Nn(N − n)! . (3.26)
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It is easy to verify that this probability funtion is well-dened, i.e.
∑N
n=1 P (n,N) = 1. The
maximum of this funtion is at n =
√
N , as depited in g. 3.4. This implies that, if we
produe various sets of models with dierent sizes n and plot how ommon a partiular n is,
the total number of models an be estimated by N ≃ n20, where n0 is the value at whih the
plot has a maximum, that is, the most frequent n.
An important assumption in this analysis is that all inequivalent models are equally likely
to be generated. In pratie, this is not the ase and some models appear more often than
the others. This has to do with the speis of the modelgenerating routine. For example, if
the Wilson lines are generated by seleting random entries onstrained to a minimal region of
the lattie (as in the ansätze proposed in se. 3.2), trivial Wilson lines (with all entries set to
zero) are very unlikely to be generated. To take this fator into aount, we introdue a fudge
parameter t dened by n0 t ≃
√
N , where n0 is the predominant size of the sample and N is
the true number of inequivalent models. The parameter t an be determined experimentally
when both n and N are known.
As we shall see in hapter 6, this method is suessful and let us determine the total
amount of inequivalent models in ases that are untreatable otherwise.
3.4 The C++ Orbifolder
The extensive work that an orbifold lassiation requires, would not be feasible without
omputer programs. In ollaboration with P.K.S. Vaudrevange and A. Wingerter, we have
written the C++ Orbifolder. This program, whih will be available to the sienti ommu-
nity, has been thought to over the needs of a researher interested in the phenomenologial
onsequenes of orbifold ompatiations without dealing with the time-onsuming and um-
bersome omputation.
Provided the shift vetor(s) and Wilson lines, the C++ Orbifolder an ompute the mass-
less spetrum of the E8×E8 or SO(32) heteroti string ompatied on any symmetri ZN and
ZN × ZM orbifold in muh less than a seond on a 2.66 GHz omputer. Its results are given
in a human readable format, whih an be saved in txt or TEX format. The underlying
ompat lattie Γ as well as the ative parameters of generalized disrete torsion an be hosen
at will. In omputing orbifold spetra, the program veries all onsisteny onstraints, suh
as the onditions for anellation of anomalies and modular invariane.
One an prot of the speed of the C++ Orbifolder in a lassiation of orbifold models.
Some routines of this program use the lassiation methods outlined in this hapter. Thus,
one an generate a large amount of models with and without disrete torsion in a reason-
able time. In partiular, the omparison of two dierent spetra takes less than a seond,
independently of how ompliated they are.
A very useful feature of this program is that it is apable to determine all nonvanishing
ouplings entering in the superpotential of a given model, aording to the string seletion
rules enumerated in setion 2.5.1. This proess has to be performed order by order in the
superpotential and therefore is very demanding. As yet the program an determine the su-
perpotential for Z6-II orbifolds up to order eight in the elds within one week, in average. For
other orbifolds, like e.g. Z3 or Z12, this omputation an take signiantly less time beause
there are less partiles in the spetra and/or less allowed ouplings.
A phenomenologial viable orbifold model must have at least the sm gauge group and
all possible exoti partiles have to be deoupled from the lowenergy spetrum. To hose a
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nonanomalous linear ombination of U(1)'s that play the role of the hyperharge is nontrivial.
We have developed routines to perform this task in the ase that hyperharge is embedded in
an SU(5) gut theory. Moreover, the Orbifolder an identify the sm partiles and determine
whether additional exotis aquire large masses provided that some sm singlets attain vevs.
The C++ Orbifolder is still under development. One might be interested also in onsidering
asymmetri orbifold onstrutions and a systemati study of disrete aidental symmetries
of the superpotential, whih an shed light, for instane, in the solution to the problem of
proton stability.
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Chapter 4
A Mini-Landsape of Z6-II Orbifolds
Inspired by the works by Kobayashi et al. [72℄ and Buhmüller et al. [103℄, we aim at
promising models of the Z6-II orbifold. We perform a systemati searh of models
with two Wilson lines guided by the onept of loal guts, whih is introdued in
setion 4.1. It turns out that out of 3 × 104 Z6-II orbifold models with loal guts,
about 200 models have the exat matter spetrum of the mssm and some other
realisti properties. This hapter fouses mainly on the methodology of our searh.
We list the main results here and the disussion of the phenomenology of the models
is left for hapter 5.
4.1 Orbifold Loal guts
Let us fous on ZN orbifold ompatiations. Consider a xed point or xed torus with
onstruting element g = (ϑk, nαeα). Thus, the assoiated loal gauge shift and loal twist
vetor are given by Vg = kV + nαAα and vg = kv, respetively. We have seen in setion 2.3.4
that at the xed point g, the loal gauge group Gg is larger than the four-dimensional unbroken
gauge group G4D. Furthermore, the matter states living at the xed point g furnish omplete
representations under Gg, whih an nonetheless be partly projeted out when onsidering
the omplete orbifold by the ation of Wilson lines. On the other hand, massless modes
of untwisted (bulk) elds also build representations under Gg, but they are always partly
projeted out (even in the absene of bakground elds). Therefore, bulk states are, in general,
inomplete (also alled `split') multiplets from the four-dimensional perspetive.
A useful onept in orbifold ompatiations is that of loal grand uniation, or loal
guts, whih appear when the loal symmetry Gg at some xed point(s) is a gut symmetry,
suh as SO(10) or E6. In presene of loal guts, the sm gauge symmetry an arise as the
intersetion of dierent loal gut groups.
If we suppose, for example, that the loal gauge symmetry is SO(10) whereas the unbroken
gauge group in four dimensions is G4D = GSM = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , then the states
attahed to the xed points an transform loally as 16plets, whih under the sm gauge
group, form the representations
16 = (3,2)1/6 + (3,1)−2/3 + (3,1)1/3 + (1,2)−1/2 + (1,1)1 + (1,1)0 . (4.1)
Similarly, 10plets of SO(10) an appear in the same (or in a dierent) loal spetrum. They
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SU(5)
Gg = SO(10)
G4D = GSM=⇒
sm generation
sm generation sm generation
16
(4,2,1)
sm generation
(4,1,2)
10+ 5+ 1
SU(4)× SU(2)2
SU(5)f l ×U(1)
10+ 5
Figure 4.1: Loal guts at dierent xed points: loal vs. global piture. The intersetion
of all loal groups is G4D = GSM .
orrespond to the sm representations
10 = (3,1)−1/3 + (1,2)1/2 + (3,1)1/3 + (1,2)−1/2 , (4.2)
whih are those of the Higgs doublets and Higgs triplets. As we already mentioned, one we
abandon the loal piture and onsider the orbifold globally, some parts of the 16 or 10plets
might not be present in the global spetrum due to the orbifold projetions. In the best of
the ases, the parts of a loal 10plet whih are projeted out will be those orresponding
to Higgs triplets, whereas the omplete 16plets of the matter generation will survive. This
situation would then endow the theory with a natural explanation of the struture of the sm
families [42,45,46,103℄. It would additionally provide a solution to the doublet-triplet splitting
problem of 4D guts [104℄.
It is noteworthy that suh an ideal ase as the example just presented, inluding other
gut symmetries, an be realized in orbifold onstrutions. We have to demand that mat-
ter generations appear from loal guts loalized at spei points, where the ation of the
orbifold group on the assoiated states is trivial. Furthermore, it is neessary that the Higgs
representations ome from the bulk or from xed points where the orbifold projetions an
partly alter their struture. Sine solely higher twisted-setor elds are aeted by orbifold
projetions, the rst requirement is met when loal guts appear at the xed points of the
rst twisted setor and the loal matter spetrum inludes gut generations (suh as 27plets
of E6 or 16plets of SO(10)).
1
In setion 2.3.4, we have onluded that a loal shift vetor Vg has to be equivalent to
one of the shift vetors V that dene ZN orbifold models without Wilson lines. Therefore,
nding loal guts with sm matter generations at xed points of the T1 setor amounts to rst
identifying those shifts leading to the desired gut symmetry as the gauge group of the theory
in four dimensions and gut generations in the T1 setor, and then seleting a suitable set of
Wilson lines induing the symmetry breakdown GGUT → GSM (see g. 4.1).
One of the qualities of this method is that it ensures the existene of standard gut hyper-
harge, whih is onsistent with gauge oupling uniation, although no gut appears in 4D.
Another advantage is that, even though matter elds form loally omplete gut representa-
tions, interations generally break gut relations sine dierent loal guts are supported at
1
That the states in the rst twisted setor are not aeted by the orbifold projetion follows from the
fat that the projetion phase, eq. (2.97), is trivial for T1 (and T5) twisted states satisfying the masslessness
ondition, eq. (2.93).
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Shift 4D gauge group G4D
V SO(10),1 SO(10) × SU(2)2 × SO(14) ×U(1)2
V SO(10),2 SO(10) × SU(3) × E7 ×U(1)2
V E6,1 E6 × E8 ×U(1)2
V E6,2 E6 × SU(3)× E7 ×U(1)
Table 4.1: Gauge group assoiated to shift vetors with loal gut struture. Their matter
spetrum in the T1 (or equivalently T5) setor inludes 12 gut families.
dierent xed points. In partiular, mixing of the loalized generations with vetorlike bulk
states breaks the unwanted gut relations for the fermion masses [103, 105℄. As already men-
tioned, this approah an explain why the sm gauge and Higgs bosons do not form omplete
gut multiplets, while the matter elds do.
In the following setions, the onept of loal guts is used as a guiding priniple in the
searh for orbifold models with realisti features.
4.2 mssm Searh Strategy
It is well known that with a suitable hoie of Wilson lines it is not diult to obtain the sm
gauge group up to U(1) fators. The real hallenge is to get the exat matter spetrum of
the sm or, more preisely, of its minimal supersymmetri extension, the mssm. Demanding
additionally gauge oupling uniation onstrains possible models.
2
In order to nd models
whih ombine both properties, we base our strategy on the onept of loal guts desribed
in the previous setion.
An SO(10) gut has very ompelling features whih make it appropriate for model build-
ing [44℄. Among other reasons, it inorporates the suess of Georgi-Glashow and Pati-Salam
guts, provides a single gauge oupling, predits the existene of right-handed neutrinos and
gathers a omplete sm generation within a single representation. Hene, we shall be mostly
interested in the gauge shifts V whih allow for a loal SO(10). Also E6 loal guts an be
reasonable promising as they embed the SO(10) struture. That is, the shift vetors V we will
onsider are suh that the leftmoving momenta p satisfying
p · V = 0 mod 1 , p2 = 2 (4.3)
are roots of SO(10) or E6 (up to extra group fators). Furthermore, the massless states of the
T1 setor are required to ontain 16plets of SO(10) at the xed points with SO(10) symmetry
or 27plets of E6 at the xed points with E6 symmetry.
Sine these massless states from T1 are automatially invariant under the orbifold ation,
they all survive in 4D and appear as omplete gut multiplets. In the ase of SO(10), that
gives one omplete sm generation, while in the ase of E6 we have 27 = 16 + 10 + 1 under
SO(10). It is thus neessary to deouple all (or part) of the 10plets from the lowenergy
theory.
2
In refs. [35,40℄, only models without standard hyperharge are investigated. We have veried that, in fat,
Z3 and Z4 orbifolds do not allow for gut hyperharge normalization (f. hapter 6).
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e1 e3 e5
e6e4e2
T1
Figure 4.2: T1 setor of the Z6-II orbifold on a G2×SU(3)×SO(4) lattie. The SU(3) torus
admits one Wilson line A3 of order 3 assoiated to the diretions e3 and e4 while the SO(4)
torus an alloate up to two Wilson lines, A5 and A6, of order 2.
The Wilson lines will be hosen suh that the standard model gauge group is embedded
into the loal gut as
GSM ⊂ SU(5) ⊂ SO(10) or E6 . (4.4)
It follows then that the hyperharge is that of standard guts and thus onsistent with gauge
oupling uniation. Hyperharge will appear as a linear ombination of several U(1)s and,
thus, the generator of hyperharge (in a standard basis),
tY =
(
−1
2
, −1
2
,
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
)
, (4.5)
will be embedded in a 16-dimensional vetor ating on the gauge degrees of freedom. Note
that gauge oupling uniation in orbifold models is due to the fat that the 10D (not 4D)
theory is desribed by a single oupling.
Our model searh is arried out in the Z6-II orbifold ompatiation of the E8×E8 het-
eroti string. Some properties of this orbifold were desribed in setion 2.2.3 (see the disussion
around eq. (2.61)). In this onstrution, there are two gauge shifts leading to a loal SO(10)
gut [68, 106℄,
V SO(10),1 =
(
1
3 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
,
V SO(10),2 =
(
1
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 ,
1
6 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
, (4.6)
and 2 shifts leading to a loal E6 gut,
V E6,1 =
(
1
2 ,
1
3 ,
1
6 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,
V E6,2 =
(
2
3 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 ,
1
6 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
. (4.7)
The symmetry breakdown of E8×E8 due to these shift vetors is given in table 4.1. The shift
V SO(10),1 of eq. (3.12) and the one presented here are equivalent. They dier beause we have
used Weyl transformations to redue the number of nonzero entries in order to failitate later
analysis. We will fous on these shifts and san over possible Wilson lines, employing the
lassiation method of setion 3.2, to get the sm gauge group. Due to its geometry, the Z6-II
orbifold with lattie G2×SU(3)×SO(4) allows for up to two Wilson lines of order 2, A5 and
A6, and for one Wilson line of order 3, A3, as illustrated in g. 4.2.
The next question is how to get three matter generations. A geometri explanation of
the origin of the three generations is somehow attrative and an be realized in orbifold
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A5A3
A3
2× 16
T1
Figure 4.3: A suessful approah to get models with three matter generations. Two gut
generations are loated at xed points of the T1 setor while the third one omes from other
untwisted or twisted setors.
ompatiations. As depited in g. 4.2, there are 3× 4 xed points in the T1 setor, whih,
in the absene of Wilson lines, are degenerate, that is, are furnished with idential matter
spetrum. Wilson lines lift this degeneray in the diretion they at. For example, if the
Wilson line A5 related to the torus diretion e5 is nontrivial, then in the SO(4) torus the
points  and • as well as × and N are equivalent, but the horizontal symmetry is lost.3 The
points that keep their loal gut struture are in this ase the six ones related to  and •
in the SO(4) plane. Hene, the simplest possibility to get three matter generations is to use
three equivalent xed points with 16plets [45℄ whih appear in models with two Wilson lines
of order 2. If the extra states are vetorlike and an be given large masses, the lowenergy
spetrum will ontain three matter families. However, if one starts from the shifts given above,
this strategy fails sine all suh models ontain hiral exoti states [103℄. In the ase of E6,
it does not work either sine a simple analysis of the Dynkin diagram of E6 reveals that one
annot obtain GSM ⊂ SU(5) ⊂ E6 with two Wilson lines of order 2.
The nexttosimplest possibility is to use two equivalent xed points whih give rise to
two matter generations. This situation an be obtained in models with one Wilson line of
order 3 and another of order 2. The third generation would then have to ome from other
twisted or untwisted setors. The appearane of the third omplete family an be linked to
the sm anomaly anellation. Indeed, sine the shift vetors of eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) lead to
gut families in the untwisted setor, that setor ontains part of a 16plet after the inlusion
of Wilson lines. Then the simplest options onsistent with the sm anomaly anellation are
that the remaining matter either ompletes the 16plet or provides vetorlike partners of the
untwisted setor. In more ompliated ases, additional 16 or 16plets an appear. The
loalized 16 and 27plets are true gut multiplets, whereas the third or bulk generation
only has the sm quantum numbers of an additional 16plet.
We nd that the above strategy is suessful. First, we notie that the model presented
in refs. [42, 103℄ adjusts preisely to this sheme. Seondly, also in the ase of E6 guts we
observe that it is not diult to obtain the sm gauge group. As we will detail in setion 4.4,
in fat, other massless states present in the spetra of models based on this strategy are often
vetorlike with respet to the sm gauge group and an be given large masses onsistent with
string seletion rules.
One established the basis of our study, let us speify now all other details of our searh
strategy. We enumerate the steps of our searh as follows:
3
The remaining vertial symmetry is usually identied with D4 or S2, whih in adequate models an be
interpreted as a family symmetry.
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➀ Generate all models with two Wilson lines.
➁ Identify inequivalent models.
➂ Selet models with GSM ⊂ SU(5) ⊂ SO(10) or E6.
➃ Selet models with three net (3,2).
➄ Selet models with nonanomalous U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5).
➅ Selet models with net three sm families + Higgses + vetorlike.
Notie that in step ➀ we have deided not to speialize to the ase of one Wilson line
of order 2 and one of order 3. Even though we already know that only in that ase we an
obtain realisti models, we would like also to know how frequently those models appear in
the landsape path that we have hosen. In other words, it might be useful to ount with
the total number of models in order to draw some reliable statistial results out of our searh.
To do so, we apply the lassiation method desribed in setion 3.2, that is, we propose an
ansatz desribing generially Wilson lines of order 2 and 3, based on eqs. (3.19b) and (3.20).
Not all models obtained in step ➀ are inequivalent. In step ➁, we onsider two models
to be equivalent if they have idential spetra with respet to nonabelian gauge groups and
have the same number of nonabelian singlets. Thus, models diering only in U(1) harges are
treated as equivalent. In addition, some models dier only by the loalization of states on the
dierent xed points. We know that these ambiguities our and it is possible that in some
ases Yukawa ouplings are aeted. Hene our riterion may underestimate somewhat the
number of truly inequivalent models.
The riterion ➂ is ruial for obtaining viable models. We require partiularly that
SU(3)×SU(2) appears embedded in an SU(5) subgroup of the loal guts. This onstraint
is imposed in order for the hyperharge to be of Georgi-Glashow type and, hene, onsistent
with gauge oupling uniation.
Of ourse, we ould try immediately to identify an appropriate hyperharge. It proves how-
ever to be more pratial to rst redue further the number of models available. Criterion ➃
amounts to nding those models where three opies of quark-doublet-like partiles exist. Let
us just remark that, in general, both representations (3,2) and (3,2) under SU(3)×SU(2)
appear in the spetra. They form some vetorlike pairs that will eventually deouple from
the lowenergy spetrum. Thus, only models satisfying |#(3,2) − #(3,2)| = 3 will lead to
realisti phenomenology.
After the above proedure, it is then straightforward to identify the hyperharge. In an
ideal ase, the hyperharge generator would be given by (4.5) embedded in a 16-dimensional
vetor. However, this form is basis-dependent. In general, what one does is to ompare
the simple roots of the SU(5) embedded in the gut
group to those of SU(3)×SU(2). Sine the roots of
SU(5) span a four-dimensional spae whereas those
of SU(3)×SU(2) only span a three-dimensional
spae, the hyperharge generator tY is uniquely
α1 α2
tY
α4
α1 α2 α3 α4
: SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)Y
: SU(5)
determined by the sole diretion orthogonal to the simple roots of SU(3)×SU(2) whih lies
in the spae of SU(5). In other words, the hyperharge results diretly from the symmetry
breakdown SU(5) −→ GSM . Ambiguities arise in ertain seldom ases when U(1)Y an be
dened in dierent ways. In this ase, we have to ount the model twie. On the other hand,
the hyperharge generator an unfortunately mix with the anomalous U(1) of the orbifold,
what leads to the undesirable onsequene that it has to be broken at very high energies.
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Criterion V SO(10),1 V SO(10),2 V E6,1 V E6,2
➁ inequivalent models with 2 Wilson lines 22, 000 7, 800 680 1, 700
➂ sm gauge group ⊂ SU(5) ⊂ SO(10) (or E6) 3, 563 1, 163 27 63
➃ 3 net (3,2) 1, 170 492 3 32
➄ nonanomalous U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5) 528 234 3 22
➅ spetrum = 3 generations + vetorlike 128 90 3 2
Table 4.2: Statistis of Z6-II orbifold models based on the shifts
V SO(10),1, V SO(10),2, V E6,1, V E6,2 with two Wilson lines.
Therefore, at step ➄, one is fored to disregard those models where the hyperharge appears
anomalous.
We are in position to identify the mssm andidates. In step ➅, we have to verify that
the resulting spetrum ontains exatly the spetrum of the mssm, i.e. three net matter
generations and, at least, one pair of Higss-doublets with the orret quantum numbers under
GSM = SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y . Other states in the spetra of admissible models, generially
alled exotis must form vetorlike pairs.
4.3 A Fertile Path in the Landsape
The results of our searh strategy are presented in table 4.2. Interestingly enough, this strat-
egy has allowed us to nd 223 expliit examples with the mssm matter ontent plus additional
vetorlike partiles. These models represent a major result in the ontext of string ompat-
iations and are onsidered one of the entral results of this work. We see that most of the
mssm andidates arise from a loal SO(10) gut. Naïvely, we an onsider this result to be
another argument why SO(10) guts might be preferred to other guts. On the other hand, it
might just reet the fat that two Wilson lines annot break E6 enough to get a omparable
amount of models with GSM gauge symmetry. One might then expet that adding a third
Wilson line, many more models with promising properties arise from the E6 shifts.
We nd that the properties of the models with the hiral mssm matter ontent, suh as
the number and type of vetorlike exotis and sm singlets, are so similar that there is no
model whih an be preferred a priori. This implies that, even though one is also interested
in studying the phenomenologial features of eah model, some interesting onlusions an be
drawn in a generi form. The details of the models are listed in [102℄.
It is instrutive to ompare our model san to others. In ertain types of interseting
Dbrane models, it was found that the probability of obtaining the sm gauge group and three
generations of quarks and leptons, while allowing for hiral exotis, is 10−9 [36, 37℄. More
reently, in ref. [38℄ interseting Dbranes on Z6-II orbifolds have lead to the onlusion that
the probability of nding suh matter ongurations an be enhaned to 10−8. The riterion
whih omes losest to the requirements imposed in refs. [3638℄ is ➃. We nd that within our
sample the orresponding probability is 5%.
In refs. [107, 108℄, orientifolds of Gepner models were sanned for hiral mssm matter
spetra, and it was found that the fration of suh models is 10−14. In our set of models,
the orresponding probability, i.e. the fration of models passing riterion ➅, is of order 1%.
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Note also that, in all of our models, hyperharge is normalized as in standard guts and thus
onsistent with gauge oupling uniation.
This omparison shows that our sample of heteroti orbifolds is unusually fertile om-
pared to other onstrutions. The probability of nding something lose to the mssm is
muh higher than that in other pathes of the landsape analyzed so far. It would be in-
teresting to extend these results to other regions of the landsape where promising models
exist [30, 43, 109, 110℄.
We would like to make an additional remark. Our strategy to determine the hyperharge
is, of ourse, not the only hoie. One ould instead express U(1)Y as an arbitrary linear
ombination of all U(1)'s (not only of those embedded in the loal gut symmetry) whih
gives the orret values of hyperharge to the mssm partiles. This approah was followed in
ref. [111℄. The authors of ref. [111℄ nd that the majority of the models at step ➃ allow for a
denition of a nonanomalous U(1)Y . However, only in 12% of those models, hyperharge is
in harmony with oupling uniation. That means, in partiular, that even in a more general
sheme, relaxing the demand U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5), (almost) only those 223 models at step ➅ of
our searh meet all the phenomenologial properties we require.
4.4 Towards Realisti String Models
Taking as a base the mssm andidates passing riteria ➂-➅, there are now many ways to
address the question of their phenomenologial viability. One ould, for example, opt for
a modelbymodel approah, in an attempt to identify one model with many features that
math the known lowenergy physis and, simultaneously, to nd the solution to as many as
possible of the urrently open questions in theoretial high energy physis. By that approah,
ertainly one might nd one model with some beautiful properties that also gives answer to
some puzzles. However, a dierent model will have some other nie features and will solve
some other problems.
We would rather follow an alternative approah. Provided that the mssm andidates are
very similar, one ould ask general questions, suh as whether the vetorlike exotis deouple,
or whether susy preserving vauum ongurations are realizable from these models, among
other matters. The answers to those questions are, of ourse, model dependent, but, on a
statistial footing, they will probably yield some preditions or, at least, exlude some regions
of the landsape.
4.4.1 Coupling Seletion Rules in Z6-II
Let us start by stating the string seletion rules whih will be repeatedly used in our study.
Assume a oupling between a number of states Ψi. Based on our disussion of setion 2.5.1,
ouplings entering the superpotential must satisfy the following rules.
Gauge invariane. The usual rule on the left-moving momenta psh,i of the states Ψi,∑
i psh,i = 0, applies.
Rharge onservation.
4
Sine the twist vetor reads v = (0, 1/6, 1/3,−1/2), the order
of the orresponding (disrete) Rsymmetries is respetively 6, 3 and 2. Therefore, a oupling
4
Rsymmetries do distinguish between fermions and bosons, therefore, in some approahes [112℄, the re-
maining disrete subgroup after breaking these symmetries an well be identied with an Rparity. We do not
follow this approah.
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in the superpotential is invariant if the Rharges of the states involved fulll the onditions∑
i
R1i = −1 mod 6 ,
∑
i
R2i = −1 mod 3 ,
∑
i
R3i = −1 mod 2 . (4.8)
Spae group seletion rule. In general, this rule reads
∏
i gi ≃ (1, 0) with gi =
(ϑi, niαeα) ∈ S denoting the onstruting elements of the states entering the oupling. It an
be restated in Z6-II orbifolds as the following set of onstraints:
1
6
∑
i
ki = 0 mod 1 , (4.9a)
1
3
∑
i
(ni3 + n
i
4) = 0 mod 1 , (4.9b)
1
2
∑
i
ni5 = 0 mod 1 , (4.9)
1
2
∑
i
ni6 = 0 mod 1 . (4.9d)
Notie that, in this notation, these rules an be identied with onservation of ertain disrete
Zn symmetries with (integer) harges k, n3 + n4, n5 and n6. Some onsequenes of the
appearane of these symmetries have been studied in ref. [86℄.
4.4.2 Deoupling Exoti Partiles
Now we are in position to investigate the deoupling of vetorlike extra matter {xi}. One ould
argue that the existene of these exotis in the spetra of our mssm andidates onstitutes a
problem by itself sine vetorlikeness does not guarantee immediately that suh exotis get
large masses. Therefore, we have to orroborate whether the extra matter an be given a large
mass by expliitly omputing the ouplings that endow exotis with masses. The mass terms
for suh states are provided by the superpotential
W = xi x¯jMijxx¯ ≡ xi x¯j 〈s1 s2 . . . 〉 , (4.10)
where s1, s2, . . . are sm singlets. Some singlets are required to get large (lose toMstr) vevs in
order to anel the FayetIliopoulos (FI) term of the anomalous U(1) intrinsi to the majority
of orbifold ompatiations. Then, if the relevant Yukawa ouplings are allowed by the string
seletion rules disussed above, mass terms as that of eq. (4.10) appear, making the vetorlike
matter heavy. Thus the exoti partiles deouple from the lowenergy theory.
Clearly, one annot swith on the singlet vevs at will. Instead, one has to ensure that they
are onsistent with susy. Supersymmetry requires vanishing F and Dterms. The number
of the Fterm equations equals the number of omplex singlet elds si, therefore there are
in general nontrivial singlet ongurations with vanishing Fpotential. The Dterms an be
made zero by omplexied gauge transformations [113℄ if eah eld enters a gauge invariant
monomial [114℄. Thus, to ensure that the deoupling of exotis is onsistent with susy, one
has to show that all sm singlets appearing in the mass matries for the exotis enter gauge
invariant monomials involving only sm singlets and arrying anomalous harge. However, for
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simpliity, we will assume momentarily that all sm singlets entering the mass matries develop
large supersymmetri vevs.
5
In many ases, vetorlike exotis happen to have the same quantum numbers as the sm
partiles. Hene, in the proess of deoupling, the vetorlike states an mix with the loalized
16 and 27plets (as long as it is allowed by the sm quantum numbers) suh that the physial
states at low energies are neither loalized nor true gut multiplets. Even though part of
the beauty of a geometrial explanation of the family struture dissolves thereby, it is lear
that whatever the mixing, in the end exatly three sm families will be left if the mass matries
Mxx¯ have maximal rank.
Deoupling of exotis in susy preserving vaua has additional eets on the lowenergy
theory. Generally, there are supersymmetri vaua in whih all or most of the sm singlets
get large vevs. As a onsequene, many of the (abelian and nonabelian) gauge group fators
get spontaneously broken, suh that the lowenergy gauge group an be GSM up to a hidden
setor:
GSM ×Ghidden , (4.11)
where the sm matter is neutral under Ghidden. This (true) hidden setor is important to deal
with the problem of lowenergy susy breaking, as we shall outline in setion 5.3.
In pratie, to show that the deoupling of exotis is onsistent with string seletion rules
is a tehnially involved and time onsuming issue. In order to simplify the task and to redue
the number of models, we rst impose an additional ondition. We require that the models
possess a renormalizable topYukawa oupling as motivated by phenomenology (namely, by
the large mass of the topquark). We point out that this requirement, nevertheless, is not
imperative sine a large topYukawa oupling an also be obtained as a result of a onspiray
of the vevs of the elds or by other means.
As a seond tehnial simpliation, we onsider only superpotential ouplings up to order
eight. Thus, the next two steps in our seletion proedure are:
➆ Selet models with a heavy top.
➇ Selet models in whih the exotis deouple at order 8.
In step ➆, we require a renormalizable O(1) Yukawa oupling of the type6
q u¯ hu ∼ (3,2)1/6 (3,1)−2/3 (1,2)1/2 . (4.12)
To aomplish this ondition, we have rst to verify whether suh a oupling is allowed by
string theory. In the Z6-II orbifold, ombining the point group seletion rule, eq. (4.9a), with
Rharge onservation, one nds that only renormalizable ouplings of elds from the setors
U1 U2 U3 , U3 T2 T4 , U2 T3 T3 , T1 T2 T3 , T1 T1 T4 (4.13)
are nonvanishing. On the other hand, the oupling strength of string interations is given
by their orrelation funtion, whih for renormalizable ouplings has been omputed analyt-
ially [93, 94℄. It turns out that the oupling strength has a dependene on the loalization
of the elds involved. In partiular, the oupling for twisted elds is proportional to e−A,
where A denotes the area of the triangle formed by the xed points where the strings are
5
This assumption will be onrmed in the next hapter by examining arefully the deoupling of exotis in
susy preserving vaua.
6
Notie that at this level it is impossible to distinguish between lepton doublets ℓ¯ and uptype Higgses hu.
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V SO(10),1 V SO(10),2 V E6,1 V E6,2
Criterion ➆ ➆ ➆ ➆ ➆ ➆
➅ spetrum = 3 generations + vetorlike 72 56 37 53 3 2
➇ exotis deouple at order 8 56 50 32 53 3 2
Table 4.3: A subset of the mssm andidates. The number of models with heavy top are
listed under ➆. ➆ denotes no heavy top.
loated; hene, it an be highly suppressed if the strings are loated far apart from eah other.
Therefore, ouplings inluding an untwisted eld are unsuppressed whereas T T T -ouplings
are signiant only when the twisted elds are loalized at the same xed point. We disard
models in whih the above ouplings vanish or are suppressed.
In the next step ➇, we selet models in whih the mass matries Mxx¯ for the exotis (f.
eq. (4.10)) have a maximal rank suh that no exoti states appear at low energies. Here, we
onsider only superpotential ouplings up to order eight and for this analysis we assume that
all sm singlets an obtain supersymmetri vevs.
In table 4.3 we summarize our results (see ref. [102℄ for further details). We make a
distintion between those having a heavy top, as in step ➆, and those without it, ➆. We
identify 93 models that pass requirements ➆ and ➇. This means that a signiant fration of
our models an serve as an ultraviolet ompletion of the mssm in string theory.
There are also many models whih do not fulll riterion ➆. As already mentioned, al-
though our naïve approah indiates that no heavy top an be found diretly in these models,
it an be that further analysis reveals that suh onlusion is inorret. For that reason, we
have analyzed also the deoupling of the exotis in these mssm andidates. In this set, exoti
partiles an get large masses in 103 models. All in all, we see that if the riterion ➆ is skipped,
out of 223 mssm andidates, 196 do not present exotis at low energies.
A word on possible light exotis is in order. In ref. [115℄ it has been onsidered the possible
presene of a speial kind of vetorlike exotis (baptized exotia) in the lowenergy spetrum.
These exoti partiles, whih appear in some of our models, would not aet gauge oupling
uniation and ould have a frational eletri harge. Although unlikely, one wonders whether
suh partiles might appear in future olliders. If it happens, we would have to reonsider not
to deouple all exotis.
We would like to point out an observation. We nd that there are in our models several
pairs of Higgs doublets with a matrix of µlike mass terms. Generally, all Higgs doublets an
aquire large masses just as the (other) vetorlike exotis do. Hene, nding a massless pair
of Higgses that eventually triggers the Higgs mehanism of the mssm is quite nontrivial. To
get only one pair of massless Higgs doublets usually requires ne-tuning in the vevs of the sm
singlets suh that the mass matrix for the (1,2)−1/2, (1,2)1/2 states gets a zero eigenvalue.
This is the notorious supersymmetri µproblem. The ne-tuning an be ameliorated if the
vauum respets ertain (approximate) symmetries [116,117℄. We will nd in setion 5.4 that
suh symmetries might appear regularly in promising orbifold onstrutions.
In onlusion, we have found a very interesting set of semi-realisti models. In the most
optimisti ase, we nd that any of 196 models ould very well house the physis of the
sm. However, we are still far of making any phenomenologial onjeture from string theory
about physis at low energies. To verify whether our mssm andidates are onsistent with
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phenomenology requires addressing several questions. Some important issues we must still
larify inlude
• susy preserving vaua at high energies,
• hierarhially small susy breaking,
• realisti avor strutures, and
• absene of fast proton deay.
These and some other phenomenologial questions will be disussed in the next hapter.
Chapter 5
Low Energy Physis from Heteroti
Orbifolds
In this hapter we examine the phenomenologial properties of the models found in the
previous hapter. First, we disuss the matter spetra of a harateristi model with the
exat spetrum of the mssm, whih serves as example all through this hapter. Then
we proeed to evaluate the impliations of the hidden setors of the mssm-like models.
We investigate a orrelation between the realisti properties of these models and susy
breaking via gaugino ondensation. A surprising result is that the breakdown of susy
ours generially at an intermediate energy sale. Another interesting problem is whether
it is possible to impose R-parity in order to guarantee proton stability. We nd a hane,
dening a matter parity from the spontaneous breaking of U(1)B−L whih however an only
be dened in some models. Other plausible possibilities are not disussed here. Finally, we
address the question of the viability of the seesaw mehanism in orbifold models. Contrary
to previous statements, we nd that the presene of O(100) right-handed neutrinos in
mssm-like models supports the suess of the seesaw mehanism in these models.
5.1 An Orbifold-mssm
In the last hapter we found more than 200 models with the mssm matter spetrum and
vetorlike exotis. By demanding that the vetorlike exotis deouple from the lowenergy
spetrum, we have seen that the number of models is barely redued. We then opted to take
a more aggressive approah: we disregarded those models where a trilinear Yukawa oupling
q u¯ hu is vanishing or suppressed aording to string seletion rules. Note that this requirement
is not imperative and was implemented only as a tehnial simpliation. It turns out that
this riterion is rather strit and redues the amount of realisti models by a fator 1/2.
The remaining O(100) models have many ommon properties and will lead us to interesting
phenomenologial onlusions along the lines of this hapter.
We study now one generi model out of the set of promising mssm andidates with heavy
top, whih will be referred to as orbifold-mssm. The model is based on the gauge shift
V SO(10),1 =
(
1
3 , −12 , −12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
2 , −16 , −12 , −12 , −12 , −12 , −12 , 12
)
. (5.1)
where we have added an E8×E8 lattie vetor to simplify omputations. The Wilson lines are
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# Representation Label # (Anti-)Repr. Label
3 (3,2;1,1)1/6 qi
8 (1,2;1,1)−1/2 ℓi 5 (1,2;1,1)1/2 ℓ¯i
3 (1,1;1,1)1 e¯i
3 (3,1;1,1)−2/3 u¯i
7 (3,1;1,1)1/3 d¯i 4 (3,1;1,1)−1/3 di
4 (3,1;1,1)1/6 vi 4 (3,1;1,1)−1/6 v¯i
20 (1,1;1,1)1/2 s
+
i 20 (1,1;1,1)−1/2 s
−
i
2 (1,1;1,2)1/2 x
+
i 2 (1,1;1,2)−1/2 x
−
i
# Representation Label
4 (1,2;1,1)0 mi
2 (1,2;1,2)0 yi
47 (1,1;1,1)0 s
0
i
26 (1,1;1,2)0 hi
9 (1,1;8,1)0 wi
Table 5.1: Massless spetrum. The quantum numbers are shown with respet to SU(3)c ×
SU(2)L × SO(8)× SU(2), the hyperharge is given by the subsript.
hosen as
A3 =
(−12 , −12 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16) (103 , 0, −6, −73 , −43 , −5, −3, 3) ,
A5 =
(
1
4 , −14 , −14 ,−14 , −14 , 14 , 14 , 14
) (
1, −1, −52 , −32 , −12 , −52 , −32 , 32
)
. (5.2)
The hyperharge generator is identied with the SU(5) standard form
tY =
(
0, 0, 0, −12 , −12 , 13 , 13 , 13
) (
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
. (5.3)
The gauge group after ompatiation is
GSM × SO(8) × SU(2) ×U(1)7 , (5.4)
while the massless spetrum is given in table 5.1. From there, we see that the three sm partiles
ℓi and d¯i ome aompanied with additional vetorlike pairs ℓ−ℓ¯ and d¯−d, respetively. Exotis
with nonzero hyperharge, suh as x+i and x
−
i , are also vetorlike. Sine the exotis with no
hyperharge mi and yi are doublets under SU(2)L, they an allow ouplings suh as mimj
and deouple from the lowenergy spetrum. The remaining partiles are either sm singlets
or the three sm matter generations whih need not be deoupled.
Note that Higgs doublets and lepton doublets annot be distinguished in a supersymmetri
theory, therefore both lasses of partiles are denoted by ℓ. That implies partiularly that the
downtype Higgs hd is given by a linear ombination of some ℓi, whereas the uptype Higgs
hu (required in supersymmetri theories) is a superposition of ℓ¯i.
5.1.1 Renormalizable Couplings, Heavy Top and Proton Deay
At trilinear level, string seletion rules (see setion 4.4.1) allow only few ouplings of sm
partiles. There is one oupling of the type qi ℓ¯j u¯k with only untwisted elds, whih we
onsider to be the Yukawa oupling that gives mass to the topquark. Notie that this
oupling allows us to identify the righthanded top, the uptype Higgs doublet hu and the
quark doublet of the third generation.
There are also four ouplings of the type qi ℓj d¯k and four of the type e¯i ℓj ℓk. They
an produe the downtype quark and lepton masses as well as lepton number violating
interations. Clearly, depending on the speis of the vauum onguration and, partiularly,
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Figure 5.1: Dangerous ontribution to proton deay through exhange of the salar ompo-
nent of d¯ due to dimension four operators of the type qi ℓj d¯k and u¯id¯j d¯k. The proton deays
rapidly as p→ π0e+.
on the hoie of the downtype Higgs hd, it an be that lepton violating operators do not
appear in this model.
Further, we note that lepton number violating interations qi ℓj d¯k are harmless to the
stability of the proton as long as they do not ome aompanied by quark interations, u¯id¯j d¯k
(see g. 5.1). Thus, in this model, due to the absene of u¯id¯j d¯k operators, the proton is
stable at trilinear level, so that dangerous eetive dimension four operators an appear only
suppressed by dierent powers of Mstr.
5.1.2 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and Deoupling of Exotis
Let us suppose that all sm singlets s0i develop nonzero vevs. Sine they are only harged
under some hidden U(1)'s, the gauge group gets spontaneously broken to
GSM ×Ghidden , (5.5)
where Ghidden = SO(8)× SU(2). Note that if more than one elds hi were allowed to develop
vevs, the unbroken hidden gauge group would ertainly be Ghidden = SO(8).
Additionally, the vetorlike states get large masses. In order to verify this, one has to
obtain the mass matries Mxx¯ of the exotis and assume that the vevs of the singlets s0i
are of the same order 〈s0i 〉 ≈ s ≈ Mstr. Replaing the singlets by their vevs, one an then
ompute the rank of the eetive mass matries. A mass matrix with maximal rank ensures
that all exotis of the orresponding lass obtain masses proportional to the vevs s. We
make at this point a strong assumption, namely that all singlets aquire vevs onsistent with
supersymmetry, that is, along D and Fat diretions. This assumption will be onrmed
later.
We have heked that the rank of all the mass matries is maximal, suh that the exotis do
deouple from the eetive low-energy theory. Below we present most of the matries. There,
sn indiates the dominant mass term for eah entry, i.e. sn denotes that the orresponding
oupling appears rst when n singlets are involved. Eah entry usually ontains many terms
and involves dierent singlets as well as oupling strengths, whih are presumed to be of order
1 in string units.
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Mmm =

0 s5 s6 s6
s5 0 s6 s6
s6 s6 0 s5
s6 s6 s5 0
 ,
Mvv¯ =

s5 s5 s5 s5
s5 s5 s5 s5
s6 s6 s1 s5
s6 s6 s5 s1
 ,
Mx+x− =
(
s5 s5
s5 s5
)
,
Myy =
(
s1 s5
s5 s1
)
,
Mdd¯ =

s6 s6 s3 s6 s6 s1 s1
s6 s6 s3 s6 s6 s1 s1
s3 0 0 s3 0 s6 s6
s6 s3 0 s6 s3 s6 s6
 ,
Mℓℓ¯ =

s3 s1 s1 s1 s1
s1 s3 s3 s3 s3
s1 s3 s3 s3 s3
s1 s3 s3 s3 s3
s1 s3 s3 s3 s3
s1 s3 s6 s6 s3
s4 s2 s6 s2 s2
s4 s2 s6 s2 s2

.
Similarly, the 20× 20 mass matrix Ms+s− has also maximal rank. The dd¯ mass matrix is
4 × 7 suh that there are three massless d¯ states. The ℓℓ¯ mass matrix is 8 × 5, so there are
eetively three massless lepton doublets.
As we already mentioned, without additional information, it is not possible to distinguish
between lepton doublets and Higgs doublets. Therefore, sine the mass matrixMℓℓ¯ has max-
imal rank, all possible Higgs pairs are massive. If one wishes to reover the Higgs mehanism,
it is neessary to hoose a speial vauum onguration where the rank of the matrix Mℓℓ¯
is redued. This orresponds preisely to the supersymmetri µproblem, that in a rst ap-
proah is not automatially solved. Note that, sine the matrix Mℓℓ¯ is not diagonal per se,
the resulting Higgs doublets will be indeed linear ombinations of the elds ℓi and ℓ¯i.
Summing up all the ingredients just desribed, we end up with the exat mssm spetrum.
Let us stress that these properties, although partiular to this orbifold-mssm, are quite
similar to those of other models. That is, all 93 mssm andidates with heavy top aept
this desription. Perhaps one of the most relevant dierenes will be the number of lepton
doublets ℓ and ℓ¯ that an be interpreted as Higgs doublets. In some ases, there are only four
susy elds ℓi and one ℓ¯i, whih may be seen as three lepton doublets and one pair of Higgses.
This an lead to onsidering a partiular model more preditive than another.
Let us stop our disussion on this model here and proeed to explain how to guarantee
susy at high energies in these models. This model will appear regularly in the following
setions in order to exemplify some of the new elements introdued.
5.2 Supersymmetri Vaua
In the previous setion, we have assumed that all sm singlets an aquire nonvanishing vevs
without destroying some of the properties of our orbifold-mssm. However, this is in general not
true. In this setion we disuss the onstraints to get supersymmetri vauum ongurations,
their onsequenes and a method to obtain suh vaua.
Momentarily, let us assume only global supersymmetry. We would like to verify whether
the mssm andidates admit supersymmetri vauum ongurations. This amounts to inspet-
ing whether a ombination of elds an attain vevs, suh that the D and Fterms vanish.
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This is explained as follows. The salar potential in a supersymmetri gauge theory is given,
in terms of the auxiliary elds Da and Fi of the gauge and hiral multiplets, by
V (φi, φ
†
i ) =
1
2
∑
a
Da(φi, φ
†
i )
2 +
∑
i
|Fi|2 , (5.6)
where the auxiliary elds are expressed in terms of the elds φi, φ
∗
i and the gauge group
generators ta in the representation of φi. The auxiliary elds are given by
1
Da =
∑
i
φ†i taφi , (5.7)
Fi =
∂W
∂φi
(5.8)
with W = W (φi) being the superpotential. From a eld theoretial perspetive, solutions
of eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) represent supersymmetri vaua. However, string theory introdues a
new element, namely an anomalous U(1) symmetry, U(1)A (suh that tr tA 6= 0). In presene
of U(1)A, the orresponding Dterm analogous to eq. (5.7) gets an additional ontribution
2
ξ [118℄, giving rise to the so-alled FI Dterm
DA =
∑
i
φ†i tAφi + ξ ≡
∑
i
qAi |φi|2 +
g M2Pl
192π2
tr tA , (5.9)
where tA is the generator of U(1)A and g is the four-dimensional oupling onstant, given by
the vev of the four-dimensional dilaton ϕ as g = e〈ϕ〉. In our onventions, tr tA > 0 and thus
ξ > 0. Note that the orbifold point vauum, i.e. 〈φi〉 = 0, is not supersymmetri as (for g 6= 0)
the extra term ξ indues susy breakdown at a sale too large to be realisti.
Supersymmetry remains unbroken if and only if the salar potential admits a minimum
φi = 〈φi〉 suh that V (〈φi〉, 〈φ†i 〉) = 0. Therefore, any supersymmetri ground state has to
satisfy the D and Fatness onditions
〈Da〉 = 0 ∀ a , (5.10a)
〈Fi〉 = 0 ∀ i . (5.10b)
Note that there are as many Fionstraints as elds φi.
Provided a set of elds φi, supersymmetri eld ongurations are given by the sets of
vevs 〈φi〉 satisfying eqs. (5.10). Naïvely, it appears that the number of onstraints is larger
than the number of variables, so that the system seems to be overonstrained. However, this
is not the ase. As well known, omplexied gauge transformations along (F)at diretions
allow us to eliminate the Dterm onstraints3, suh that the number of variables equals the
number of equations.
1
Formally −F †i = ∂W∂φi , but, as we shall demand vevFi = 0, it is equivalent to use this denition.
2
To maximize onfusion, normally ξ is alled FI term. Note that DA is alled here FI Dterm.
3
For a eld-theoreti disussion, see e.g. ref. [119, p.57-58℄. Details on heteroti orbifolds an be found in
ref. [103℄
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5.2.1 DFlatness
Let us review rst the issue of Datness and anellation of the FI term [80, 114, 120122℄.
Sine, in partiular, DA must vanish in a supersymmetri vauum, at least some of the salars
are fored to attain large vevs, typially not far below the string sale. This sets the sale of
the breaking of U(1)A and other gauge symmetries, under whih the salars might be harged.
In other words, vanishing of the FI Dterm triggers spontaneous symmetry breaking at a very
high sale. On the other hand, the ondition DA = 0 also implies that there must be at least
one eld whose anomalous harge qA is (in our onvention) negative (i.e. opposite in sign to
tr tA).
Datness an be ahieved by the notieable observation that, in general, every holomor-
phi gauge invariant monomial (HIM) represents a Dat diretion [114℄. Partiularly, in
theories without an anomalous U(1), the ondition (5.10a) is satised if there exists a mono-
mial I(φi). Then, the vevs of the salar elds in a Dat vauum onguration are read o
from 〈
∂I
∂φi
〉
= c〈φ†i 〉, (5.11)
where c is a omplex dimensional onstant, c 6= 0. This remarkable result follows simply from
the gauge invariane of I(φi) [114℄. In the ase that U(1)A is present, the monomial I(φi)
must be invariant with respet to all gauge symmetries exept U(1)A. The anomalous harge
of this monomial must be negative [122℄. Let us explain this in more detail and propose a
method to nd suh HIMs.
In supersymmetri theories with a single U(1) gauge theory, the so-alled Dterm potential
is given by
VD ∝
[∑
i
qi |φi|2
]2
. (5.12)
Consider as a rst example a U(1) gauge theory with two elds φ± arrying the harges ±1.
Sine V
1/2
D ∝ |φ+|2− |φ−|2, VD vanishes at the ground state |〈φ+〉| = |〈φ−〉|. That is, one has
a Dat diretion, parametrized by c = |〈φ+〉| = |〈φ−〉|. Note that, if one writes the HIM
I(φ±) = φ+φ−, whih is the only possible holomorphi and invariant monomial, eq. (5.11)
yields the same result.
Consider now a theory with one eld (φ1) with harge 2 and two elds (φ2, φ3) with
harges −1. Then we have many at diretions, desribed by the roots of the equation
2|〈φ1〉|2 − |〈φ2〉|2 − |〈φ3〉|2 = 0. The solutions are the three diretions
|〈φ1〉| = |〈φ2〉| = |〈φ3〉| = c ; (5.13a)
|〈φ2〉| = 0 , |〈φ3〉| =
√
2|〈φ1〉| = c′ ; (5.13b)
|〈φ3〉| = 0 , |〈φ2〉| =
√
2|〈φ1〉| = c′′ (5.13)
with omplex parameters c, c′ and c′′. It is onvenient to assoiate these diretions to the
HIMs
φ1 φ2 φ3 , φ1 φ
2
3 , φ1 φ
2
2 , (5.14)
respetively.
From this example, we notie that a monomial I(φi) = φ
n1
1 φ
n2
2 · · ·φnkk represents a at
diretion dened by the relation
|〈φ1〉|√
n1
=
|〈φ2〉|√
n2
= . . . =
|〈φk〉|√
nk
and |〈φj〉| = 0 for nj = 0 . (5.15)
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It is, however, lear that there is only a nite number of linearly independent Dat diretions.
In the previous example, the third diretion is not independent of the other two. In other
words, the requirement VD = 0 poses only one onstraint on the three real variables (|〈φi〉|2)
entering eq. (5.12). The spae of absolute values |〈φi〉| is two-dimensional. The power of using
the monomials is that heking whether ertain monomials are linearly independent or not is
fairly simple. One identies with eah monomial the vetor of exponents, n = (n1, n2 . . . ).
The at diretions are independent if and only if the vetors are linearly independent. In the
previous example one would get the vetors (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 2), and (1, 2, 0), out of whih only
two are linearly independent.
It is also lear how to obtain these vetors: all of them are orthogonal to the vetor of
harges q = (q1, q2, . . . ). That is, the problem of nding the above monomials (and thus the
Dat diretions) is redued to the problem of nding vetors n with the following properties:
1. q · n = 0 ,
2. ni ∈ N0 .
The property that the ni be integer-valued does not pose a onstraint in our models: sine the
harges are rational, one an resale any n having the rst property suh as to have integer
entries. However, the requirement that the entries be nonnegative, whih reets that the
monomials ought to be holomorphi, is a onstraint.
The disussion so far an easily be extended to U(1)m theories. Here the Dterm potential
is
VD ∝
m∑
j=1
[∑
i
q
(j)
i |φi|2
]2
, (5.16)
where q
(j)
i is the harge of the eld φi under the j
th U(1) fator. Now a Dat diretion has
to satisfy the above onstraints for eah U(1) fator separately. Again, it is advantageous to
represent Dat diretions by holomorphi gauge invariant monomials. Then the vetor n of
exponents has to be orthogonal to every harge vetor q(j) = (q
(j)
1 , q
(j)
2 , . . . ). In other words,
n has to be in the kernel of the harge matrix Q,
Q · n = 0 , with Q =

q
(1)
1 q
(1)
2 . . .
q
(2)
1 q
(2)
2 . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
q
(n)
1 q
(n)
2 . . .
 . (5.17)
Hene, the problem of nding the Dat diretions of a U(1)m gauge theory is redued to the
task of alulating the kernel of the harge matrix Q, and to forming linear ombinations of
elements of this kernel in suh a way that the entries are nonnegative integers. The maximal
linear independent set of suh linear ombinations is in one-to-one orrespondene with the
independent Dat diretions. It is straightforward to see that the results obtained so far
generalize to the nonabelian ase [114℄.
We an now review the issue of anelling the FI term. For an anomalous U(1), the Dterm
potential VD follows from the FI Dterm, eq. (5.9),
V AD ∝
[∑
qAi |φi|2 + ξ
]2
. (5.18)
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Realling that ξ > 0 in our onventions, to anel the FI term one thus has to nd a holomor-
phi monomial,
I = φn11 s
n2
2 . . . (5.19)
with net negative harge under U(1)A, i.e.∑
i
ni q
A
i < 0 . (5.20)
To summarize, the Dat diretions are in one-to-one orrespondene with holomorphi
gauge invariant monomials. In the abelian ase, suh monomials an be identied with ele-
ments of the kernel of the harge matrix Q with nonnegative integer entries. Canellation of
the FI term requires the existene of a holomorphi monomial with net negative harge under
U(1)A, whih is gauge invariant with respet to all other group fators.
5.2.2 FFlatness
Let us now turn to the disussion of Fatness. Sine the superpotential W is nonrenormal-
izable, studying this question in detail is somewhat less general than Datness beause most
of the statements one an obtain are order-dependent.
However, ensuring that a vauum onguration is Fat (ignoring momentarily Datness)
is mostly trivial beause the number of equations
〈Fi〉 =
〈
∂W
∂φi
〉
= 0 ∀ i (5.21)
oinides with the number of variables and, in general, when the superpotential is a nontrivial
polynomial, some of their solutions are nontrivial.
In partiular, nontrivial solutions an always be found in orbifold ompatiations. Let
us illustrate it in the ase of ZN orbifolds. If the superpotential W0 at order x in the elds
φi is allowed by string seletion rules, then an `extended' superpotential W ∼W0 +WN+10 +
W 2N+10 + . . . is also admissible.
As an example, assume a Z3 orbifold toy-model with two partiles, φ1 and φ2. Suppose
further that the superpotential
4 W0 = φ1φ
2
2 is allowed. Clearly, the solution to eq. (5.21)
is given by 〈φ2〉 = 0 and 〈φ1〉 arbitrary. Suppose now that 〈φ2〉 = 0 is unwanted for some
reason. An allowed extension of W0 would be given by W ∼W0+W 40 = φ1φ22+φ41φ82. In this
senario, the previous solution is still a valid option, but there is also an additional nontrivial
Fat vauum onguration, parametrized by 〈φ62〉 = −1/4 〈φ31〉 and arbitrary 〈φ31〉 6= 0.
Notie that 〈φ2〉 in this vauum onguration is nontrivial. This disussion makes manifest
the order-dependene of Fatness. In this sense, verifying Fatness at a given order in the
superpotential is physially not so relevant in orbifold models.
After arriving to an Fat vauum onguration, the natural question is whether reov-
ering Datness imposes additional onditions and, therefore, overonstrains the hoie of
the vauum parameters. It has been shown [103℄ that in orbifold models, given a solution to
the Fterm equations (5.21), omplexied gauge transformations sale this solution to give a
family of solutions. Remarkably, partiular resalings sueed in rendering all the Dterms
(inluding the FI Dterm) zero.
4
Note that we omit all oeients.
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〈W 〉 = 0
Up to now, our onsiderations are valid only for globally supersymmetri models at pertur-
bative level. An admissible vauum onguration arising from string theory, however, must
also be onsistent with loal susy. In fat, supergravity as well as nonperturbative eets an
modify the properties of a partiular vauum onguration.
In an attempt to deal with those additional eets, the ondition 〈W 〉 = 0 is ommonly
imposed in the same footing as Fatness (see e.g. refs. [40, 122℄). Stritly speaking, this
ondition has nothing to do with preservation of susy. Sine in supergravity the gravitino
mass is given by
m3/2 ∝ |〈W 〉|2 , (5.22)
〈W 〉 = 0 implies m3/2 = 0 and therefore, through the relation Λ = −3M2Plm23/2, a vanishing
osmologial onstant Λ. Reall that in the ontext of supergravity, a nonvanishing gravitino
mass does not neessarily imply breakdown of supergravity. That is, imposing the ondition
〈W 〉 = 0 amounts to requiring the existene of a Minkowski vauum (similar to the vauum
we are living in) rather than unbroken supersymmetry.
A aveat is in order. To ompute e.g. the gravitino mass, eq. (5.22), and thus to disrim-
inate a vauum aording to its nature (Minkowski, De Sitter or anti-De Sitter), it is funda-
mental to onsider the omplete superpotential W , inluding, in partiular, ontributions due
to nonperturbative eets. However, the superpotential onsidered in previous setions does
not inlude those ontributions beause, at this level, they are hardly ontrollable in orbifold
onstrutions. Therefore, requiring (the inomplete) 〈W 〉 to vanish does not aet diretly the
vevs of the elds φi, ontrary to the D and Fatness onditions that we disussed above.
5.2.3 A susy Vauum of the Orbifold-mssm
We are now in position to verify whether the orbifold-mssm introdued in setion 5.1 possesses
a supersymmetri vauum. By following the method desribed above, we nd the HIM
I = s01 s
0
2
`
s03
´3 `
s05
´3 `
s08
´ `
s022
´ `
s035
´2 `
s041
´3 `
s043
´4 `
s046
´3
h42 h3 h
5
5 h
2
9 h
2
13 h
2
14 h20 h
3
21 h
6
22 (5.23)
with net anomalous harge
∑
i q
A
i = −52/3. We further identify that some elds share the
same gauge quantum numbers:
s05 ↔ s012 ↔ s09 ↔ s016 , s08 ↔ s015 , s022 ↔ s024 . (5.24)
Therefore, we an onsider a vauum onguration where the sm singlets
5
{esi} = {s01, s02, s03, s05, s08, s09, s012, s015, s016, s022, s024, s035, s041, s043, s046, h2, h3, h5, h9, h13, h14, h20, h21, h22} (5.25)
develop nonzero vevs while the expetation values of all other elds vanish. Fields s0i are
singlets under all nonabelian gauge fators and hyperharge, but arry (hidden) U(1) harges;
elds hi are doublets under the hidden SU(2) and harged under the U(1)'s exepting hyper-
harge (f. tables 5.1 and F.2).
Let us assume that all partiles attain (almost) the same vev 〈s˜i〉 ≈ s. From eq. (5.9)
with tr tA = 170/3 for the orbifold mssm, we see that the FI Dterm is given by
〈DA〉 ≈ −52
3
s2 +
gM2Pl
192π2
170
3
. (5.26)
5
In table F.2 the two sm singlets s01, 2 have been denoted by χ1, 2. The reason will beome transparent when
we introdue B−L in setion 5.4.
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Therefore, in order for the hosen vauum to be Dat, the expetation values of the sm
singlets should be s ≈ √gMPl × 10−2 ≈ (few)× 1016 GeV.
In the vauum onguration (5.25), the gauge symmetry group G4D given in eq. (5.4)
breaks spontaneously, as expeted, to
GSM ×Ghidden , (5.27)
where Ghidden = SO(8). Notie that the rank of Ghidden is four. This will turn out to be very
general in models with realisti features and will lead in the next setion to the onjeture
that susy breaking through gaugino ondensation ours generally at an intermediate energy
sale for realisti heteroti orbifold models.
For ompleteness, let us address Fatness in the orbifold-mssm. To verify whether this
vauum is also Fat, we would need the omplete superpotential W (i.e. up to arbitrary
order in sm singlets). Realistially, we have to stop omputing the superpotential at a given
order. We onsider here, for simpliity, the order-six superpotential
W = s032h5(s
0
5h1 + s
0
12h2) + (s
0
15h15 + s
0
8h13)(s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h23 + h25)
+ (s022h14 + s
0
24h16)(s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h18 + h20) (5.28)
+ h22(s
0
5h3 + s
0
12h4)
(
s041(s
0
26 + s
0
28) + s
0
32(s
0
42 + s
0
43) + s
0
35(s
0
45 + s
0
46)
)
.
The resulting Fterms are provided in eqs. (F.26). We observe that with nonvanishing vevs
for the elds (5.25), there are still some nonzero Fterms, implying that some of those elds
should have trivial vevs. However, as we have mentioned before, one an argue that, if we go
to higher orders in W , nontrivial solutions to all Fi = 0 equations an be found. As a matter
of fat, we nd that if we go to order eight in the superpotential, suh nontrivial solutions
exist.
5.3 Supersymmetry Breakdown
In the previous setion, we have found that supersymmetri vaua an be ahieved in mssm
andidates (at least at perturbative-level). However, as susy is broken in nature, realisti
models should admit spontaneous susy breaking at an intermediate sale. Remarkably, it is
known that in most N = 1 vaua susy is broken spontaneously by nonperturbative eets.
Our understanding of nonperturbative breaking of string theory is as yet very limited, but
below the string sale we an work in the eetive quantum eld theory. Indeed, there is a
reasonably oherent understanding of nonperturbative breaking of susy in eld theory, and the
lowenergy theories emerging, in partiular, from heteroti orbifolds are typially of the type
in whih this breaking happens. This topi is quite involved as there are several symmetry-
breaking mehanisms, suh as gaugino ondensation, instantons or omposite goldstinos.
In orbifold models with realisti features, there are frequently additional (nonabelian)
gauge symmetries that remain unbroken even after all exotis have aquired large masses.
This hidden setor
6 Ghidden usually ontains little or no matter at all. These are preisely the
ingredients that an trigger spontaneous susy breaking via hidden setor gaugino ondensa-
tion [123126℄.
6
Notie that a requirement to all it hidden setor is that the observable matter (e.g. the mssm partile
spetrum) be unharged under Ghidden.
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Gaugino ondensation ours when one or more gauge groups in the hidden setor beome
strongly oupled at an intermediate sale Λ. To determine the exat sale in whih it happens,
we need to know the running of the oupling of the hidden setor. It is given by
g2Ghidden(µ) ≈
1
g−2(MGUT)− βhidden ln(M2GUT/µ2)
, βhidden =
b0
16π2
, (5.29)
where g is the four-dimensional (string) oupling onstant given by g−2 = e−2〈φ〉 = Re〈S〉,
and b0 is the well known beta-oeient whih depends on the gauge group Ghidden and the
(hidden) matter ontent. The Landau pole of the hidden setor is determined by g2Ghidden →∞.
Hene, we obtain
Λ ≈ MGUT exp
{
− 1
2β
1
g2(MGUT)
}
, (5.30)
where we have omitted the label hidden to keep the results short. Note that the sale Λ is
below the string (and gut) sale, but above the sale where any of the observable gauge
groups beome strong. Just as with quarks in qd, the strong attration auses the gauginos
to ondense [123℄,
〈λλ〉 ≈ Λ3 . (5.31)
As in qd, this ondensate breaks a hiral symmetry, but in the pure supersymmetri gauge
theory (ontaining only gauge boson and gauginos) it does not break susy.
In string theory, the elds of the hidden setor ouple to one speial moduli, namely the
dilaton S. In partiular, the auxiliary eld of S ouples to the (hidden) gauginos induing, at
sales below Λ, a nonperturbative eetive interation (ompare with eq. (5.30))
FS 〈λλ¯〉 ≈ FS Λ3 ≈ FS M3GUT e−
3
2β
S
. (5.32)
It is usual to dene the parameter a ≡ 3/2β that, in a way, an be used to determine whether
susy breaking ours at a realisti energy sale (see e.g. ref. [127℄).
The existene of suh oupling implies an eetive nonperturbative superpotential
W ≈M3GUTe−aS , a =
3
2β
. (5.33)
This superpotential breaks supersymmetry. Despite the fat that a given model ould be
supersymmetri at all orders of perturbation theory, nonperturbatively, the term
F †S = −
∂W
∂S
≈ aM3GUTe−aS (5.34)
is nonzero and, thus, breaks susy. Furthermore, the Fterm in eq. (5.34) leads to S →∞ at
the minimum of the resulting salar potential. This is the notorious dilaton run-away problem
that appears in models with a single gaugino ondensate and a lassial (universal) Kähler
potential
K = − ln(S + S) . (5.35)
To solve this problem, one an either employ multiple gaugino ondensates or nonperturba-
tive orretions to the Kähler potential. In orbifold models, nevertheless, the rst option is
generially ruled out sine there is mostly just one unbroken gauge group fator in the hidden
setor or the ondensation sale of a possible seond hidden gauge fator is too low (as is the
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ase for e.g. SU(2) or SU(3)). Thus, we are left with the seond option only. It onsists in
amending the lassial Kähler potential for the dilaton by a nonperturbative funtional form,
suh that
K = − ln(S + S) + ∆Knp . (5.36)
The funtional form of ∆Knp has been studied in the literature [127132℄. For a favorable
hoie of the parameters, this orretion allows one to stabilize the dilaton at a realisti value,
ReS ≃ 2, while breaking supersymmetry [127,131134℄. The Tmoduli an be stabilized at the
same time by inluding Tdependene in the superpotential required by Tduality [135,136℄.
In simple examples, the overall Tmodulus is stabilized at the selfdual point suh that FT = 0.
This leads to dilaton dominated susy breaking. There are many problems attahed to moduli
stabilization that, in priniple, an have some inuene on our results. However, they are
beyond the sope of this thesis.
If the dilaton is stabilized at a realisti value Re〈S〉 ≈ 2, gaugino ondensation translates
into susy breaking with the gravitino mass determined by the vev of the (hidden) gaugino
ondensate [124℄
m3/2 ≈
〈λλ〉
M2Pl
≈ Λ
3
M2Pl
. (5.37)
In partiular, notie that
Λ ∼ 1013GeV (5.38)
leads to the gravitino mass in the TeV range. It is lear that for ertain (hidden) gauge groups
and matter ontent, Λ an be in the right range.
Let us point out that, even if the sale of gaugino ondensation is adequate (∼ 1013
GeV), there are many fators that an aet it. In partiular, there are string threshold
orretions [137142℄ whih lead to dierent gauge ouplings in the visible and hidden setors.
Whereas in the visible setor, due to gauge oupling uniation, one requires g−2(MGUT) ≈ 2,
in the hidden setor string threshold orretions an alter its value as
g−2hidden(MGUT) ≈ 2 (1 −∆) , (5.39)
where ∆ parametrizes suh orretions. In this ase, the running of the hidden gauge oupling
hanges and, hene, so do the orresponding ondensation sale:
Λ ≈ MGUT exp
{
− 1
2β
2(1−∆)
}
. (5.40)
In the next setion, we will have the opportunity to see how these orretions aet the
breaking of supersymmetry.
5.3.1 susy Breakdown in the Orbifold-mssm
In setion 5.2.3, we have seen that in an admissible vauum onguration that preserves
susy at high energies (as high as the string sale) the unbroken hidden setor is redued to
Ghidden = SO(8). Furthermore, we observe that there are some 8plets in this setor (f.
table 5.1). These states an be split in two sets, whih form mass terms independently (see
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Figure 5.2: Running of the oupling onstants of (a) Ghidden = SO(8) (orbifold-mssm) and
(b) Ghidden = SU(4) [103℄ for dierent threshold orretions ∆.
table F.1). In the vauum onguration (5.25), their mass matries are given by
Mww =

s˜ s˜5 0 s˜5 s˜5
s˜5 s˜ 0 s˜5 s˜5
0 0 0 s˜3 s˜3
s˜5 s˜5 s˜3 s˜6 s˜6
s˜5 s˜5 s˜3 s˜6 s˜6
 , Mff¯ =
(
0 s˜3
0 s˜3
)
. (5.41)
The rst of these matries has maximal rank, but from the seond matrix there is a pair f, f¯
that stays massless up to energies lower than MGUT.
Let us proeed to ompute the gravitino mass m3/2. We will require the beta-oeient
that an be omputed by
b
SO(2N)
0 = 6 · (N − 1)−#(2Nplets) ; (5.42)
in our ase it is b
SO(8)
0 = 16. Therefore, with the realisti value for the stabilization of the
dilaton, Re〈S〉 ≈ 2, we obtain from eq. (5.30)
Λ ≈ MGUTe−π2 ≈ 1012 GeV , (5.43)
what in turn yields the gravitino mass m3/2 ≈ 1 GeV. This sale is phenomenologially
unaeptable beause that sale has been already ruled out by experiment. However, as
we mentioned before, threshold orretions an modify this sale. In fat, by using eqs. (5.29)
and (5.40), we nd that threshold orretions enhane the sale of gaugino ondensation and,
therefore, also the gravitino mass. In g. (5.2) we present the running of the gauge oupling
g(µ) for two dierent ases. Fig. (5.2)(a) illustrates the inuene of dierent values of ∆
on the behavior of the gauge oupling. We notie that for ∆ = 0 we reover the result
given in eq. (5.43) whereas for ∆ = 0.3 the ondensation sale beomes almost 1014 GeV. In
g. (5.2)(b), we ompare our result with a ase where the hidden setor has an SU(4) gauge
group and no massless matter in that setor. We might say that the situation in SO(8) is
somewhat better than in SU(4). However, we must reall that there are of ourse other fators
that an aet our estimates. For example, we have not desribed preisely the mehanism to
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Criterion V SO(10),1 V SO(10),2 V E6,1 V E6,2
➆ heavy top 72 37 3 2
➇ exotis deouple at order 8 56 32 3 2
➈ exotis deouple + gaugino ondensation 47 25 3 2
Table 5.2: A subset of the mssm andidates.
stabilize the dilaton. Further, we have used the symbol `≈' in many of our equations beause
those values are not preise. Therefore, in this study the most important result is that the
sale of susy lies around the phenomenologially interesting interval.
5.3.2 susy Breakdown in the (Mini-)Landsape
After having examined some of the most important aspets of gaugino ondensation, we would
like to ontinue our study on the set of mssm-andidates obtained in the last hapter through
a searh guided by grand uniation. We have found 196 orbifold models (f. table 4.3) with
the following properties:
• sm gauge group times additional gauge fators,
• nonanomalous hyperharge of the Georgi-Glashow type, i.e. onsistent with gauge
oupling uniation,
• three mssm matter generations plus vetorlike exotis,
• all vetorlike exotis are deoupled from the massless spetrum.
In order to save some omputation time, we have imposed an additional onstraint on the
models. Namely, we have demanded one trilinear oupling of the type q ℓ u¯ whih might be
responsible for the heavy mass of the top quark. Although this ondition is not arbitrary, it is
also not imperative sine a heavy top quark might also appear through alternative methods.
However, for onsisteny, we will stik to that onstraint in this setion.
The strategy we have followed onsists in rst nding a set of mssm andidates and then
studying ommon features that ould lead to some sort of lowenergy preditions. In this
setion, we onentrate on the question of susy breaking. Partiularly, we would like to gure
out whether our mssm andidates yield a reasonable sale of susy breaking via hidden setor
gaugino ondensation.
With that purpose, we will impose an additional riterion in our searh
➈ Selet models where exotis deouple + gaugino ondensation
At this step, we selet models in whih the deoupling of the sm exoti states is possible
without breaking the largest gauge group in the hidden setor. We nd that all or almost
all of the matter states harged under this group also attain large masses whih allow for
spontaneous susy breaking via gaugino ondensation.
Among the models satisfying all our riteria, ➁➈, we onsider the most promising mssm
andidates. Our results are presented in table 5.2. We nd it remarkable that out of O(104)
inequivalent models, O(102) pass all of our requirements, inluding a hidden setor that allows
susy breaking. In this sense, the region of the heteroti landsape endowed with loal SO(10)
and E6 guts is partiularly attrative.
A omment is in order. We impose by hand the requirement that gaugino ondensation
be allowed. By assigning vevs to all sm singlets, i.e. without verifying expliitly D and F
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Figure 5.3: (a) Number of models vs. the size of largest gauge group in the hidden setor.
N labels SU(N), SO(2N), EN groups. The bakground orresponds to step ➁, while the
foreground orresponds to step ➅ (see table 4.2). (b) As before, but with models of step ➇
at the foreground.
atness, the hidden setor gauge group is broken by matter vevs harged under this group.
Similarly, the sm gauge group is broken in more general vauum ongurations where many
other elds an also aquire vevs. Clearly, most of the string landsape is not relevant to our
physial world. It is only possible to obtain useful preditions from the landsape one ertain
riteria are imposed. Here we require that gaugino ondensation be allowed so that susy
an be broken. Sine the largest hidden setor group fator would dominate susy breaking,
we fous on vaua in whih this fator is preserved by matter vevs. Within the set of our
promising models, we an now study preditions for the sale of susy breaking.
Our mssm andidates have the neessary ingredients for supersymmetry breaking via gaug-
ino ondensation in the hidden setor. In partiular, they ontain nonabelian gauge groups
under whih little or no matter states are harged. The orresponding gauge interations
beome strong at some intermediate sale whih an lead to spontaneous supersymmetry
breakdown. The speis depend on the moduli stabilization mehanism, but the main fea-
tures suh as the sale of supersymmetry breaking hold more generally. In partiular, the
gravitino mass is given by
m3/2 ≈
Λ3
M2Pl
, (5.44)
while the proportionality onstant is model-dependent.
The gaugino ondensation sale Λ is given by the renormalization group invariant sale of
the ondensing gauge group,
Λ ∼ MGUT exp
{
− 1
2β
1
g2(MGUT)
}
. (5.45)
With an appropriate mehanism, the dilaton an be stabilized at a realisti value Re〈S〉 ≈ 2
while breaking susy. As already mentioned, we see that for Λ ∼ 1013 GeV, the gravitino mass
lies in the TeV range whih is favored by phenomenology. susy breaking is ommuniated to
the observable setor by gravity [123℄.
In g. 5.3(a), we display the frequeny of ourrene of various gauge groups in the hidden
setor. The preferred size (N) of the gauge groups depends on the onditions imposed on the
spetrum. When all inequivalent models with two Wilson lines are onsidered, N = 4, 5, 6
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Figure 5.4: Number of models vs. sale of gaugino ondensation.
appear with similar likelihood and N = 4 is somewhat preferred. If we require the massless
spetrum to be the mssm + vetorlike matter, the frations of models with N = 4, 5, 6 beome
even loser. However, if we further require a heavy top quark and the deoupling of exotis
at order eight, N = 4 is learly preferred (gure 5.3(b)). In this ase, SU(4) and SO(8)
provide the dominant ontribution. Sine all or almost all matter harged under these groups
is deoupled, this leads to gaugino ondensation at an intermediate sale.
7
Possible sales of
gaugino ondensation are shown in g. 5.4.
The orrelation between the observable and hidden setors omes about for a few reasons.
First, it is due to modular invariane whih ties the gauge shifts and Wilson lines in the two
setors. Seond, the gauge shifts and Wilson lines in the hidden setor aet properties of the
massless spetrum, for instane, through the masslessness equations.
We see that among the promising models, just as in the orbifold-mssm presented in se-
tion 5.3.1, intermediate sale supersymmetry breaking is preferred. The underlying reason is
that realisti spetra require ompliated Wilson lines, whih break the hidden setor gauge
group. The surviving gauge fators are neither too big (unlike in CalabiYau ompatiations
with the standard embedding) nor too small.
There are signiant unertainties in the estimation of the supersymmetry-breaking sale.
First, the identiation of Λ with the renormalization group invariant sale is not preise.
A fator of a few unertainty in this relation leads to two orders of magnitude unertainty
in m3/2. Also, there ould be signiant string threshold orretions whih an aet the
estimate although we see from g. (5.2) that threshold orretions might enhane the sale
of susy breaking. Thus, the resulting predition for the superpartner masses should be
understood within 2-3 orders of magnitude.
5.4 R-Parity and Proton Deay
An essential property of the mssm that a realisti model must exhibit is R-parity. This has the
advantage of greatly reduing the number of arbitrary parameters in the superpotential, for-
bidding dimension three and four baryon or lepton number violating operators, and preserving
a viable dark matter andidate, i.e. the LSP. However, obtaining a onserved R-parity in string
7
We note that before step ➇, gaugino ondensation does not our in many ases due to the presene of
hidden setor matter.
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Figure 5.5: Possible ontribution to proton deay, involving the dimension ve operator
q q q ℓ. The proton deays as p→ K+ν¯ or π+ν¯.
onstrutions sets frequently an insurmountable hurdle, whih must however be overome in
order to reah the mssm.
Our strategy for aomplishing this is, in priniple, quite simple. We identify rst a
U(1)B−L gauge symmetry and then give vevs to some sm singlets that break U(1)B−L to the
disrete subgroup
Z
M
2 : (−1)3(B−L) . (5.46)
This unbroken disrete symmetry is the so-alled family reetion symmetry or matter par-
ity [143℄, whih, due to its properties, an be onsidered an R-parity. This is a global Z2
symmetry whih is even on the Higgs doublets and odd on all sm quark and lepton elds.
Further, it forbids dangerous baryon or lepton number violating operators of dimension three
and four:
u d d , q d ℓ , ℓ ℓ e and ℓ hu . (5.47)
On the other hand, it allows quark and lepton Yukawa ouplings as well as the Majorana
neutrino mass operator ν¯ν¯. However, there are ertain dimension ve operators that are
allowed by this symmetry:
κ
(1)
ijklqi qj qk ℓl , κ
(2)
ijklu¯i u¯j d¯k e¯l , (5.48)
whih an indue proton deay (see g. (5.5)). κ(1) and κ(2) are oupling onstants. In the
mssm κ(1) is onstrained by [144℄
κ
(1)
1121
Λcut
≈ κ
(1)
1122
Λcut
. 16π2
M
SUSY
M2
GUT
(5.49)
and κ(2) an take arbitrary values as long as they are onsistent with perturbation theory.
Here, Λcut denotes an intermediate ut-o sale and M
SUSY
≈ 104 GeV is the sale at whih
susy is supposed to break.
We build the U(1)B−L symmetry as a superposition of all gauge U(1)'s of the mssm an-
didates exepting the anomalous one.
8
In our mssm andidates, a natural hoie for the
generator of U(1)B−L follows from the standard breaking
SO(10)→ SU(5)×U(1)X → GSM ×U(1)X , (5.50)
8
In fat, this onstraint might be relaxed. Yet in that ase, one has to deal with the anomalies more
arefully.
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where the generators of hyperharge and B − L are given by
tY =
(
−1
2
, −1
2
,
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3
)
, (5.51)
tB−L =
2
5
(2 tY + tX) =
(
0, 0,
2
3
,
2
3
,
2
3
)
(5.52)
with tX = (1
5) generating the additional U(1)X . Under these symmetries, inluding SU(3)c×
SU(2)L, an mssm matter generation has the quantum numbers
16 = (3,2) 1
6
, 1
3
+ (3,1)− 2
3
,− 1
3
+ (3,1) 1
3
,− 1
3
+ (1,2)− 1
2
,−1+ (1, 1)1,1+ (1,1)0,1 ,
q u¯ d¯ ℓ e¯ ν¯
(5.53)
where the subsripts denote hyperharge and B−L harge, respetively. Further, the Higgs
doublets φ and φ¯ have U(1) harges (−1/2, 0) and (1/2, 0), respetively.
Unfortunately, the symmetry generated by tB−L mixes with U(1)A in our mssm andidates
and is, hene, ruled out. We have to searh for a dierent suitable denition of U(1)B−L
whih has to satisfy two onditions:
(i) it must assign the standard B−L harges, eq. (5.53) to all sm partiles (inluding a pair
of Higgs elds), and
(ii) it must give most sm singlets a value that satises 3(B−L) = 0 mod 2.
Condition (i) is lear, but the seond ondition requires some argumentation. Firstly, sm
singlets with harges 3(B−L) = 0 mod 2 an obtain vevs for deoupling exotis, as well as
giving eetive quark and lepton Yukawa ouplings. Seondly, if there are some singlets (let
us all them χi) satisfying 3(B−L) = 0 mod 2 and with nontrivial B−L harge, they will
break U(1)B−L, but will leave the R-parity, ZM2 , unbroken. Moreover, note that if singlets
with 3(B−L) = 1 mod 2 develop nonvanishing vevs, R-parity is broken and dimension four
baryon/lepton number violating operators are typially generated. We would like to remark
that this approah to get R-parity is not unique. Alternatives arise from onsidering other
internal symmetries, suh as R-harge
9
onservation (inherited from Lorentz invariane in ten
dimensions) [112℄ or Tduality [145℄.
Searhing for generators of U(1)B−L is not diult, but quite umbersome. One has to
express tB−L as a superposition of all U(1)'s, exepting the anomalous U(1),
tB−L =
∑
i 6=A
xiti , (5.54)
and solve (non)linear equations on the real parameters xi guaranteeing that the onditions
(i) and (ii) explained above be fullled. The preise desription of the method is provided in
appendix D of ref. [53℄.
5.4.1 Supersymmetri mssm Candidates
Before going any further, there is a question that we have to larify. In setion 4.4, it was
assumed that all sm singlets an aquire vevs. Nevertheless, we have learnt in setion 5.2 a
strategy to identify those singlets whih admit a nonzero vev in a onsistent supersymmetri
vauum. In the present ase, sine B−L must be broken spontaneously, it results impossible
to postpone the task of verifying Datness any longer.
9
We refer here to one of the seletions rules. See setion 2.5.
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V SO(10),1 V SO(10),2
Criterion ➆ ➆ ➆ ➆
➅ spetrum = 3 generations + vetorlike 72 56 37 53
➇ exotis deouple at order 8 56 50 32 53
➇' exotis deouple in susy ongurations 55 50 32 53
Table 5.3: A subset of the mssm andidates. The number of models with heavy top are
listed under ➆. ➆ denotes no heavy top. Only in one model, it was not possible to nd a
supersymmetri vauum onguration where all exotis deouple.
Let us fous on the models based on the shifts V SO(10),1 and V SO(10),2, that is, in those
that onentrate most promising models. Aording to our previous disussion, all we have to
do is to verify whether there exist holomorphi invariant monomials (HIMs) with net negative
anomalous harge. All elds entering the monomials are allowed to attain nonvanishing vevs
and, therefore, ontribute to the masses of the exotis.
We reall our results from hapter 4 and omplement them with our new ndings in
table 5.3. In partiular, observe that we have inorporated the nontrivial riterion ➇'. We
have veried that all vetorlike exotis aquire large masses. These results are ruial for the
disussion on breaking of U(1)B−L.
Notie that we have not disussed Fatness or any other additional onstraint (e.g.
〈W 〉 = 0). As we mentioned in setion 5.2, the reason is that other onditions are not
relevant sine they depend on tehnial partiularities of the models, suh as the order of the
perturbative potential at hand. On the other hand, we do not have any presription to write
the full superpotential inluding all possible nonperturbative ontributions. Additionally, we
have shown that one one has found a Dat onguration, it is always possible to nd a
nontrivial solution to the Fterm equations.
5.4.2 R-Parity Invariant mssm Candidates
For simpliity, we fous here only on those models from table 5.3 with a ubi top Yukawa
oupling, that is, on those 55+32 mssm andidates satisfying simultaneously riteria ➆ and
➇'.
We notie that the shift V SO(10),1 seems still to be more promising in omparison to
V SO(10),2. With our method, we nd that 34 of the 55 (5 of the 32) mssm andidates from the
rst (seond) shift vetor admit nonanomalous denitions of B−L . Eah model, nevertheless,
orrespond to a big family of ongurations with distint aeptable U(1)B−L symmetries.
There are two reason for this to happen:
• In many ases there are vetorlike exotis with sm gauge harges idential to those of
quarks and leptons. Further, without B−L , eah lepton doublet ℓ ould very well be a Higgs
boson φ. Thus there are dierent ways to hoose whih of these states have standard B−L
harges. Eah hoie an lead to a dierent (and nonanomalous) denition of B−L .
• For eah hoie of sm partiles above, there may be more than one B−L denition.
The system of equations that determine the values of the variables xi in eq. (5.54) might be
underonstrained. Therefore, in some ases, there are (ontinuous) families of B−L generators
(i.e. some of the xi's are free or fulll equations with an undetermined number of solutions).
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These ambiguities, although disturbing at rst sight, might also be onsidered a rih soure
of new physis. However, it is lear that we need to implement new riteria in order to redue
the number of B−L ongurations. We require the presene of sm singlets with harges
B−L = 0,±2,±2/3,±2/5, . . . ,±6/7 in the spetrum10. Congurations with singlets having
B−L harges onsistent with 3(B−L) = 0 mod 2, but dierent from the values just mentioned
are automatially disregarded.
Inluding only these possibilities, we nd 3447 (144) onsistent B−L generators from
the rst (seond) SO(10) shifts. The question is now whether all these ongurations are
inequivalent or not. It an be argued that, if one onsiders one single model (shift vetor +
Wilson lines + hyperharge generator) with several B−L ongurations, we ould distinguish
the inequivalent ongurations by omparing the sets of sm singlets with harges fullling
3(B−L) = 0 mod 2. If these sets (and not the harges) oinide in two models, one might
state that they are equivalent and, thus, that one of them an be ignored. This is indeed the
approah we follow.
11
In this approah, we nd that there are only 85 (8) inequivalent B−L ongurations
from V SO(10),1 (V SO(10),2). Further, as we are interested in models ontaining solely the
sm gauge group times a hidden setor for gaugino ondensation, one an verify whether all
extra unbroken U(1)'s break when elds with proper B−L harges attain vevs. Requiring
the absene of extra unbroken U(1)'s redues this set to 42 (0) aeptable ongurations.
Finally, demanding that all exotis deouple along Dat diretions leads to 15 (0) aeptable
solutions with an exat low energy R-parity. We list the orresponding shifts, Wilson lines
and generators of hyperharge and B−L in table E.1. These input parameters an be used
to determine all other properties of the models.
This result is spei to our (B−L)-based strategy and we expet, in general, more
aeptable models to exist. We point out that there is a big unertainty in this number and,
therefore, it should be taken as a lower bound.
5.4.3 R-Parity in the Orbifold-mssm
The orbifold-mssm allows us to dene a suitable B−L generator whih leads to the standard
harges for the sm matter, eq. (5.53). The generator is given by
tB−L =
(−1, −1, 0, 0, 0, 23 , 23 , 23) (−2x+ 12 , −12 , 0, −x, −x, 0, 0, 0) , (5.55)
with arbitrary x. Let us take x = 12 . Then the B−L generator we shall use is
tB−L =
(−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 23 , 23 , 23) , (−12 ,−12 , 0,−12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0) . (5.56)
An interesting feature is that the spetrum ontains a pair of elds with B−L harges ±2, so
that, if the B−L gauge symmetry is broken by vevs of these elds, the matter parity (−1)3(B−L)
is onserved and proton deay due to dimension three and four operators is suppressed. In
table F.1, we have summarized the matter spetrum of the model. Sine now we inlude B−L
10
Note that we have inluded also harges that violate the ondition 3(B−L) = 0 mod 2. This is also
admissible beause other disrete symmetries resulting from the breaking of U(1)B−L might be as good as Z
M
2 .
Further details an be found in appendix C of ref. [53℄
11
Nevertheless, soon we found that some ongurations with idential sets of singlets with orret B−L
harges led to dierent harges in the mssm matter elds and therefore dierent phenomenologial properties.
It seems neessary to try a dierent approah.
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, we an now distinguish between elds with idential sm quantum numbers; in partiular, we
an distinguish now between Higgs and lepton doublets.
The vauum onguration (5.25) is still admissible in presene of U(1)B−L. In this ong-
uration, sm singlets with B−L harges ±2, labeled χ1 ≡ s01 and χ2 ≡ s02, attain nonzero vevs
and thus break B−L by two units, suh that, e.g. partiles with B−L harge 1 are equivalent
to partiles with B−L harge equal to −1. This example applies to the righthanded neutrinos
to be studied in the next setion.
Let us now proeed to enumerate some of the properties that the orbifold-mssm aquires
after breaking B−L.
Absene of proton deay operators of dimension three and four. This is, of ourse,
not surprising sine we have imposed B−L just to avoid these operators.
Canellation of the µterm. The Higgs mass terms are
φ¯i (Mφ¯φ)ij φj , where Mφ¯φ =

s˜4 0 0 s˜
s˜ s˜3 s˜3 s˜6
s˜5 0 0 s˜3
s˜ 0 0 s˜3
 . (5.57)
The up-type Higgs hu is a linear ombination of φ¯1, φ¯3 and φ¯4,
hu ∼ s˜2φ¯1 + φ¯3 + s˜4 φ¯4 , (5.58)
while the down-type Higgs is omposed out of φ2 and φ3,
hd ∼ φ2 + φ3 . (5.59)
Let us remark that this spoils our argument about the existene of heavy top.
Notie that in this vauum onguration the µterm, being dened as the smallest eigen-
value of Mφ¯φ,
µ =
∂2W
∂hd ∂hu
∣∣∣∣
hu=hd=0
, (5.60)
vanishes term by term up to order s˜6, at whih we work. This is a way to deal with the
supersymmetri µproblem.
Charged fermion Yukawa matries. The up-Higgs Yukawa ouplings deompose into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Yu)
(k)
ij qi u¯j φ¯k , (5.61)
where the matries Y
(i)
u are given in appendix F. Thus, the physial 3 × 3 up-Higgs Yukawa
matrix is
Yu ∼ s˜2 Y (1)u + Y (3)u + s˜4 Y (4)u =
 0 0 s˜80 0 s˜8
s˜5 s˜5 s˜2
 . (5.62)
Note that due to the Higgs mixing the top quark Yukawa oupling for this vauum ongura-
tion is given by s˜2. Therefore, the orresponding s˜ vevs are required to be quite large.
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The down-Higgs Yukawa ouplings deompose into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Yd)
(k)
ij qi d¯j φk , (5.63)
where again the Yukawa matries are provided in appendix F.
The physial 3 × 3 down-Higgs Yukawa matrix emerges by integrating out a pair of ve-
torlike d− and d¯−quarks,
Yd =
 1 s˜3 01 s˜3 0
s˜ s˜4 0
 . (5.64)
We note that both the up and down quarks are massless at order six in sm singlets. However,
we have heked that the up quark beomes massive at order seven and the down quark gets
a mass at order eight.
Analogously, the physial 3× 3 matrix emerges by integrating out a pair of vetor-like ℓ−
and ℓ¯−leptons,
Ye =
 1 1 s˜s˜ s˜ s˜2
0 0 s˜6
 . (5.65)
Dimension ve baryon and lepton number violating operators. We have looked for
eetive dimension ve baryon and lepton number violating operators in this model. We nd
that to order s˜6 no suh operators exist. However, these operators an be generated one the
exotis δi, δ¯i are integrated out. Fortunately, a lever hoie of vevs for the elds {s˜i} an
guarantee suient suppression of all indued q q q ℓ operators, onsistent with urrent bounds
on proton deay, eq. (5.49).
µterm and Minkowski spae. In many mssm andidates, the µterm is identied with
the singlet-superpotential, W (s˜i). This ours if the produt of the Higgs elds hu hd fullls
trivially all seletion rules. In suh models, one an show that if W (s˜i) is endowed with an
approximate R-symmetry, it follows diretly that µ = 〈W (s˜j)〉 = 0 and, in the ontext of
supergravity, also DiW = 0 [146℄. That is, one obtains a supersymmetri Minkowski vauum.
Sine string theories do not admit global symmetries at all orders in the superpotential, the R-
symmetry of the superpotential is broken at higher orders in the superpotential. This implies
that the eetive µ-term is highly suppressed.
Unfortunately, this is not the ase in our orbifold-mssm. The problem is that hu hd does
not satisfy all seletion rules, whih follows from the fat that in the orbifold-mssm there
are four Higgs pairs and they mix. The fat that we do obtain a Minkowski vauum in this
model is therefore not linked to a symmetry of the theory. This has the onsequene that
supergravity may lead to a deep anti-De Sitter vauum.
Further details of the orbifold-mssm regarding the eet of our B−L hoie on the neutrino
masses will be disussed in the next setion. The detailed mass matries are displayed in
appendix F.
5.5 Neutrino Masses
The seesaw mehanism [147149℄ is perhaps the most attrative way to explain the smallness of
the neutrino masses. Its essential ingredients are heavy Majorana neutrinos and their Yukawa
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ouplings to the lefthanded neutrinos. The supersymmetri seesaw mehanism is desribed
by the superpotential
W = Y ijν φ¯ ℓiNj +
1
2
MjkNj Nk , (5.66)
where φ¯ and ℓi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the uptype Higgs and lepton doublets, and Nj (1 ≤ j ≤ n)
are some heavy standard model singlets. At low energies, this leads to three light neutrinos
with masses of order (Yν 〈φ¯〉)2/M , where Yν and M represent typial values of Y ijν and Mjk,
respetively. For Yν ∼ 1 and M ∼ 1016GeV, one has mν ∼ 10−3eV. The sales of the
atmospheri and solar neutrino osillations, [150℄√
∆m2atm ≃ 0.04 eV ,
√
∆m2sol ≃ 0.008 eV , (5.67)
are suspiiously lose to this sale. This hints at gut strutures behind the seesaw.
In onventional guts, Nj are members of gut matter multiplets, e.g. a 16plet of SO(10),
and Mjk are related to a vev of a large gut representation, e.g. a 126plet of SO(10). In
this ase the Majorana mass terms originate from the oupling 16 16 126 (f. e.g. [151℄).
5.5.1 Seesaw Mehanism with Several Neutrinos
Even though in our sheme we have loal guts, the Yukawa ouplings do not neessarily pre-
serve the symmetry of these guts. The symmetry of the nonloal oupling in ten dimensions
is an intersetion of the loal gauge groups at the verties. This implies, for example, that
the Majorana mass terms for the neutrino omponents of the 16plets an originate from the
oupling
ν16 × ν16 × (sm singlets) , (5.68)
where the singlets belong neither to
(−−−)
16 nor to
(−−−−−)
126 of SO(10).
Furthermore, any sm singlet an play the role of the righthanded neutrino as long as it
has a Yukawa oupling to the lepton doublets and a large Majorana mass. These are abundant
in orbifold models and typial models ontain O(100) suh singlets.
mssm andidates ontain an anomalous U(1) whih indues the FI D-term,
DA =
gM2Pl
192π2
tr tA +
∑
i
qi |φi|2 , (5.69)
where tA is the anomalous U(1) generator, qi are the anomalous harges of elds φi and g
is the gauge oupling. This triggers spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking while preserving
supersymmetry [80℄. Some of the elds harged under the anomalous U(1) (and, in addition,
under other gauge groups) develop nonzero vevs thereby reduing gauge symmetry. The sale
of these vevs is set by the FI term whih is somewhat below the string sale. This eventually
determines the seesaw sale. In general, any sm singlets an get large vevs as long as it
is onsistent with supersymmetry, and one an obtain the standard model gauge symmetry
times that of the hidden setor,
G4D −→ GSM ×Ghidden . (5.70)
The singlet vevs are not neessarily assoiated with at diretions in the eld spae and
generally orrespond to isolated solutions to supersymmetry equations [103℄. The hidden
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matter gauge group Ghidden an be responsible for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. In
fat, within the lass of models with the mssm spetrum, gaugino ondensation in the hidden
setor favors TeVsale soft masses for the observable elds, as we have seen in setion 5.3.2.
The nonzero singlet vevs lead to the mass terms for the vetorlike states,
W = xi x¯j 〈sa sb . . . 〉 , (5.71)
where xi, x¯j are the vetorlike exotis and 〈sk〉 are the sm singlet vevs in string units. Suh a
oupling must be onsistent with string seletion rules. In setion 5.4, it has been shown that
many Z6-II models satisfy this requirement and all of the vetorlike exotis an be deoupled.
This results in the mssm spetrum at low energies.
Similarly, the singlet vevs indue Majorana mass terms for the sm singlets as well as
the neutrino Yukawa ouplings of eq. (5.66),
Mij ∼ 〈sa sb . . . 〉 , Y ijν ∼ 〈sα sβ . . . 〉 , (5.72)
as long as it is onsistent with string seletion rules.
Identiation of righthanded neutrinos is intimately related to the issue of baryon/lepton
number violation. In generi vaua, any sm singlet an play the role of the righthanded
neutrino. However, suh vaua also suer from exessive R-parity violating interations. The
simplest way to suppress these interations is to identify a B−L gauge symmetry and enfore
either its approximate onservation or onservation of its disrete (matter parity) subgroup.
In loal guts, the B−L generator resembles the standard gut B−L, but also requires
extra U(1) omponents beyond SO(10). It is nonanomalous and produes the standard B−L
harges for the sm matter. If B−L is broken by vevs of elds arrying even harges under
B−L, the matter parity (−1)3(B−L) is onserved. This forbids dangerous R-parity violating
interations and requires the right-handed neutrino to arry the harge qB−L = ±1. Another
possibility is that U(1)B−L is broken at an intermediate sale MB−L suh that all R-parity
violating ouplings are suppressed by MB−L/MPl. In this ase, Majorana mass terms for the
righthanded neutrinos are allowed only upon B−L breaking, whih lowers the seesaw sale
to intermediate energies. In what follows, we onsider these possibilities in spei heteroti
orbifold models.
5.5.2 Seesaw Mehanism on the Orbifold-mssm
The B−L generator is identied with
tB−L =
(−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 23 , 23 , 23) (−12 ,−12 , 0,−12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0) . (5.73)
In general supersymmetri ongurations, many sm singlets get nonzero vevs. Choosing a
subset of suh singlets with 0 or ±2 B−L harges, the unbroken gauge symmetry is
GSM ×Ghidden , (5.74)
where Ghidden = SO(8), while all of the exoti states get large masses and deouple. This
vauum preserves the matter parity (−1)3(B−L).
We nd that there are 39 righthanded neutrinos dened by qB−L = ±1, two of whih are
members of the loalized 16plets. They have Yukawa ouplings to the lepton doublets and
large Majorana mass terms. We have alulated the 3 × 39 Yukawa matrix Yν and 39 × 39
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Majorana mass matrix M of eq. (5.66) up to order six in the singlet vevs. That is, for eah
matrix element, we have determined at whih order in the superpotential a nonzero oupling
is allowed by string seletion rules. Eah entry depends on the quantum numbers and the
loalization of the Majorana neutrinos, and involves produts of dierent singlets and moduli-
dependent Yukawa ouplings. We then assume that the main hierarhy in these entries omes
from produts of singlet vevs so that these matries an be treated as textures.
The eetive mass matrix for the lefthanded neutrinos,
Meff = − v2u YνM−1 Y Tν (5.75)
with vu being the uptype Higgs vev, an be represented by the texture
Meff ∼ − v
2
u
M∗
1 s ss s2 s2
s s2 s2
 . (5.76)
Here s < 1 represents a generi singlet vev in string units and M∗ is the eetive seesaw
sale. Yν ontains entries with powers of s between 1 and 5, while the dependene of the
eigenvalues of M ranges from s to s8 (with no massless eigenstates at generi points in moduli
spae). This results in a strong s-dependene of the eetive seesaw sale M∗. This sale is
further suppressed by the large multipliity of heavy singlets N , M∗ ∝ N−x with 0 < x < 2.
The value of x depends on the texture. For example, when all the singlets ontribute equally,
x = 2, whereas x = 0 if only a xed number of neutrinos have nonnegligible ouplings. For
the present model, we nd
M∗ ∼ 0.1 s5Mstr ∼ 1014GeV , (5.77)
for the string sale Mstr = 2 · 1017GeV and s ∼ 0.3. The obtained texture (5.76) is of ourse
model dependent.
The orresponding harged lepton Yukawa matrix is of the form
Ye ∼
1 1 cc c c2
0 0 0
 , (5.78)
where 0 denotes absene of the oupling up to order six in the singlet vevs c. Suh zeros are
expeted to be lled in at higher orders. Here we are again using a single expansion parameter
although in pratie there are many variables.
These rude estimates show that reasonable fermion masses an in priniple be obtained.
Inserting order one oeients in the textures, one nds that the eigenvalues sale as
mνi ∼ (1, s2, s2)
v2u
M∗
, mei ∼ (1, c, 0) vd , (5.79)
where vd is the downtype Higgs vev. For s ∼ 0.3 and c ∼ 0.1 the textures reprodue
roughly the observed lepton mass hierarhy. The above texture favors the normal neutrino
mass hierarhy and an aommodate small and large mixing angles. Further details of the
model are available in appendix F.
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Chapter 6
Beyond the Mini-Landsape
We broaden our searh of promising models. We drop the requirement of having a
loal SO(10) or E6 gut and look for Z6-II orbifold models with three Wilson lines
that yield the exat spetrum of the mssm. We nd that the vast majority of these
models present loal guts at some xed points. Besides onstruting new models,
this helps us understand whether (and how) the intelligent searh strategy based on
loal guts is more eient than a blind san. In addition, we investigate whether
mssm andidates also arise from other ZN orbifolds without disrete torsion. We
nd no model in Z3 and Z4 orbifolds that fulll all our phenomenologial riteria.
In Z6-I and Z7 there is only a small set of realisti models. Finally, we omment on
SO(32) orbifolds and their phenomenologial potential.
6.1 Three Wilson Lines in the `Fertile Path'
In the Mini-Landsape study of hapter 4, we have analyzed Z6-II orbifold models with up to
two Wilson lines and loal SO(10) and E6 strutures. There are only four shift vetors that
admit these loal guts. Having xed these shifts, we have sanned over possible Wilson lines
to get the sm gauge group and other desirable features.
In this setion, we extend our previous analysis by allowing for three Wilson lines, whih is
the maximal possible number of Wilson lines in the Z6-II orbifold. An immediate onsequene
of this is that all three matter generations obtained in this ase would be distint. In onrete,
one generation would be loated at the xed point orresponding to the origin in the T1 setor
whereas the other two generations should be formed by piees distributed irregularly in the
bulk and at other xed points. Furthermore, we relax the requirement of the hyperharge
embedding into a loal SO(10) or E6 gut, while still having the orret gut hyperharge
normalization.
Our results are presented in table 6.1. Note the dierene in step ➂ ompared to that in the
two Wilson line ase: now we do not require the hyperharge embedding in SU(5) ⊂ SO(10)
at this step, whereas at step ➄ we require U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5) with SU(5) not neessarily being
inside SO(10) (or E6). This allows us to retain more models while keeping the standard gut
hyperharge normalization.
Compared to the two-Wilson-line ase, the total number of inequivalent models has grown
from 3 × 104 to 106. In the end, however, we retain only 81 models. Thus the eieny is
muh lower than that in the two-Wilson-line ase. It is interesting that most of the models
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Criterion V SO(10),1 V SO(10),2 V E6,1 V E6,2
➁ ineq. models with 3 WL 942, 469 246, 779 8, 815 37, 407
➂ SU(3)×SU(2) gauge group 373, 412 89, 910 2, 321 13, 857
➃ 3 net (3,2) 5, 853 2, 535 352 745
➄ nonanomalous U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5) 2, 620 1, 294 314 420
➅ spetrum = 3 generations + vetorlike 45 19 123 0
➆ heavy top 44 1 123 0
➇ exotis deouple at order 8 20 1 60 0
Table 6.1: Statistis of Z6−II orbifold models based on the shifts
V SO(10),1, V SO(10),2, V E6,1, V E6,2 with three nontrivial Wilson lines.
at step ➇ ome form the E6 loal gut with the gauge shift V E6,1. The fat that E6 models
ontribute muh more in the three-Wilson-line than two-Wilson-line ase is understood by
symmetry breaking: it is easier to get to the sm gauge group from E6 using three Wilson
lines.
6.2 General Models with three Wilson Lines
By following the statistial method proposed in se. 3.3, we perform a searh of models with
three Wilson lines based on all 61 admissible shift vetors of Z6-II orbifolds, not only on the
Mini-Landsape shifts. In the proedure desribed in se. 3.3, we have seen that the total
number of models of a ertain lass an be estimated by
N ≃ (n0 t)2 , (6.1)
in terms of the predominant size of random-generated sets of models n0 and a fudge parameter
t that an be determined from previous results.
The parameter t an be set by omparing the number of models N with two Wilson lines
of our previous san (see table 4.2) and the value n0 obtained through the statistial method.
For example, onsider the models with shift vetor V SO(10),1 and two Wilson lines. We have
found that there are N ∼ 22, 000 inequivalent models. On the other hand, after generating
about 4,000 sets of models, the resulting sample size distribution looks as in g. 6.1(a). The
predominant set size is n0 ∼ 73.5, implying t ∼ 2.02. This value an be improved if we also
onsider the other three shift vetors, for whih we already know the amount of inequivalent
models. Table 6.2 displays the obtained values for t and n0. The variations of t are taken into
aount if one onsiders the weighted average of t
t =
∑
(V )N
(V )t(V )∑
V ′sN
(V )
∼ 2.16 , (6.2)
where (V ) denotes any of the Mini-Landsape vetors. We shall take this value as the best
estimate of t. It will be used to estimate the total number of inequivalent models in other
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of set sizes of random generated models with 2 Wilson lines. We
nd (a) n0 ∼ 73.5 and (b) n0 ∼ 42.3. Comparing eq. (6.1) and the total number of models
in eah ase (see table 4.2), the fudge parameter t is set to (a) t ∼ 2.02 and (b) t ∼ 2.09.
Shift # ineq. models n0 t N from eq. (6.1)
(f. table 4.2) with t ∼ 2.16
V SO(10),1 22, 000 73.5 2.02 25, 183
V SO(10),2 7, 800 42.3 2.09 8, 341
V E6,1 680 11.4 2.29 606
V E6,2 1, 700 17.7 2.33 1, 460
Table 6.2: Determining the value of the parameter t. For eah of the Mini-Landsape shifts,
we ompare the number of inequivalent models with two Wilson lines found previously and
the statistially predominant sample size n0.
ases. The fth olumn of table 6.2 orrespond to the estimated number of inequivalent models
when one replaes t ∼ 2.16 in eq. (6.1). We see that there is an overall unertainty of about
1%. Other unertainties arise from our method to distinguish the inequivalent models. We
have found that omparing only the nonabelian quantum numbers of the matter states and the
number of singlets is not enough. Two models onsidered equivalent from these riteria might
still dier in the loalization and U(1) harges of the matter states, leading e.g. to dierent
Yukawa ouplings. Empirially, the resulting unertainty is found to be within a fator of 2.
One of the key results of this study is the total number of models for the Z6-II orbifold.
We an apply the statistial method to models with arbitrary shift and up to three Wilson
lines. As illustrated in g. 6.2, we nd n0 ∼ 1510.3. Hene, the total number of inequivalent
models is around 1.06 × 107. This means partiularly that the 223 promising models found
in the Mini-Landsape onstitute about 0.002% of all inequivalent Z6-II orbifold models from
the E8×E8 heteroti string.
The expliit onstrution of all Z6-II models is rather timeonsuming. However, the
statistial method used here allows us to arrive to a very large set of models. Out of the
107 models with up to three Wilson lines, we have onstruted expliitly all possible models
with two Wilson lines (a total of ∼ 499, 000 models) and a sample of 5 × 106 models with
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of set sizes of random generated models with 3 Wilson lines The
maximum ours at n0 ∼ 1510.3. Eq. (6.1) implies that the estimated total number of
inequivalent models is about 1.06× 107.
three Wilson lines. This resulted in 267 mssm andidates (i.e. models satisfying all riteria
➀-➇), 193 with two Wilson lines and 74 with three Wilson lines.1 Most of them originate
from E6, SO(10) and SU(5) loal guts as shown in table 6.3. Note that models with SU(5)
loal struture do not have a omplete loalized family, rather only part of it. The additional
states ome from other setors of the model. The onlusion is that any model with the exat
mssm spetrum, gauge oupling uniation and a heavy top quark is likely to have ome from
some loal gut.
Loal gut family 2 WL 3 WL
E6 27 14 53
SO(10) 16 87 7
SU(6) 15+6¯ 2 4
SU(5) 10 51 10
rest 39 0
total 193 74
Table 6.3: Loal gut struture of the mssm andidates. These gauge groups appear at some
xed point(s) in the T1 twisted setor. The SU(5) loal gut does not produe a omplete
family, so additional non-gut states are required.
6.2.1 Hidden Setor Statistis of mssm Candidates
From the Mini-Landsape we obtained an interesting orrelation between the sale of susy
breaking and other realisti properties of promising orbifold models. We would like to examine
1
Here we only obtain 74 mssms with three Wilson lines whih is fewer than the number in table 6.1. This
is beause our sample of 5× 106 models does not ontain all models with loal SO(10) and E6.
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Figure 6.3: Hidden setor `rank' distribution for (a) models with 3 nontrivial Wilson lines
only, and (b) the ombined set of models with 2 and 3 Wilson lines. SU(N)/SO(2N)/EN
are given by light/dark/darker bins.
whether this property holds in the urrent study. As we have seen, the size of the hidden
setor determines the sale of gaugino ondensation Λ and onsequently the sale of soft susy
breaking masses m3/2
m3/2 ∼
Λ3
M2Pl
, (6.3)
where MPl denotes the Plank sale. If the largest hidden setor gauge fator is too big,
e.g. E6 or E8, the gaugino ondensation sale is too high and supersymmetry is irrelevant
to low energy physis. If it is too low, the model is ruled out by experiment. For orbifold
models with three Wilson lines, we present the statistis of the hidden setor gauge groups
in g. 6.3(a). There N labels the size of the gauge groups SU(N) and SO(2N). Although
the peak of this distribution is at N = 3 orresponding to SU(3), a signiant fration of the
models have N = 4, 5 whih leads (in the absene of hidden matter) to gaugino ondensation
at an intermediate sale. If susy breaking is due to gaugino ondensation, the orresponding
soft masses are in the TeV range as favored by phenomenology.
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Figure 6.4: Number of mssm andidates with 2 and 3 Wilson lines vs. the sale of gaugino
ondensation.
Combining all models with two and three Wilson lines, we get the distribution peaking
at N = 4 displayed in g. 6.3(b). The orresponding gaugino ondensation sales are plotted
in g. 6.4. Notie that g. 6.4 is almost idential to g. 5.4, obtained in the ase with two
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Wilson lines. It is remarkable that, just as in the ase with two Wilson lines, requiring the
exat mssm spetrum in the observable setor onstrains the hidden setor suh that gaugino
ondensation at an intermediate sale is automatially preferred. This provides a top-down
motivation for TeV sales in partile physis.
6.3 Other ZN Orbifolds
Z6-II orbifolds yield a rih set of mssm andidates. An interesting question is whether this
property is partiular to this kind of orbifolds. The fat that Z3 is a subset of Z6-II and,
therefore, there is a omplex plane with three equivalent xed points ould be one advantage
of Z6 against Z4 orbifolds. However, we have seen that mssm andidates have rather a
struture with only two equivalent matter generations. Hene, one might argue that Z4 ould
also produe good mssm andidates.
In this setion, we searh for realisti models in the ontext of Z3, Z4, Z6-I and Z7 orbifold
ompatiations. We are interested in torsionless models with the properties ➀➅, that is,
models where the hiral matter matter reprodues the exat spetrum of the mssm and the
exoti partiles are vetorlike. We do not verify the expliit deoupling of the exotis.
riterion Z3 Z4 Z6-I Z7
maximal # of Wilson lines 3 4 1 1
➁ ineq. models ∼ 3, 500 ∼ 261, 000 ∼ 4, 600 ∼ 630, 000
➂ SU(3)×SU(2) gauge group 964 46, 816 1, 193 344, 255
➃ 3 net (3,2) 228 683 217 16, 536
➄ nonanomalous U(1)Y ⊂ SU(5) 99 508 123 4, 046
➅ spetrum = 3 generations + vetorlike 0 0 30 1
Table 6.4: Statistis of ZN orbifolds with fatorizable latties and maximal number of Wilson
lines.
Our results are presented in table 6.4. In Z3 and Z4, there are several models with three
generations of quarks and leptons and nonanomalous hyperharge. However, their matter
ontent inludes some exotis that are not vetorlike.
In ontrast, there are Z6-I and Z7 orbifold models that fulll all our requirements. It
is remarkable that in Z6-I about 0.7% of the total of models have realisti properties. We
observe that these models have one family loated at a xed point (with or without loal
gut). The other two families arise from dierent twisted and untwisted setors. In fat, it
has been suggested that this piture may be phenomenologially favored [44℄. In this sense,
Z6-I viable models are similar to Z6-II models with three Wilson lines. We nd only one Z7
orbifold model that passes our riteria.
This study tells us that, despite the fat that Z6-II orbifolds with loal guts are indeed
very appealing, other regions of the orbifold landsape ould also render interesting vaua.
A omplete analysis of the models found here and of other suessful geometries, suh as
Z12 [152℄, is beyond the sope of this thesis and will be done elsewhere.
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6.4 A Word on SO(32) Orbifolds
There are good reasons to think that SO(32) orbifolds are less promising than ompatia-
tions of the E8×E8 heteroti string. First, spinor representations appear only at the orbifold
xed points (see appendix B for a omplete disussion). Notiing that matter generations an
be embedded in spinorial representations of SO(10) guts indiates that it is less likely to get
models with mssm matter. Seondly, there appear larger gauge groups, suh as SU(15) whih
are more diult to get broken to GSM . Finally, the Wilson lines in SO(32) orbifolds are more
onstrained by modular invariane and the embedding onditions. This is due to the fat that
the length of spinorial Wilson lines in SO(32) is larger than in E8×E8.
However, these laims do not mean that the SM annot appear from SO(32) heteroti
orbifolds. Therefore, it is unexplainable that there has been almost no eort in trying to
get realisti SO(32) ompatiations. To amend this, we have performed a searh of mssm
andidates in Z3, Z4 and Z6-II orbifolds. In Z3 and Z4 orbifold models, the situation is quite
similar to that of E8×E8 orbifolds. At step (5) we nd some models (omparatively, less
models than in E8×E8), but none of them is retained after demanding vetorlikeness of the
exotis, at step (6).
In Z6-II orbifolds the situation is dierent. We have studied models with arbitrary shift
vetor and up to two Wilson lines. There are about 380, 000 inequivalent models. Among
them, only 2, 276 models have the sm gauge group, inluding nonanomalous hyperharge and
three generations of quarks and leptons. The exoti partiles an be deoupled from the
low-energy spetrum in 87 of these models.
It is noteworthy to ompare our ndings in SO(32) and E8×E8. First of all, in E8×E8
we have found a total of 352 models with up to two Wilson lines at step (6), that is, about
a fator 4 more models than in SO(32). This is related to the diulty of getting spinors in
SO(32) orbifolds. On the other hand, looking at the low energy spetrum, the features of the
models in both senarios are very similar. In addition, we nd that a good fration (about
70%) of the SO(32) models exhibit loal guts too. From these results, it seems reasonable
to argue that there is no valid explanation to disregard semirealisti onstrutions appearing
from the SO(32) heteroti string. In the following setion we present some properties of one
promising SO(32) orbifold. A omplete disussion of these models and their phenomenologial
potential will be done elsewhere.
6.4.1 Phenomenology of SO(32) Orbifolds
In order to illustrate the qualities of potentially realisti SO(32) orbifolds, let us onsider a
Z6−II orbifold model parametrized by the following gauge embedding:
V = 16
(
32, −13, −22, −39) ,
A3 =
1
3
(
0, 3, 12, −1, 0, −2, 02, −3, 12, −1, 0, 12) , (6.4)
A5 =
1
2
(
12, −1, 0, 1, −1, 1, −12, 03, 14) .
The unbroken gauge group in four dimensions is G4D = GSM× SO(10)×U(1)7, where the
hyperharge generator takes the gutlike form
tY =
(
010, 12
2
, 13 , 0, −13
2
)
. (6.5)
The matter spetrum of this model is provided in table 6.5. It omprises three mssm matter
families plus additional vetorlike exotis, whih deouple from the low energy theory at order
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# Representation Label # Representation Label
4 (3,2;1)(1/6,1/3) qi 1
(
3,2;1
)
(−1/6,−1/3) q¯i
4
(
3,1;1
)
(−2/3,−1/3) u¯i 1 (3,1;1)(2/3,1/3) ui
4 (1,1;1)(1,1) e¯i 1 (1,1;1)(−1,−1) ei
6
(
3,1;1
)
(1/3,−1/3) d¯i 3 (3,1;1)(−1/3,1/3) di
8 (1,2;1)(−1/2,−1) ℓi 5 (1,2;1)(1/2,1) ℓ¯i
5 (1,2;1)(−1/2,0) φi 5 (1,2;1)(1/2,0) φ¯i
8
(
3,1;1
)
(1/3,2/3)
δ¯i 8 (3,1;1)(−1/3,−2/3) δi
20 (1,1;1)(1/2,∗) s
+
i 20 (1,1;1)(−1/2,∗) s
−
i
17 (1,1;1)(0,1) n¯i 14 (1,1;1)(0,−1) ni
4 (3,1;1)(−1/6,∗) wi 4
(
3,1;1
)
(1/6,∗) w¯i
1 (1,1;10)(0,0) hi 16 (1,2;1)(0,∗) mi
6 (1,1;1)(0,±2) χi 68 (1,1;1)(0,0) s
0
i
Table 6.5: Spetrum. The quantum numbers under SU(3)C×SU(2)L× SO(10) are shown in
boldfae; hyperharge and B−L harge appear as subsripts. Note that the states s±i , wi,
w¯i and mi have dierent B − L harges for dierent i, whih we do not expliitly list.
8 in singlets s˜ = {s0i , χi}, one these states aquire VEVs. In the generi vauum, the relevant
mass matries are given by
Mℓ¯ℓ =
0
BBBB@
es3 es2 es2 es2 es2 es2 es2 es3es3 es2 es2 es2 es2 es2 es2 es3es es2 es2 es3 es3 es3 es3 es4es es2 es2 es3 es3 es3 es3 es4es3 es3 es3 es3 es3 es3 es3 es3
1
CCCCA , (6.6a)
Mδδ¯ =
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
es4 es es5 es3 es5 es3 es eses4 es3 es5 es es5 es3 es eses2 es3 es3 es3 es3 es3 es4 es4es2 es3 es5 es3 es5 es es3 es3es3 es4 es3 es4 es3 es4 es5 es5es3 es4 es3 es4 es3 es4 es5 es5es6 es5 es es5 es es4 es3 es3es6 es5 es es5 es es4 es3 es3
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
, (6.6b)
Mee¯ =
` es3 es3 es4 es4 ´ , (6.6)
Mq¯q =
` es3 es3 es3 es3 ´ , (6.6d)
Muu¯ =
` es3 es3 es4 es4 ´ , (6.6e)
Mφφ¯ =
0
BBBB@
es3 es3 es3 es eses3 es5 es3 es5 es5es3 es3 es3 es eses5 es4 es5 es3 es3es5 es4 es5 es3 es3
1
CCCCA , (6.6f)
Mdd¯ =
0
@ es es3 es es es eses5 es es3 es3 es3 es3es5 es es3 es3 es3 es3
1
A , (6.6g) Mww¯ =
0
BB@
es2 es es2 es4es5 es5 es5 es5es2 es4 es2 eses5 es5 es5 es5
1
CCA . (6.6h)
Due to their size, we omit here Ms+s− and Mmm.
Furthermore, the additional gauge bosons of U(1)
7
also get massive, leaving only Ghidden =
SO(10) unbroken that serves to ahieve a proper sale of susy breaking through gaugino
ondensation. Among the nonvanishing ouplings, we nd one unsuppressed trilinear oupling
qφ¯u¯, whih indiates that the top quark aquires a mass hierarhially larger than the mass
of the other quarks.
It is possible to identify the nonanomalous B−L generator
tB−L =
(
09, 2, −12, 13 , 0, −13
2
)
(6.7)
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under whih some partiles χi have B−L harges ±2. The existene of U(1)B−L has three diret
onsequenes: rst, it allows us to distinguish between lepton doublets ℓi and Higgs elds φi,
and between GSM×U(1)B−L singlets {s0i , hi} and righthanded neutrinos n¯i; seond, dimension
four proton deay operators are forbidden; and third, ouplings suh as (s0)nχin¯jn¯k grant
Majorana masses for the righthanded neutrinos. Note that, as before, if the elds χi attain
VEVs, U(1)B−L is spontaneously broken by two units to a Z2 matter parity. Consequently,
not only n¯i but also ni shall orrespond to righthanded neutrinos, giving a total of 31 right
handed neutrinos. We have veried that the orresponding mass matrix has full rank, implying
that the masses of theses states is just below the string sale. As disussed in detail in
setion 5.5, the larger the number N of heavy singlets the smaller the eetive mass indued
for the seesaw mehanism, M∗ ∝ N−x with 0 < x < 2. The largest lefthanded neutrino mass
is then given by
Meff ∼ v2u/M∗ , (6.8)
where vu orresponds to the VEV of the physial upHiggs.
Another interesting property of this model is provided by the hidden setor, Ghidden =
SO(10). As disussed in setion 5.3, assuming dilaton stabilization and gaugino ondensation,
the gravitino mass is xed by the beta funtion of the hidden loal interations. In the urrent
model, from eq. (5.42) follows that b
SO(10)
0 = 23 and, onsequently,
m3/2 ≈
Λ3
M2Pl
≈ 2.1× 10
13 GeV
M2Pl
≈ 9 TeV , (6.9)
whih ts well the usual expetations.
6.4.2 SO(32) Orbifolds, String Dualities and Prospets
We have seen in the previous setion, that many appealing properties observed before in
E8×E8 models reappear in SO(32) onstrutions. Let us rst ontrast here the features of the
SO(32) model with those of the Orbifold-mssm introdued in setion 5.1. By mere omparison
of the number of massless states, one sees that they are dierent. From the point of view of
the spetrum, a phenomenologial disadvantage of the SO(32) model is the number of quark
doublets qi. In the Orbifold-mssm there are only three of these states, two of them loalized at
the xed points. This allows us to assoiate a geometrial piture to the origin of the hierarhy
between the heavy family (in partiular, the heavy top) and the two lighter generations. This
piture is enhaned by the fat that a ontribution to the physial Higgs φ¯ appears in the
untwisted setor, yielding naturally an unsuppressed mass term for the top quark. In the
SO(32) model, this intuition is lost and the existene of a large mass for the top quark seems
rather aidental.
In fat, one an ompare all models with phenomenologially attrative properties in both
heteroti ases. We nd that, at massless level, the spetra are all inequivalent. This an be
easily explained by the fat that some (sm) matter generations in the E8×E8 stem diretly
from the gauge elds whereas in SO(32) this annot our as spinors are not embedded into
the adjoint representation 496.
However, it is well known that the heteroti E8×E8 and SO(32) theories are related by
T-duality. Therefore, one would expet that a large-volume E8×E8 orbifold ompatiation
an yield an idential theory in SO(32) when ompatifying in an orbifold with small volume.
Yet at the stage of the urrent analysis, due to the features mentioned before, it seems lear
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that the promising models we nd are truly dierent. It might be interesting to verify whether
the Z6II promising models in one heteroti theory an be found in a dierent ZN or ZN ×
ZM ompatiation. We note that it is also possible that an orbifold model in one theory
ould be only identied with a model from the dual theory just after blowing up the orbifold
singularities [153℄. Therefore, it is natural to wonder whether the dual model an be found
among orbifold ompatiations at all, or one should rather investigate other onstrutions
suh as fermioni models or Calabi-Yau ompatiations.
Another interesting relation is provided by S-duality. It onnets the weakly oupled
SO(32) heteroti string with the strongly oupled type I theory and vie versa [154℄. Some ef-
fort in the onstrution of semirealisti four-dimensional ompatiations has been done [155,
156℄ via a Z3 orbifold. However, as far as we know, none of these onstrutions groups all
the properties of the heteroti orbifold models disussed in this work. Therefore, establishing
the onnetion between heteroti SO(32) orbifolds and type I ompatiations requires rst
a bigger eort in the ontext of type I.
Chapter 7
Conlusions and Outlook
In this thesis we have disussed orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string. We have
emphasized their relation to lowenergy phenomenology and, therefore, its viability as a unied
theory of all observed fores. In partiular, we have foused on the phenomenology of abelian
orbifold ompatiations of the E8×E8 heteroti string theory.
We have briey desribed the heteroti string and provided some reipes for the omputa-
tion of the diret properties of symmetri abelian orbifold models, suh as their xed points
and their matter spetra. We have also disussed the role that some additional degrees of
freedom denominated disrete torsion play in theses onstrutions. In onrete, we have seen
that disrete torsion alters the hiral-matter ontent of the orbifold. We have shown that,
ontrary to previous statements, ZN orbifolds with Wilson lines as well as ZN ×ZM orbifold
models admit disrete torsion. Further, we have found out that the assignments of disrete
torsion an be traded for translations of the gauge embedding parameters (shifts and Wilson
lines) in the gauge lattie Λ.
We have explained and extended some onventional methods employed to lassify orb-
ifold models, paying speial attention to the onstrution of ansätze that allow us to obtain
systematially all inequivalent input parameters of orbifold ompatiations. The proposed
lassiation methods are very exible and an be adapted to both (E8×E8 and SO(32))
heteroti string theories. Our methods have already been tested in all ZN and ZN × ZM
orbifolds. We have made an exhaustive lassiation of ZN orbifolds without bakground
elds and also a omplete lassiation of Z3×Z3 orbifold models, inluding disrete torsion.
Whenever possible, we have ompared our results to those of the literature.
To address the question of whether there are realisti orbifold ompatiations, we have
analyzed the heteroti E8×E8 string ompatied on a Z6-II orbifold, allowing for up to two
disrete Wilson lines. Using a searh strategy based on the onept of loal guts, we have
obtained about 3×104 inequivalent models. Out of them, 223 models exhibit the mssm gauge
group struture, three light families and vetorlike exotis. We show that all the vetorlike
exotis an deouple without breaking supersymmetry for 190 of these models. This means
that almost 1% out of 3×104 models have the gauge group and the hiral matter ontent of the
mssm. This result shows that orbifold ompatiations of the heteroti string orrespond to a
partiularly fertile region in the landsape and that the probability of getting something lose
to the mssm is signiantly higher than that in other onstrutions. It would be interesting
to extend these results to other regions of the landsape where some promising models also
exist.
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Furthermore, we have found that requiring realisti features in the set of mssm andidates
is orrelated with the supersymmetry breaking sale suh that, in the ontext of gaugino
ondensation, intermediate sale (∼ 1 TeV) of susy breaking is favored. This ours beause
most of the models with realisti features have a hidden setor with SU(4) or SO(8) nonabelian
symmetry.
In order to get loser to the mssm, we dened a suessful strategy for obtaining models
with an exat R-parity based on spontaneous breaking of a gauge U(1)B−L symmetry. We
nd 87 models whih have a renormalizable top Yukawa oupling. Out of these, we identify
15 models with an exat R-parity, no light exotis or U(1) gauge bosons and an order one
top quark Yukawa oupling. We would like to remark that the number 15 is a lower bound,
mainly sine our searh is based on a spei strategy related to B−L symmetry. Additionally,
many of our onstraints, suh as demanding a renormalizable oupling for the top quark are
just artifats invoked in order to simplify our analysis. Therefore, an interesting question
would be to obtain similar results in ases where: a) no trilinear oupling for the top quark is
demanded, b) no vetorlikeness of the sm matter generations with respet to B−L is imposed,
) also models with anomalous B−L are admitted, and d) R-parity results diretly from the
so-alled R-harge onservation (string) seletion rule.
On the other hand, we notie that dimension ve baryon and lepton number violating
operators, like q q q ℓ, appear in orbifold models quite regularly even if B−L is imposed. They
are either generated in the superpotential to some order in sm singlets, or they may also
be generated when integrating out heavy exotis. In some ases, only ne-tuning the vevs
of some sm singlets an alleviate this problem. One is thus enouraged to investigate other
possible solutions, suh as the identiation of some disrete symmetries.
Another aspet of phenomenology we have studied is the seesaw mehanism. Sine there
are no upper bounds on the amount of righthanded neutrinos that might appear, we nd
that in a senario with O(100) righthanded neutrinos, the seesaw mehanism is realized
from orbifold onstrutions. Moreover, (lefthanded) neutrino masses are then enhaned (in
omparison to the naïve estimate of the neutrino masses in guts) to more realisti values. We
onsider this setup to be plausible and perhaps even desirable, sine some onsequenes of the
existene of many righthanded neutrinos ould shed some light in some open issues, suh as
leptogenesis [157, 158℄. We might even onsider the abundane of righthanded neutrinos to
be a predition of string theory.
We have also studied in detail one model that we have alled orbifold-mssm. The prop-
ertiesof this model are generi in the sense that other mssm andidates possess very similar
qualities: only the exat matter spetrum of the mssm (up to many sm singlet elds); admis-
sible B−L symmetry whih is spontaneously broken to matter parity in a supersymmetri
vauum onguration; gaugino ondensation sale leading to susy breaking at an intermediate
sale; vanishing µterm; and proton deay through dimension ve operators an be avoided
by some ne-tuning. The top Yukawa oupling is order s˜2 due to Higgs doublet mixing in
this model. Further, both the up and down quarks are massless at order six in sm singlets.
However, the up quark beomes massive at order seven and the down quark gets a mass at
order eight. These properties are very interesting, but we believe that the best model awaits
still in some orner of the landsape.
Finally, we have extended our searh of models with realisti features to Z6-II orbifold
models with three Wilson lines. Out of a total of 107, we have found almost 300 inequiva-
lent models with the mssm spetrum and gauge oupling uniation. Most of these models
originate from loal guts. We also found that low energy supersymmetry breaking is also fa-
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vored in these models. Further, we have explored Z3, Z4, Z6-I and Z7 orbifolds searhing for
promising models. We have found small sets of realisti models in Z6-I and Z7 orbifolds. This
suggests that a broader san ould also help to understand how the mssm may be embedded
in string theory.
There are some phenomenologial issues that we have not addressed in this thesis. In
partiular, one issue onerns proton stability. The examples we studied are hallenged by the
presene of dimension ve proton deay operators. Their suppression may require additional
(disrete) symmetries or even a hange in the geometry of the orbifold, as suggested in ap-
pendix C. There are also dimension six operators, generated by gut gauge boson exhange,
whih we have not disussed.
Further, we have not studied preision gauge oupling uniation. Although hyperharge
is normalized as in four-dimensional guts thus allowing gauge oupling uniation in the
rst approximation, there are various orretions that an be important. First, a detailed
analysis would require the alulation of string threshold orretions in the presene of disrete
Wilson lines. However in spei ases these orretions are known to be small [159℄. Seond,
there are orretions from the vetorlike exoti states. It is possible that preision gauge
oupling uniation may require anisotropi ompatiations, leading to an eetive orbifold
gut. [41, 160162℄. These questions have been explored in ref. [163℄ and refs. [164, 165℄.
Another question that was not laried in this thesis onerns moduli stabilization. We
have seen that, e.g. in order to determine the sale of gaugino ondensation, stabilizing the
dilaton S is ruial. The minimum of its potential aets strongly the sale of supersymmetry
breakdown in the observable setor. However, the dilaton is not the sole modulus in the
theory. Beside some geometrial moduli, many singlet elds (with neither vevs nor masses)
appear in the matter spetrum of orbifolds. Their stabilization is also important for addressing
osmologial issues, suh as ination and baryogenesis.
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Appendix A
Form of Shift Vetors and Wilson lines
Even though there is a straightforward presription to obtain all ZN shift vetors (see se-
tion 3.1), it is neessary to implement a method whih an be easily extended to ZN × ZM
orbifolds and orbifolds with Wilson lines. An option is an ansatz that desribes any shift or
Wilson line. To start with, let us speify an ansatz for ZN shifts of SO(32) orbifolds. We will
see in setion A.2 that the resulting ansatz an be then trivially generalized.
A.1 ZN Shift Vetors of SO(32) Orbifolds
We will all vetorial shifts to those shift vetors of order N (NV ∈ Λ) whose entries have a
maximal denominator of N . Spinorial shifts will be those other whih have a denominator of
2N and an odd numerator. As an example, onsider the Z4 shift vetors of table D.5. The
rst 12 of them are vetorial, whereas the last four are spinorial. It is onvenient to desribe
separately these two ases and further distinguish between ZN shifts with N even and N odd.
To obtain the general form of a shift, we take for granted that two shift vetors are
equivalent if they are related by lattie vetors or by Weyl reetions, i.e. by any permutation
of the entries and pairwise sign ips.
1
a) Vetorial Shifts and N Even
Invariane under lattie translations implies that the entries Vi of a shift of order N are
onstrained by −(N − 1)/N ≤ Vi ≤ 1. Therefore, we an start with the ansatz
V =
1
N
(− (N − 1)n−(N−1) , −(N − 2)n−(N−2) , . . . , 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , NnN ) (A.1)
for a vetorial shift. As usual, the exponent ni of an entry i ounts how many times that
entry is repeated; for instane, the entry −(N − 1) appears n−1(N−1) times. Therefore, the
exponents ni are integers satisfying ∑
i
ni = 16 . (A.2)
1
ZN orbifold models without Wilson lines do not hange under lattie translations, unless one introdues
lattie-valued Wilson lines. In suh ase, the new model an be a brother model. Further details are provided
in setion 2.4.3.
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Sine pairwise sign-ips are allowed, we see that all negative entries an be made nonnegative
as long as at least one n−i is even (i = 1, . . . , N). However, if there is an odd number of
negative entries and n0 = 0, one negative entry will remain. Combining both results, we get
V =
1
N
(
(−j)α, 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , jnj−α, . . . , (N − 1)nN−1) , 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 (A.3)
with α = 0, 1. This ansatz ontains still some redundanies. Lattie translations of the shifts
amounts to adding ±1 to an even number of entries of V . One an thus apply Vi → Vi− 1 for
an even number of entries fullling Vi >
N
2 and then ip their signs. By this operation, a ZN
vetorial shift an be nally expressed by
V =
1
N
(
(±j)α,−(N − j)β , 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , (N − j)n(N−j)−α−β, . . . ,
(
N
2
)nN
2
)
, (A.4)
where α, β = 0, 1 suh that α+ β = 0, 1 and j an take the values {N2 + 1, . . . , N − 1}.
As a side remark, using the shift V of eq. (A.4) and the SO(32) simple roots αi provided
in table D.7, one an ompute αi · V . Sine those roots with αi · V 6= 0 are projeted out
while the others form the Dynkin diagram of the unbroken gauge group G4D, one nds that
the symmetry breakdown indued by a generi vetorial shift of SO(32) orbifolds is given by
SO(32) −→ SO(2n0)×U(n1)× . . . ×U(n(N2 −1))× SO(2nN/2) , (A.5)
realling that U(n) = SU(n)×U(1).
b) Spinorial Shifts and N Even
An analogous analysis to that presented in the previous ase leads to the onlusion that a
generi spinorial shift an be written as
V =
1
2N
(
(±j)α,−(2N − j)β , 1n1 , 3n3 , . . . , (2N − j)n(2N−j)−α−β, . . . , (N − 1)nN−1
)
, (A.6)
with j ∈ {N + 1, N + 3, . . . , 2N − 1}. It is again not hard to onrm that a shift vetor of
this kind leads to the breaking
SO(32) −→ U(n1)×U(n3)× . . .×U(nN−3)×U(nN−1) . (A.7)
) N Odd
The general form of the shift vetors hanges slightly. First, as explained in ref. [166℄, in this
ase it is enough to determine either the vetorial or the spinorial shifts, sine one spinorial
shift an always be transformed into a vetorial one by the ation of Weyl reetions and
lattie vetors. Choosing the vetorial form, we obtain the following shift vetor of odd order:
V =
1
N
(
(±j)α,−(N − j)β , 0n0 , 1n1 , . . . , (N − j)n(N−j)−α−β, . . . ,
(
N − 1
2
)n
(N−12 )
)
, (A.8)
where j ∈ {N+12 , N+32 , . . . , N}. The resulting four dimensional gauge group is
SO(32) −→ SO(2n0)×U(n1)× . . .×U(n(N−32 ))×U(n(N−12 )) . (A.9)
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The shifts obtained by the ansätze given in eqs. (A.4)(A.8) are further restrained by
NV ∈ Λ and the requirement that follows from invariane of the orbifold partition funtion:
N
(
V 2 − v2) = 0 mod 2 (A.10)
for a given twist vetor v of order N . Only those shifts satisfying these onditions are onsistent
with orbifold ompatiations. The ansätze (A.4)(A.8) onstitute, as we will see in the next
setion, the basi onstruting bloks of general ZN × ZM shifts and Wilson lines.
A.2 A General Ansatz
Now we are in position to propose an ansatz whih overs all orbifolds, inluding Wilson
lines. Consider a model with a given shift vetor V . Independently of whether V belongs to
an E8×E8 or an SO(32) orbifold, Weyl reexions and lattie translations allow to make its
entries as small as possible and to gather them in bloks V
blok i
, just as in the ansätze (A.4)
(A.8):
V =
1
N
(V
blok 1
, V
blok 2
, V
blok 3
, . . .) , (A.11)
where eah subvetor V
blok i
ontains mi idential integer or half-integer entries, suh that∑
imi = 16. Our task is then to nd a universal seond shift V2 of order M , in the ase of
ZN ×ZM orbifolds, or/and the general form of a Wilson line Aα of order Nα, trying to avoid
redundanies at maximum. From the blok-struture of the shift vetor, we an expet V2
and Aα also to be splitted in bloks of length mi as
V2 = (V2,blok 1, V2,blok 2, V2,blok 3, . . .) , (A.12a)
Aα = (Aα,blok 1, Aα,blok 2, Aα,blok 3, . . .) . (A.12b)
This would mean that eah blok V2,blok i and Aα,blok i is independent and an, therefore, be
desribed separately. In other words, we have just to nd an ansatz for a subvetor V2,blok i
or Aα,blok i of the orresponding order (M or Nα) and then to apply it onseutively over all
bloks.
In the previous setion, we have seen that the ansätze (A.4)(A.8) desribe the minimal
form of a shift of order N . They an be used in order to build the bloks V2,blok i and Aα,blok i,
by replaing N by M or Nα and demanding that∑
j
nj = mi (A.13)
for eah blok. We have additionally to guarantee that the vetors obtained in this way lie
on the lattie Λ, i.e. one has to impose MV2, NαAα ∈ Λ. This ondition implies that, for
even N , all bloks must be of the same type (either vetorial or spinorial). Clearly, admissible
orbifold models are only those with shift(s) and Wilson lines fullling the modular invariane
onditions provided in eq. (2.54).
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Appendix B
Spinors in SO(32) Orbifolds
Early works on orbifold ompatiations onsidered the SO(32) heteroti string to be phe-
nomenologially disfavored. One of the reasons being that the theory by itself does not inlude
spinors in its massless spetrum. This situation was shown to be preserved in the simplest
orbifold ompatiations, leading to the somewhat naïve onlusion that, if spinors an be
found from the SO(32) heteroti string at all, they must appear in a quite unnatural way.
Only reently, the interest in four-dimensional heteroti SO(32) orbifold onstrutions
has been revived [167, 168℄. In the ase of ZN orbifolds, a omplete lassiation of gauge
embeddings in the absene of bakground elds has been ahieved [47,166℄. Interestingly, that
lassiation has shown that spinors of SO(2n) gauge groups appear rather frequently in the
twisted setors of SO(32) orbifolds. Spinors of SO(10), in partiular, are found loally at xed
points of the rst twisted setor of many orbifold models. Moreover, that lassiation reveals
that the amount of available SO(32) orbifold models is omparable, at the same level, to that
of its more famous brother: the E8×E8 string. Thus, it is not adventurous rather to onlude
that model building based on the heteroti SO(32) string theory might be as interesting as
that based on the E8 × E8 theory.
On the other hand, the appearane of spinors on models derived from the SO(32) heteroti
string might also be important for a possible understanding of the SO(32) heteroti type I
duality in four spaetime dimensions. We know that spinors do not appear in the perturbative
type I theory. Thus, the mentioned duality requires the implementation of nonperturbative
eets.
B.1 SO(10) Spinors and Shift Vetors
Let us investigate here the possibility of having the 16-dimensional spinor representation of
SO(10) in ZN orbifolds of the SO(32) heteroti string theory. In the standard basis of the
roots of SO(10), the highest weight of the 16plet is given by the ve-dimensional vetor 1
16
HW
=
(
1
2
5
)
. (B.1)
To be inluded in the spetrum of an orbifold ompatiation, this vetor must be part of a
16-dimensional solution p
sh
to the mass formula for massless states, eq. (2.80) or eq. (2.93).
1
As usual, powers of an entry represent how often that entry is repeated in the vetor.
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Therefore, p
sh
must be written as
p
sh
= p+ Vg =
(
1
2
5
, a1, . . . , a11
)
, (B.2)
where p ∈ Λ
Spin(32)/Z2 , Vg is the loal shift of a onstruting element g and ai ∈ R are seleted
so that p
sh
fullls Np
sh
∈ Λ
Spin(32)/Z2 and the mass formula. There an be more than one
ombination of dierent ai's for whih the resulting psh satises all the onditions.
A rst onsequene of eq. (B.2) is that one annot get 16plets of SO(10) in the untwisted
setor of any orbifold ompatiation. The reason is that the only p
sh
available for untwisted
massless states orrespond to the roots of SO(32), whih are expressed by the 480 vetors
(±1, ±1, 014).
As a seond onsequene, one nds that it is not possible to get 16plets of SO(10) in
the Z3 orbifold. This an be understood as follows. Sine in Z3 orbifolds 3psh must lie on
the lattie Λ
Spin(32)/Z2 and the rst ve entries of 3psh are half-integer, all ai's must also be
half-integer, 3ai ∈ Z + 1/2. Assuming in the best of the ases that 3ai = 1/2, it follows that
p2
sh
≥ 14/9. However, masslessness of the states in Z3 orbifolds onstrains psh to have at most
squared length 4/3.
It is possible to nd the form of the loal shift vetors produing SO(10) spinors. From
eq. (B.2), for all ZN orbifolds with N > 3 the loal shift(s) giving rise to the 16 representation
of SO(10) an be written as
Vg = psh − p (B.3)
with p
sh
given as in eq. (B.2).
Hene, we an determine the shift vetor V of an orbifold model ontaining SO(10) spinors
in the rst twisted setor, relevant for phenomenology, as we have disussed in setion 4.1. In
absene of Wilson lines, the loal shift vetor Vg at any xed point of the rst twisted setor
oinides with V , therefore
V = p
sh
− p p=0−→ p
sh
, (B.4)
where we have hosen p = 0 beause two shifts are equivalent if they dier by an arbitrary
lattie vetor. This shift vetor is automatially modular invariant. For eah allowed p
sh
from eq. (B.2), one an verify that the shift vetor V obtained through eq. (B.4) leads to a
four-dimensional SO(10) gauge group by applying the patterns provided in appendix A.1.
As an example, we onsider the Z4 orbifold without Wilson lines. The only possible shift
vetor onsistent with 4V ∈ Λ
Spin(32)/Z2 , the masslessness ondition eq. (2.93) and eq. (B.4)
is
V = p
sh
=
(
1
2
5
,
1
4
2
, 09
)
, (B.5)
whih is one of the admissible shift vetors for the Z4 orbifold, listed in table D.5.
Appendix C
Z6-II on Nonfatorizable Latties
Z6-II orbifold ompatiations on the lattie G2 × SU(3) × SO(4) have proven to lead to
realisti models. The question here is how the properties of suh models are inuened by
the use of one of the other allowed latties of Z6-II. In the best of the ases, the possible
hanges shall be of relevane when dealing with unsolved phenomenologial issues suh as
proton deay.
C.1 Latties and Spetrum
The allowed latties of Z6-II orbifolds are presented in table C.1. Note that, with exeption of
the lattie (A), G2 × SU(3) × SO(4), all latties are nonfatorizable. These latties are inde-
pendent in the sense that they annot be deformed ontinuously into one another. Therefore,
one knows that orbifolds on those latties will have ertainly distint properties.
The hoie of the lattie of the ompat spae will aet some other properties. Firstly,
one nds that the number of xed points of the orbifold varies aording to
Lattie T1 T2 T3
(A) G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) 12 6 8
(B) SU(3)× SO(8) 12 3 8
(C) SU(3)× SO(7) × SU(2) 12 3 8
(D) SU(6)× SU(2) 12 3 4
where, as usual, Ti denotes the i
th
twisted setor. Seondly, the number and order of the
allowed Wilson lines hanges. In the fatorizable lattie (A), we have seen that there are two
order 2 Wilson lines orresponding to the SO(4) torus, and one independent order 3 Wilson
line in the SU(3) torus. This ontrasts e.g. to the lattie SU(6) × SU(2) in whih only two
Wilson lines are allowed: an order 2 Wilson line in the SU(2) torus and an order 6 Wilson
line in the SU(6) torus.1 The number and order of the Wilson lines in all latties are shown
in table C.1.
These two features have ruial eets on the matter spetrum of orbifold models. Evi-
dently, the number of states of orbifolds on nonfatorizable latties will be redued ompared
to the number of states on the usual lattie (A). What is somehow more interesting is that
the missing states in nonfatorizable orbifolds form vetorlike pairs.
1
The order 6 Wilson line has been usually disregarded in the literature.
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6D Lattie Γ Twist v Conditions on Wilson lines
(A) G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) 16 (0, 1, 2, −3) 3A3 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ 0, A3 ≈ A4
(B) SU(3)× SO(8) 16 (0, 2, 1, −3) 3A1 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0, A5 ≈ A6
(C) SU(3)× SO(7)× SU(2) 16 (0, 2, 1, −3) 3A1 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0
(D) SU(6)× SU(2) 16 (0, 2, 1, −3) 6A1 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5
Table C.1: Allowed latties for Z6-II orbifolds and onstraints on the Wilson lines. With
exeption of (A), all latties are nonfatorizable.
Consider, for instane, the spetrum of the orbifold-mssm listed in table C.2. We see that
the number of exotis is redued by ompatifying on nonfatorizable latties. All nonfatoriz-
able latties (B,C,D) yield in the observable setor only three mssm generations plus two pairs
of Higgses. That means that unwanted quark triplets and two Higgs pairs have disappeared.
Notie that we lose simultaneously some needed partiles, suh as some sm singlets s0, h, used
to deouple exotis, and some right-handed neutrinos n, n¯, η, η¯. This is not a problem as long
as the remaining exotis an still be deoupled.
This situation is similar to what is observed between brother models of Z2×Z2 orbifolds.
In that ase, nonvanishing disrete torsion on orbifolds with a given torus lattie projets out
some of the states living at partiular xed points, reduing thereby the eetive number of
xed points. Hene, the massless spetra of models with disrete torsion on a given lattie turn
out to be idential to the spetra of models without disrete torsion on a dierent lattie [48℄.
A natural question is then whether disrete torsion also relates the spetra of Z6-II orbifolds
ompatied on dierent latties. Unfortunately, a lose inspetion of the parameters of
disrete torsion in Z6-II orbifolds onvines us that disrete torsion (as introdued in ref. [48℄)
does not have any eet on the spetrum of the models. An interesting question is whether
disrete torsion does not exhaust all the available degrees of freedom that alter orbifold models.
C.1.1 A Comment on the String Seletion Rules
Compatifying on nonfatorizable latties aets more than the spetrum. The omputation
of Yukawa ouplings in fatorizable orbifold models is based on ertain seletion rules stated
in a form that appears to be related with the fatorizability of the lattie. Partiularly,
onservation of R-harge in Z6-II fatorizable orbifolds is expressed as∑
i
R1i = −1 mod 6 ,
∑
i
R2i = −1 mod 3 ,
∑
i
R3i = −1 mod 2 , (C.1)
where the sum runs over the states of a given oupling. Rai orresponds to the R-harge of
the ith partile of the oupling on the ath omplex plane of the ompat spae.
In the literature [121,169℄, it is usually stated that R-harge onservation, eq. (C.1), follows
from the symmetries of the three omplex planes of a fatorizable orbifold. In the ase of
fatorizable Z6-II orbifolds, it is lear that the three independent (disrete) rotations generated
by the Cartan generators Ha of the underlying SO(6) (≃ SU(4)) Lorentz symmetry leave the
ompatiation lattie (A) invariant. Therefore, the original SO(6) Poinaré symmetry of
the ompat spae is broken to Z6 × Z3 ×Z2 in the fatorizable orbifold.
We might assume that this also holds for ompatiations on other latties and then we
ould apply the same R-harge onservation given in eq. (C.1). However, in this ase, the
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Figure C.1: The root lattie of SU(6)× SU(2) for Z6-II orbifolds in omplex oordinates.
relation between R-harge onservation and omplex-plane rotation invariane is violated in
nonfatorizable latties. For example, onsider the lattie SU(6)×SU(2). One an show that
the only element of SO(6) ontaining only Cartan generators that leaves the lattie invariant
is
Rt ≡ e2πi 16 (2H1+H2−3H3) (C.2)
and powers of it. We an then onjeture that the orresponding R-harge onservation rule,
in analogy to the fatorizable ase, is∑
i
Rti ≡
∑
i
(2R1 +R2 − 3R3)i = 0 mod 6 . (C.3)
Nevertheless, one noties immediately one problem: harges Rti of bosoni and fermioni
superpartners oinide, i.e. the Z6 symmetry generated by 2H1 + H2 − 3H3 is not an R-
symmetry. This issue will be investigated elsewhere.
C.2 (D) Z6-II on SU(6)× SU(2)
The basis vetors of the root lattie of SU(6)×SU(2) are expressed in the six-dimensional
orthogonal oordinates by
e1 = (1, 0, 1/
√
3, 0,
√
2/3, 0) ,
e2 = (−1/2,
√
3/2, 1/2
√
3, 1/2, −√2/3, 0) ,
e3 = (−1/2, −
√
3/2, −1/2√3, 1/2, √2/3, 0) ,
e4 = (1, 0, −1/
√
3, 0, −√2/3, 0) ,
e5 = (−1/2,
√
3/2, −1/2√3, −1/2, √2/3, 0) ,
e6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
√
2) .
(C.4)
Notie that the twist vetor in this basis is given by v = (0, 1/3, 1/6, −1/2). The lattie is
illustrated in g. C.1.
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Lattie Γ
sm Repr. Label (A) (B) (C) (D)
( 1, 2)(−1/2,0) φ 4 2 2 2
( 1, 2)(1/2,0) φ¯ 4 2 2 2
( 3, 1)(1/3,−1/3) d¯ 4 3 3 3
( 3, 1)(−1/3,1/3) d 1 0 0 0
( 1, 2)(−1/2,−1) ℓ 4 3 3 3
( 1, 2)(1/2,1) ℓ¯ 1 0 0 0
( 3, 2)(1/6,1/3) q 3 3 3 3
( 1, 1)(1,1) e¯ 3 3 3 3
( 3, 1)(−2/3,−1/3) u¯ 3 3 3 3
( 1, 1)(0,1) n¯, η¯ 21 14 14 12
( 1, 1)(0,−1) n, η 18 11 11 9
( 1, 1)(0,0) h, s
0, w 98 60 60 52
( 1, 1)(0,−2) χ1 1 1 1 1
( 1, 1)(0,2) χ2 1 1 1 1
( 1, 1)(0,1/2) f¯ 16 8 8 8
( 1, 1)(0,−1/2) f 16 8 8 8
Lattie Γ
sm Repr. Label (A) (B) (C) (D)
( 1, 1)(1/2,1) s
+, x+ 14 14 14 10
( 1, 1)(−1/2,−1) s
−, x− 14 14 14 10
( 1, 1)(1/2,0) s
+
8 8 8 6
( 1, 1)(−1/2,0) s
−
8 8 8 6
( 1, 1)(1/2,2) s
+
2 2 2 2
( 1, 1)(−1/2,−2) s
−
2 2 2 2
( 3, 1)(−1/3,−2/3) δ 3 1 1 1
( 3, 1)(1/3,2/3) δ¯ 3 1 1 1
( 3, 1)(−1/6,2/3) v¯ 2 2 2 0
( 3, 1)(1/6,−2/3) v 2 2 2 0
( 3, 1)(−1/6,−1/3) v¯ 2 2 2 2
( 3, 1)(1/6,1/3) v 2 2 2 2
( 1, 2)(0,−1) m 2 2 2 2
( 1, 2)(0,1) m 2 2 2 2
( 1, 2)(0,0) y 4 4 4 4
Table C.2: Multipliity of the sm elds of the orbifold-mssm in the dierent admissible
ompatiation latties of Z6-II. The hidden-setor quantum numbers have been omitted.
The labels oinide with those of table F.2.
Appendix D
Orbifold Tables
P 6D Lattie Γ Conditions on the Wilson lines
Z3 SU(3)
3 3A1 ≈ 3A3 ≈ 3A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4, A5 ≈ A6
Z4 SU(4)
2 4A1 ≈ 4A4 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3, A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6
SU(4)× SO(5)× SU(2) 4A1 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A3 ≈ A4, A4 ≈ 0
SO(5)2 × SU(2)2 2A2 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A3 ≈ 0
Z6-I G
2
2 × SU(3) 3A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0, A5 ≈ A6
Z6-II G2 × SU(3)× SO(4) 3A3 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ 0, A3 ≈ A4
SU(6) × SU(2) 6A1 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5
SU(3)× SO(8) 3A1 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0, A5 ≈ A6
SU(3)× SO(7)× SU(2) 3A1 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0
Z7 SU(7) 7A1 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6
Z8-I SO(9) × SO(5) 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A5 ≈ 0
Z8-II SO(10) × SU(2) 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ 0, A4 ≈ A5
SO(9)× SU(2)2 2A4 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ 0
Z12-I E6 3A1 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5, A6 ≈ 0
F4 × SU(3) 3A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0, A5 ≈ A6
Z12-II F4 × SU(2)2 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ 0
Table D.1: Wilson lines are onstrained in orbifold ompatiations due to the ompati-
ation lattie Γ. The symbol `≈' means equivalene up to translations in the gauge lattie
Λ, thus NαAα ≈ 0 means that NαAα ∈ Λ. Some frequent typos in the urrent literature
have been orreted here.
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P 6D Lattie Γ Conditions on the Wilson lines
Z2 × Z2 1: SU(2)6 2A1 ≈ 2A2 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0
2: SU(3)× SU(2)4 2A2 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ 0
3: SU(3)2 × SU(2)2-I 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ 0
4: SU(4)× SU(2)3 2A1 ≈ 2A2 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A5
5: SU(3)2 × SU(2)2-II 2A2 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A4 ≈ 0
6: SU(4)× SU(3)× SU(2) 2A1 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A5; A2 ≈ 0
7: SU(4)2 2A1 ≈ 2A2 ≈ 2A3 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A5; A2 ≈ A6
8: SU(3)3 2A3 ≈ 2A5 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A4 ≈ 0
Z2 × Z4 SU(2)2 × SO(5)2 2A1 ≈ 2A2 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A3 ≈ A5 ≈ 0
Z2 × Z6-I SU(2)2 × SU(3)×G2 2A1 ≈ 2A2 ≈ 0; A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6 ≈ 0
Z2 × Z6-II G22 × SU(3) A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6 ≈ 0
Z3 × Z3 SU(3)3 3A1 ≈ 3A3 ≈ 3A5 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4, A5 ≈ A6
E6 3A1 ≈ 3A3 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6
Z3 × Z6 SU(3)×G22 3A1 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A2, A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6 ≈ 0
Z4 × Z4 SO(5)3 2A2 ≈ 2A4 ≈ 2A6 ≈ 0; A1 ≈ A3 ≈ A5 ≈ 0
Z6 × Z6 G32 A1 ≈ A2 ≈ A3 ≈ A4 ≈ A5 ≈ A6 ≈ 0
Table D.2: Sample of onstraints on the Wilson lines of ZN × ZM orbifolds. The notation
is the same as in table D.1. There exist further latties that are not listed here.
ZN orbifolds ZN × ZM orbifolds
Point group P Twist vetor v Point group P Twist vetor v1 Twist vetor v2
Z3
1
3 (0, 1, 1, −2) Z2 × Z2 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 12 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z4
1
4 (0, 1, 1, −2) Z2 × Z4 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 14 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z6-I
1
6 (0, 1, 1, −2) Z3 × Z3 13 (0, 1, 0, −1) 13 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z6-II
1
6 (0, 1, 2, −3) Z2 × Z6−I 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z7
1
7 (0, 1, 2, −3) Z2 × Z6−II 12 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 1, 1, −2)
Z8-I
1
8 (0, 1, 2, −3) Z4 × Z4 14 (0, 1, 0, −1) 14 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z8-II
1
8 (0, 1, 3, −4) Z3 × Z6 13 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z12-I
1
12 (0, 1, 4, −5) Z6 × Z6 16 (0, 1, 0, −1) 16 (0, 0, 1, −1)
Z12-II
1
12 (0, 1, 5, −6)
Table D.3: Twist vetors for ZN and ZN × ZM orbifolds.
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V (#) Shift vetor V 4D gauge group G4D U setor T2 setor
0 ( 08 )( 08 ) E8 × E8 27× 9(1, 1)
1
“
2
3
, 1
3
2
, 06
”“
08
”
E6 × SU(3)× E8 3(27, 3, 1) 27× 1(27, 1, 1)
27× 3(1, 3, 1)
2
“
2
3
, 1
3
2
, 06
”“
2
3
, 1
3
2
, 06
”
E6 × SU(3) × E6 × SU(3) 3(27, 3, 1, 1) 27× 1(1, 3, 1, 3)
3(1, 1, 27, 3)
3
“
2
3
, 07
”“
1
3
2
, 06
”
SO(14) × E7 3(64, 1)
3(14, 1) 27× 1(14, 1)
3(1, 56) 27× 4(1, 1)
3(1, 1)
4
“
1
3
4
, 2
3
, 03
”“
2
3
, 07
”
SU(9)× SO(14) 3(84, 1)
3(1, 64) 27× 1(9, 1)
3(1, 14)
Table D.4: Admissible shift vetors and orresponding matter ontent for the Z3 orbifold of
the E8 × E8 heteroti string.
V (#) Shift vetor V 4D gauge group G4D
1
1
4
`
12, 2, 013
´
SO(26) × SU(2) × U(1)A ×U(1)
2
1
4
`
12, 23, 011
´
SO(22) × SU(4) × SU(2) × U(1)
3
1
4
`
16, 010
´
SO(20) × SU(6) × U(1)A
4
1
4
`
15, 3, 010
´
SO(20) × SU(6) × U(1)A
5
1
4
`
12, 25, 09
´
SO(18) × SO(10) × SU(2) ×U(1)A
6
1
4
`
16, 22, 08
´
SO(16) × SU(2)2 × SU(6)× U(1)A
7
1
4
`
12, 27, 07
´
SO(14) × SO(14) × SU(2) × U(1)
8
1
4
`
16, 24, 06
´
SO(12) × SO(8) × SU(6) × U(1)A
9
1
4
`
110, 2 , 05
´
SO(10) × SU(10) × U(1)A × U(1)
10
1
4
`
110, 23, 03
´
SU(4)2 × SU(10) × U(1)
11
1
4
`
114, 02
´
SU(2)2 × SU(14) × U(1)
12
1
4
`
113, 3, 02
´
SU(2)2 × SU(14) × U(1)A
13
1
8
`
114, -1, 3
´
SU(15) × U(1)A ×U(1)
14
1
8
`
110, -1, 35
´
SU(11) × SU(5) × U(1)A ×U(1)
15
1
8
`
16, -1, 39
´
SU(7) × SU(9) ×U(1)A × U(1)
16
1
8
`
12, -1, 313
´
SU(3) × SU(13) × U(1)A ×U(1)
Table D.5: All admissible shift vetors for the Z4 orbifold of the SO(32) heteroti string.
Shift vetors leading to the same four-dimensional gauge group orrespond to models with
dierent matter ontent. Further details are provided in our website [102℄.
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Orbifold Torsion ε Shift vetor V1 Shift vetor V2
Z2 × Z2 1
(
1
2 , 0,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
0, 12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (12 ,−1,−12 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (1, 12 ,−12 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
Z2 × Z4 1
(
0, 12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
4 , 0,−14 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (2, 12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (14 ,−1,−14 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Z2 × Z6-I 1
(
0, 12 ,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 , 0,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (3, 12 ,−12 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) (16 ,−1,−16 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Z2 × Z6-II 1
(
1
2 , 0,−12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 ,
1
6 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (12 , 3,−12 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (−56 , 76 ,−13 , 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
Z3 × Z3 1
(
1
3 , 0,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
0, 13 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
1
3
(
1
3 ,−1,−13 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1, 13 ,−13 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
2
3
(
1
3 ,−2,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
2, 13 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
Z3 × Z6 1
(
0, 13 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 , 0,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
1
3
(
2, 13 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 ,−1,−16 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
2
3
(
4, 13 ,−13 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
6 ,−2,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
Z4 × Z4 1
(
1
4 , 0,−14 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
0, 14 ,−14 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
i
(
1
4 ,−1,−14 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1, 14 ,−14 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (14 ,−2,−14 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (2, 14 ,−14 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
−i (14 ,−3,−14 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (3, 14 ,−14 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
Z6 × Z6 1
(
1
6 , 0,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
0, 16 ,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
1
6
(
1
6 ,−1,−16 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1, 16 ,−16 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
1
3
(
1
6 ,−2,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
2, 16 ,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
−1 (16 ,−3,−16 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (3, 16 ,−16 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
e2πi
2
3
(
1
6 ,−4,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
4, 16 ,−16 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
e2πi
5
6
(
1
6 ,−5,−16 , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
5, 16 ,−16 , 0, 1, 0, 0, 0
)
Table D.6: ZN ×ZM models with disrete torsion and standard embedding are equivalent to
models without disrete torsion and non-standard embedding. We write the torsion phase
fator as ε = e−2piiV2·∆V1 . The omponents of the shifts within the seond E8 all vanish.
This result also applies to orbifold models in SO(32), where the seond half of the shift
vetor also vanishes.
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Simple roots of SO(32)
α1 = (1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α2 = (0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α3 = (0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α4 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α5 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α7 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α8 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α9 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α10 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α11 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α12 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
α13 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0)
α14 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0)
α15 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1)
α16 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
Fundamental weights of SO(32)
α∗1 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗2 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗3 = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗4 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗5 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗6 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗7 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗8 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗9 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗10 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗11 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗12 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗13 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
α∗14 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)
α∗15 =
`
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
,- 1
2
´
α∗16 =
`
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
´
Table D.7: Simple roots αi and fundamental weights α
∗
i of SO(32)
Simple roots of E8
α1 = (0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α2 = (0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α3 = (0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0)
α4 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0, 0)
α5 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 0)
α6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,−1)
α7 =
(
1
2 ,−12 ,−12 ,−12 ,−12 ,−12 ,−12 , 12
)
α8 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
Fundamental weights of E8
α∗1 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗2 = (2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗3 = (3, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗4 = (4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
α∗5 = (5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)
α∗6 =
(
7
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,−12
)
α∗7 = (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
α∗8 =
(
5
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2 ,
1
2
)
Table D.8: Simple roots αi and fundamental weights α
∗
i of E8
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Appendix E
Supersymmetri B−L Congurations
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
− 1
6
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
16
3
−5 − 17
3
−5 − 17
3
− 17
3
− 13
3
14
3
A5 − 12 − 12 0 12 12 0 0 0 134 − 174 − 134 − 134 − 134 − 134 − 94 94
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 1 0 1 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23− 112 − 12 52 − 12 52 52 112 − 52
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
− 1
6
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 2
3
0 2
3
0 2
3
2
3
32
3
− 32
3
A5 − 12 − 12 0 12 12 0 0 0 134 − 174 − 134 − 134 − 134 − 134 − 94 94
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 1 0 1 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 − 16 − 12 16 − 12 16 16 16 − 16
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
1
6
7
2
− 5
2
− 19
6
− 19
6
− 19
6
− 19
6
− 25
6
11
6
A5
1
2
1
2
0 − 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 13
4
− 17
4
− 13
4
− 13
4
− 13
4
− 13
4
− 1
4
17
4
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0
2
3
2
3
2
3
−1 0 − 1
5
− 1
5
− 1
5
− 1
5
− 1
5
0
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 − 12 − 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 13 0 0 23 0 53 −2 0
A5 0 − 12 − 12 − 12 12 0 0 0 4 −3 − 72 −4 −3 − 72 − 92 72
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0
2
3
2
3
2
3
−2 0 0 2 0 −6 0 0
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 − 12 − 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 13 0 0 0 2 − 43 23 1
A5 0 − 12 − 12 − 12 12 0 0 0 4 −3 − 72 −4 −3 − 92 − 32 112
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0
2
3
2
3
2
3
−2 0 0 0 0 −2 −2 0
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
1 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
5
3
− 8
3
1
3
4
3
A5 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 4 −3 − 7
2
−4 −3 − 9
2
− 3
2
11
2
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 1 1 0 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 − 12 − 12 − 52 − 112 112 52 52 52
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
1 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
5
3
− 8
3
1
3
4
3
A5 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 4 −3 − 7
2
−4 −3 − 9
2
− 3
2
11
2
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 0 0 −2 −6 6 2 2 2
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
1
3
0 0 2
3
1 − 4
3
0 0
A5 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 4 −3 − 7
2
−4 −3 − 9
2
− 7
2
7
2
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 −2 0 0 2 0 −6 0 0
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V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
4 −4 −4 −4 −4 − 11
3
− 13
3
8
3
A5 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 4 −3 − 7
2
−4 −3 − 9
2
− 3
2
11
2
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 0 0 −4 0 0 23 − 23 − 23
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 1 −2 − 43 − 43 − 43 − 43 − 43 53 2 −1 − 53 − 53 − 53 − 53 − 83 13
A5
1
2
0 0 0 −1 − 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
3
2
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0
2
3
2
3
2
3
0 0 − 2
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 1 −2 − 43 − 43 − 43 − 43 − 43 53 13 0 0 23 53 −2 0 0
A5
1
2
0 0 0 −1 − 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
0 0 − 2
3
− 2
3
0 0 0
V − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3
1
2
1
2
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
1
3
0 0 2
3
5
3
−2 0 0
A5 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
2
1
2
−1 0 0 3
2
− 3
2
− 3
2
− 3
2
− 1
2
− 5
2
− 3
2
3
2
tY 0 0 0
1
2
1
2
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L 0 0 0 0 0 − 23 − 23 − 23 23 0 0 − 23 − 23 0 0 0
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 − 12 − 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 5 −5 −5 − 163 −5 − 143 − 103 6
A5
1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1 −1 −1 −1 −1 − 1
2
7
2
6
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L −1 −1 0 0 0 23 23 23 0 − 12 0 − 72 0 − 32 32 0
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 − 12 − 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 103 0 −6 − 73 − 43 −5 −3 3
A5
1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1 −1 − 5
2
− 3
2
− 1
2
− 5
2
− 3
2
3
2
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L −1 −1 0 0 0 23 23 23 72 − 12 0 32 32 0 0 0
V 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
A3 − 12 − 12 16 16 16 16 16 16 13 0 0 23 0 0 143 5
A5 − 14 14 − 14 − 14 − 14 14 14 14 54 − 54 − 34 − 54 − 54 − 54 14 94
tY 0 0 0 − 12 − 12 13 13 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tB−L −1 −1 0 0 0 23 23 23 −1 − 12 0 1 0 0 − 52 0
Table E.1: Shift vetors, Wilson lines, hyperharge generator and B−L generator of 15
B−L ongurations of the mssm andidates based on the shift vetors with loal SO(10)
struture. All properties of the orresponding models an be omputed through this data.
Appendix F
An Orbifold-mssm: Details
In this appendix we display in full detail the most important properties of the so-alled orbifold-
mssm introdued in hapter 5. This model has been subjet of analysis also in our previous
works, refs. [50, 52, 53℄.
F.1 Model Denitions and Spetrum
The model is dened by its gauge embedding, i.e. shift and Wilson lines [50, 52℄
V SO(10),1 =
(
1
3 , −12 , −12 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
) (
1
2 , −16 , −12 , −12 , −12 , −12 , −12 , 12
)
, (F.1a)
A3 =
(−12 , −12 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16 , 16) (103 , 0, −6, −73 , −43 , −5, −3, 3) , (F.1b)
A5 =
(
1
4 , −14 , −14 ,−14 , −14 , 14 , 14 , 14
) (
1, −1, −52 , −32 , −12 , −52 , −32 , 32
)
. (F.1)
The unbroken gauge group after ompatiation is
G4D = [SU(3)× SU(2)] × [SO(8)× SU(2)] ×U(1)8 . (F.2)
The U(1) generators are hosen to be
t1 = tY =
(
0, 0, 0,−12 ,−12 , 13 , 13 , 13
)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3a)
t2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3b)
t3 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3)
t4 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3d)
t5 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3e)
t6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3f)
t7 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , (F.3g)
t8 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) . (F.3h)
The anomalous U(1) is generated by
tA =
∑
ci ti , where ci =
(
0,
7
3
,−1,−5
3
,
1
3
,
2
3
,−2
3
,−2
3
)
. (F.4)
The sum of anomalous harges is
tr tA =
170
3
> 0 . (F.5)
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The model allows us to dene a suitable B − L generator,
tB−L =
(
−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 2
3
,
2
3
,
2
3
)
,
(
−1
2
,−1
2
, 0,−1
2
,−1
2
, 0, 0, 0
)
. (F.6)
with two important properties (f. table F.1):
• the spetrum inludes the families of quarks and leptons plus vetorlike exotis with
respet to GSM ×U(1)B−L , and
• there are sm singlets with B−L harge ±2, labeled as χi.
# Representation Label
3 (3,2;1,1)(1/6,1/3) qi
3 (1,1;1,1)(1,1) e¯i
4
(
3,1;1,1
)
(1/3,−1/3)
d¯i
4 (1,2;1,1)(−1/2,−1) ℓi
4 (1,2;1,1)(−1/2,0) φi
3
(
3,1;1,1
)
(1/3,2/3)
δ¯i
20 (1,1;1,1)(1/2,∗) s
+
i
15 (1,1;1,1)(0,1) n¯i
3 (1,1;1,2)(0,1) η¯i
20 (1,1;1,2)(0,0) hi
2 (1,1;1,2)(1/2,1) x
+
i
2 (1,1;1,1)(0,±2) χi
4
(
3,1;1,1
)
(−1/6,∗)
v¯i
2 (1,1;8,1)(0,−1/2) fi
5 (1,1;8,1)(0,0) wi
# Representation Label
3
(
3,1;1,1
)
(−2/3,−1/3)
u¯i
4 (1,2;1,1)(0,∗) mi
1 (3,1;1,1)(−1/3,1/3) di
1 (1,2;1,1)(1/2,1) ℓ¯i
4 (1,2;1,1)(1/2,0) φ¯i
3 (3,1;1,1)(−1/3,−2/3) δi
20 (1,1;1,1)(−1/2,∗) s
−
i
12 (1,1;1,1)(0,−1) ni
3 (1,1;1,2)(0,−1) ηi
2 (1,2;1,2)(0,0) yi
2 (1,1;1,2)(−1/2,−1) x
−
i
18 (1,1;1,1)(0,0) s
0
i
4 (3,1;1,1)(1/6,∗) vi
2 (1,1;8,1)(0,1/2) f¯i
Table F.1: Spetrum summary. The quantum numbers under SU(3)×SU(2)×[SO(8)×SU(2)]
are shown in boldfae; hyperharge and B−L harge appear as subsripts. Note that the
states s±i , mi and vi have dierent B-L harges for dierent i, whih we do not expliitly
list. Further details are given in setion F.7.
F.2 mssm Conguration with R-Parity
Consider a vauum onguration where the elds
{s˜i} = {χ1, χ2, s03, s05, s08, s09, s012, s015, s016, s022, s024, s035, s041, s043, s046, h2,
h3, h5, h9, h13, h14, h20, h21, h22} (F.7)
develop a nonzero vev while the expetation values of all other elds vanish. The emerging
eetive theory has the following properties:
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1. the unbroken gauge symmetries are
GSM ×Ghidden with Ghidden = SO(8) . (F.8)
2. sine B−L is broken by two units, there is an eetive matter parity ZM2 .
3. the Higgs mass terms are
φ¯i (Mφ¯φ)ij φj where Mφ¯φ =
0BB@
es4 0 0 eses es3 es3 es6es5 0 0 es3es 0 0 es3
1CCA . (F.9)
The up-type Higgs hu is a linear ombination of φ¯1, φ¯3 and φ¯4,
hu ∼ s˜2φ¯1 + φ¯3 + s˜4 φ¯4 , (F.10)
while the down-type Higgs is omposed out of φ2 and φ3,
hd ∼ φ2 + φ3 . (F.11)
The vauum onguration is suh that the µterm, being dened as the smallest eigen-
value of Mφ¯φ,
µ =
∂2W
∂hd ∂hu
∣∣∣∣
hu=hd=0
(F.12)
vanishes up to order s˜6, at whih we work.
4. we hek that swithing on {s˜i}elds allows us to anel the FI term without induing
D-terms (f. setion F.3).
5. all exotis deouple (f. setion F.5).
6. neutrino masses are suppressed via the seesaw mehanism (f. setion F.6).
Furthermore, the upHiggs Yukawa ouplings deompose into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Yu)
(k)
ij qi u¯j φ¯k , (F.13)
where
Y
(1)
u =
0@ 0 0 es60 0 es6es3 es3 1
1A , Y (2)u =
0@ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 es6
1A , (F.14)
Y
(3)
u =
0@ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 es6
1A , Y (4)u =
0@ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 es6
1A .
Thus, the physial 3× 3 upHiggs Yukawa matrix is
Yu ∼ es2 Y (1)u + Y (3)u + es4 Y (4)u =
0@ 0 0 es80 0 es8es5 es5 es2
1A . (F.15)
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It does not have maximal rank, whih means that the upquark is massless at order six in
smsinglets. However, at order seven Yd takes the form
Yu ∼ es2 Y (1)u + Y (3)u + es4 Y (4)u =
0@ es7 es7 es8es7 es7 es8es5 es5 es2
1A , (F.16)
providing then masses for all uptype quarks. The downHiggs Yukawa ouplings deompose
into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Yd)
(k)
ij qi d¯j φk , (F.17)
where
Y
(1)
d =
0@ es4 es4 es5 es5es4 es4 es5 es5es5 es5 es6 es6
1A , Y (2)d =
0@ 1 es4 0 0es4 1 0 0es es 0 0
1A , (F.18a)
Y
(3)
d =
0@ 1 es4 0 0es4 1 0 0es es 0 0
1A , Y (4)d = 0 .
The physial 3× 3 downHiggs Yukawa matrix emerges by integrating out a pair of vetorlike
d− and d¯quarks,
Yd =
0@ 1 es3 01 es3 0es es4 0
1A , (F.19)
As before, one quark is massless at order six in sm singlets. Yet, at order eight Yd provides
masses for all downquarks:
Yd =
0@ 1 es3 01 es3 es8es es4 es8
1A . (F.20)
The harged lepton Yukawa ouplings deompose into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Ye)
(k)
ij ℓi e¯j φk , (F.21)
where
Y
(1)
e =
0BB@
es4 es4 es5es4 es4 es5
0 0 0
0 0 0
1CCA , Y (2)e =
0BB@
1 es4 eses4 1 es
0 0 es6
0 0 es6
1CCA , (F.22a)
Y
(3)
e =
0BB@
1 es4 eses4 1 es
0 0 es6
0 0 es6
1CCA , Y (4)e =
0BB@
0 0 es5
0 0 es5
0 0 es6
0 0 es6
1CCA .
The physial 3× 3 matrix emerges by integrating out a pair of vetorlike ℓ− and ℓ¯−leptons,
Ye =
0@ 1 1 eses es es2
0 0 es6
1A . (F.23)
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F.3 DFlatness
One an write down gauge invariant monomials whih arry net negative anomalous harge.
An example for suh a monomial involving all s˜i is
I(esi) = χ1 χ2 `s03´3
0BB@
s05
s09
s012
s016
1CCA
3 „
s08
s015
« „
s022
s024
« `
s035
´2 `
s041
´3 `
s043
´4 `
s046
´3
× h42 h3 h55 h29 h213 h214 h20 h321 h622 .
(F.24)
Here, gauge equivalent expressions are arranged vertially, e.g. s022 and s
0
24 arry the same
harges (f. table F.2). The monomial arries anomalous harge
∑
i q
A
i = −52/3.
F.4 FFlatness
Provided the superpotential at order six
W = s032h5(s
0
5h1 + s
0
12h2) + (s
0
15h15 + s
0
8h13)(s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h23 + h25)
+ (s022h14 + s
0
24h16)(s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h18 + h20) (F.25)
+ h22(s
0
5h3 + s
0
12h4)
“
s
0
41(s
0
26 + s
0
28) + s
0
32(s
0
42 + s
0
43) + s
0
35(s
0
45 + s
0
46)
”
,
the Fterms of this model are
Fs05
= h1h5s
0
32 + h22h3((s
0
26 + s
0
28)s
0
41 + s
0
32(s
0
42 + s
0
43) + s
0
35(s
0
45 + s
0
46)) , (F.26)
Fs08
= h13(h23 + h25)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fs012
= h2h5s
0
32 ,
Fs015
= h15(h23 + h25)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fs022
= h14(h18 + h20)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fs024
= h16(h18 + h20)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fs026
= h22h3s
0
41s
0
5 ,
Fs028
= h22h3s
0
41s
0
5 ,
Fs032
= (h22h3(s
0
42 + s
0
43)s
0
5 + h5(h2s
0
12 + h1s
0
5)) ,
Fs035
= h22h3(s
0
45 + s
0
46)s
0
5 ,
Fs041
= h22h3(s
0
26 + s
0
28)s
0
5 ,
Fs042
= (h18 + h20)(h14s
0
22 + h16s
0
24) + h22h3s
0
32s
0
5 + (h23 + h25)(h15s
0
15 + h13s
0
8) ,
Fs043
= (h18 + h20)(h14s
0
22 + h16s
0
24) + h22h3s
0
32s
0
5 + (h23 + h25)(h15s
0
15 + h13s
0
8) ,
Fs045
= h22h3s
0
35s
0
5 ,
Fs046
= h22h3s
0
35s
0
5 ,
Fh1 = h5s
0
32s
0
5 ,
Fh2 = h5s
0
12s
0
32 ,
Fh3 = h22((s
0
26 + s
0
28)s
0
41 + s
0
32(s
0
42 + s
0
43) + s
0
35(s
0
45 + s
0
46))s
0
5 ,
Fh5 = s
0
32(h2s
0
12 + h1s
0
5) ,
Fh13 = (h23 + h25)(s
0
42 + s
0
43)s
0
8 ,
Fh14 = (h18 + h20)s
0
22(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fh15 = (h23 + h25)s
0
15(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fh16 = (h18 + h20)s
0
24(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
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Fh18 = (h14s
0
22 + h16s
0
24)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fh20 = (h14s
0
22 + h16s
0
24)(s
0
42 + s
0
43) ,
Fh22 = h3((s
0
26 + s
0
28)s
0
41 + s
0
32(s
0
42 + s
0
43) + s
0
35(s
0
45 + s
0
46))s
0
5 ,
Fh23 = (s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h15s
0
15 + h13s
0
8) ,
Fh25 = (s
0
42 + s
0
43)(h15s
0
15 + h13s
0
8) .
At order six in the sm singlets, the vaum onguration (F.7) leaves some nonzero F
terms whih an only be anelled if some singlets have trivial vevs. However, as disussed
in setion 5.2.2, at order eight in the superpotential, one does nd nontrivial solutions. We
do not list them here due to their length.
F.5 Mass Matries
Provided the exotis' mass terms xiMijxx¯ x¯j , all exoti partiles of the type xi get large masses
if the mass matrix Mxx¯ has full rank. In the following, we list the struture of the mass
matries of all exoti partiles.
Mℓ¯ℓ =
` es2 es2 es3 es3 ´ , (F.27a)
Mdd¯ =
` es6 es6 es3 es3 ´ , (F.27b) Mx+x− =
„ es5 es5es5 es5
«
, (F.27)
Mmm =
0
BB@
0 0 es6 es6
0 0 es6 es6es6 es6 0 es6es6 es6 es6 0
1
CCA , (F.27d)
Mvv¯ =
0
BB@
es es5 0 0es5 es 0 0
0 0 es5 es5
0 0 es5 es5
1
CCA , (F.27e)
Myy =
„ es1 es5es5 es1
«
, (F.27f)
Mδδ¯ =
0
@ es3 es3 es3es3 es3 es3
0 es3 es3
1
A , (F.27g)
Mff¯ =
„
0 es3
0 es3
«
, (F.27h)
Mww =
0
BBBB@
es es5 0 es5 es5es5 es 0 es5 es5
0 0 0 es3 es3es5 es5 es3 es6 es6es5 es5 es3 es6 es6
1
CCCCA , (F.27i)
Ms+s−=
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 0 es6 es6 es6es6 0 es6 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 0 es6 es6 es6es6 0 es6 es6 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0
0 es 0 0 es5 0 es 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es6 es6 es5 0 es6 es6 es5es5 0 es6 es5 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es6 0 es6 es6 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0
0 es5 0 0 es 0 es5 0 0 es 0 0 0 es6 es6 es5 0 es6 es6 es5es5 0 es6 es5 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es6 0 es6 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 0 0 0
0 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
0 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 es5 es5 es5 0 es5 es5 es5
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
.
(F.27j)
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F.6 Neutrino Masses
We onsider vaua where SU(2) is broken. This means that the ηi and η¯i give rise to further
sm singlets with qB−L = ±1,
η¯1 =
„
n¯16
n¯17
«
, . . . η¯3 =
„
n¯20
n¯21
«
and η1 =
„
n13
n14
«
, . . . η3 =
„
n17
n18
«
. (F.28)
The neutrino mass matrix has full rank. It is given by
Mν¯ν¯ =
( Mn¯n¯ MTnn¯
Mnn¯ Mnn
)
, (F.29)
where
Mnn=
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 es2 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 es6 0 es2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es2 es6 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es6 es2 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
, (F.30a)
Mnn¯=
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 es3 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es2 es6 es6 0 0 0 0
0 es6 0 0 es3 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 0 0 0es6 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es es2 es3 es5 es4 es4 es6 es6 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6es6 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es5 es4 es4 es es2 es3 es6 es6 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6
0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 0 es3 es6 es6 0 0 0 0
0 0 es6 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 0 es3 es6 es6 0 0 0 0es6 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0es6 0 0 es6 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es3 0 0 es3 0 es2 es6 es3 es3 0 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es3 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 es6 es6 es3 es3 es3 es3
0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 es6 0 es6 es6 es3 es3 es3 es3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
(F.30b)
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Mn¯n¯=
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 es4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
0 es4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 es4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es3 es3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 es4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es3 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es3 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (F.30)
The neutrino Yukawa ouplings deompose into
WYukawa ⊃
4∑
k=1
(Yn)
(k)
ij ℓi nj φ¯k + (Yn¯)
(k)
ij ℓi n¯j φ¯k (F.31)
where
Y
(1)
n =
0BB@
0 0 0 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 es3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCA , (F.32a)
Y
(2)
n =
0BB@
0 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 es6 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCA , (F.32b)
Y
(k>2)
n = 0 , (F.32)
Y
(1)
n¯ =
0BB@
0 es5 0 0 es4 0 0 0 es6 es6 es5 es5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es4 0 0 es5 0 0 0 es6 es6 es5 es5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 0 0 1 es4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es5 0 0 es5 0 0 0 0 0 es4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCA (F.32d)
Y
(2)
n¯ =
0BB@
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 es4 es4 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
1CCA(F.32e)
Y
(3)
n¯ =
0BB@
0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 es es 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 es es 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCA (F.32f)
Y
(4)
n¯ =
0BB@
0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 es es 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 es6 0 0 es6 0 0 0 0 0 es es 0 0 0 es5 es5 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 es2 es6 0 es2 es6 0 0 0 0 es6 es6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1CCA .(F.32g)
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With these ouplings, one an alulate the eetive ℓ bilinear
Meffℓℓ =
1
2
YνM−1ν¯ν¯ Y Tν , (F.33)
where Yν = (Yn, Yn¯). By integrating out the heavy ℓ, one arrives at the 3 × 3 eetive
neutrino mass operator κ, whih is related to the light neutrino mass matrix via
mν = v
2
u κ (F.34)
with vu being the uptype Higgs vev. By using the method explained in setion 5.5.1, we
nd that mν is (very roughly) given by
Meff ∼ − v
2
u
M∗
1 s ss s2 s2
s s2 s2
 , (F.35)
and the eetive seesaw sale is given by
M∗ ∼ 0.1 s5Mstr , (F.36)
where Mstr = 2 · 1017GeV is the string sale taken as the overall sale ofMν¯ν¯ .
F.7 Detailed Spetrum
In this setion, we display the properties of eah state in the spetrum. The spetrum listed
here diers only aesthetially with respet to the results presented in ref. [53℄. The reason
being that the twist vetor we have used in that work and here dier by a minus sign.
Table F.2: The spetrum of the orbifold-mssm in terms of left-hiral states. The U(1)
harges refer to the basis of generators, eq. (F.3). Ri denote bosoni R-harges. γ(ϑ) is
the so-alled γ-phase dened in se. 2.5. Tk(n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6) denotes the k-th twisted setor
orresponding to the onstruting element g = (ϑk, nαeα).
Setor Representation qY q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qB−L R1 R2 R3 γ(ϑ)
U1 (1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 12 − 12 12 52 0 0 0 2 −1 0 0 0 χ2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 −2 −1 0 0 0 χ1
(3, 2, 1, 1) 1
6
− 1
2
1
2
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 0 1
3
−1 0 0 0 q3
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 0 0 0 0 1
2
− 1
2
−1 1
2
−1 0 0 0 f¯1
U2 (1, 1, 1, 1) 1
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 e¯3
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 2
3
1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 0 − 1
3
0 −1 0 0 u¯3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
2
1
2
1
2
5
2
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 s03
U3 (1, 2, 1, 1) − 12 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 φ1
(1, 2, 1, 1) 1
2
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 φ¯1
T2(0,0,0,0,0,0) (1, 2, 1, 1) − 12 − 13 0 0 1 0 23 0 0 − 23 − 13 0 0 φ2
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 −1 0 2
3
0 − 2
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 δ1
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
−1 0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 h18
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
1 −1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 η2
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
0 − 1
2
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 f1
T2(0,0,1,1,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 56 12 − 16 − 56 − 13 − 13 23 0 − 23 − 13 0 23 s042
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 2
3
w4
(1, 2, 1, 1) − 1
2
1
6
1
2
− 1
6
1
6
− 1
3
− 1
3
2
3
−1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
3
ℓ3
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Setor Representation qY q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qB−L R1 R2 R3 γ(ϑ)
T2(0,0,0,1,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 13 0 23 − 53 13 − 13 − 23 0 − 23 − 13 0 23 s045
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
2
3
1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 2
3
h23
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
5
6
− 2
3
− 1
3
1
3
1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 η¯2
T2(1,0,0,0,0,0) (1, 2, 1, 1) − 12 − 13 0 0 1 0 23 0 0 − 23 − 13 0 0 φ3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
0 1 0 0 2
3
0 0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
2
s041
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
3
− 1
3
0 0 −1 0 2
3
0 − 2
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 δ2
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
−1 0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 h20
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
1 −1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 η3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
1 0 0 0 2
3
0 −1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
2
n11
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 2
3
0 0 0 0 − 1
3
0 − 1
2
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 f2
T2(1,0,1,1,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 56 12 − 16 − 56 − 13 − 13 23 0 − 23 − 13 0 23 s043
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
− 1
3
2
3
− 1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
2
h22
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
2
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 5
6
h21
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
1
2
5
6
− 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
3
2
3
−1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 5
6
n12
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 2
3
w5
(1, 2, 1, 1) − 1
2
1
6
1
2
− 1
6
1
6
− 1
3
− 1
3
2
3
−1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
3
ℓ4
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
3
− 1
3
0 1
3
2
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
2
3
1
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
2
d1
T2(1,0,0,1,0,0) (1, 2, 1, 1) − 12 − 13 0 − 13 − 23 13 − 13 − 23 0 − 23 − 13 0 16 φ4
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
0 2
3
− 5
3
1
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 2
3
s046
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
3
1
6
1
2
1
6
− 1
6
1
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 1
2
δ3
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
2
3
1
3
0 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 2
3
h25
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 5
6
1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 5
6
n¯15
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
5
6
− 2
3
− 1
3
1
3
1 − 2
3
− 1
3
0 0 η¯3
T3(0,0,0,0,1,0) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
2
s+14
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
0 s−14
T3(0,0,0,0,1,1) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
2
s+18
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
0 s−19
T3(0,1,0,0,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 2) 0 0 − 12 12 0 0 0 1 0 − 12 0 − 12 23 h14
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 0 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 −1 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
h13
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 0 1
2
− 1
2
0 1 0 0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
n9
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 0 − 1
2
1
2
0 −1 0 0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
n¯13
T3(0,1,0,0,0,1) (1, 1, 1, 2) 0 0 − 12 12 0 0 0 1 0 − 12 0 − 12 23 h16
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 0 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 0 −1 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
h15
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 0 1
2
− 1
2
0 1 0 0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
n10
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 0 − 1
2
1
2
0 −1 0 0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
n¯14
T3(0,1,0,0,1,0) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
3
s+16
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
1
4
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
6
s+13
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
2
s+15
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
6
s−13
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
5
6
s−16
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
0 s−15
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
6
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 2
3
− 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
v¯3
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
6
1
4
1
4
1
4
− 3
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 − 2
3
− 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
v3
T3(0,1,0,0,1,1) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
3
s+20
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
1
4
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
6
s+17
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
1
4
− 3
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
2
s+19
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
1
6
s−17
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
5
6
s−20
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 −1 − 1
2
0 − 1
2
0 s−18
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
6
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
1
2
− 1
2
0 2
3
− 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
v¯4
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
6
1
4
1
4
1
4
− 3
4
− 1
2
1
2
0 − 2
3
− 1
2
0 − 1
2
2
3
v4
T4(0,0,0,0,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0
1
3
0 −1 0 0 − 2
3
0 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 s026
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
3
−1 0 0 0 − 2
3
0 1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 n¯9
T4(0,0,1,0,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 16 12 16 56 − 23 13 13 0 − 13 − 23 0 23 h8
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 1
6
1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
− 2
3
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 h7
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
6
− 1
2
− 5
6
5
6
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 2
3
n¯11
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 d¯3
T4(0,0,1,1,0,0) (1, 2, 1, 1)
1
2
1
3
0 1
3
2
3
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
3
φ¯3
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Setor Representation qY q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qB−L R1 R2 R3 γ(ϑ)
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 5
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
−1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 2
3
n7
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
1
6
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
2
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 δ¯2
T4(−1,1,0,0,0,0) (1, 1, 8, 1) 0 − 23 0 0 0 0 13 0 12 − 13 − 23 0 12 f¯3
(1, 2, 1, 1) 1
2
1
3
0 0 −1 0 − 2
3
0 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
2
φ¯2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
3
0 −1 0 0 − 2
3
0 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 s028
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 2
3
0 0 0 0 1
3
1 0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
2
h5
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 2
3
0 0 0 0 1
3
−1 1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
2
η¯1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
3
−1 0 0 0 − 2
3
0 1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 n¯10
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
1
3
0 0 1 0 − 2
3
0 2
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
2
δ¯1
T4(−1,1,1,0,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0
5
6
− 1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
s032
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 1
6
1
2
1
6
5
6
− 2
3
1
3
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 2
3
h10
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 1
6
1
2
1
6
5
6
1
3
− 2
3
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 h9
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 − 1
6
1
2
1
6
5
6
− 1
6
− 1
6
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
w3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
6
− 1
2
− 5
6
5
6
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 2
3
n¯12
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 d¯4
(1, 2, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
6
− 1
2
1
6
− 1
6
1
3
1
3
− 2
3
1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
6
ℓ¯1
T4(−1,1,1,1,0,0) (1, 2, 1, 1)
1
2
1
3
0 1
3
2
3
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
3
φ¯4
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
3
0 − 2
3
5
3
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
s035
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 1
6
1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
− 1
3
− 2
3
− 1
3
0 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
h12
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 − 1
6
1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
2
3
1
3
− 1
3
−1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 1
2
η1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 5
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
− 5
6
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
−1 − 1
3
− 2
3
0 2
3
n8
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
2
− 1
6
1
6
− 1
3
1
3
2
3
2
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
0 0 δ¯3
T5(0,0,0,0,0,0) (3, 2, 1, 1)
1
6
1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 q2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1 1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 e¯2
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 2
3
1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 u¯2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 2
3
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s08
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s09
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
0 s05
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 2
3
1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 −1 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n1
(1, 2, 1, 1) − 1
2
1
6
0 0 − 3
2
0 − 1
3
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 ℓ2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 1 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
0 n¯2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 0 5
2
0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯1
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
1
6
0 0 − 3
2
0 − 1
3
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 d¯2
T5(0,0,0,0,0,1) (3, 2, 1, 1)
1
6
1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 q1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1 1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 e¯1
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 2
3
1
6
0 0 1
2
0 − 1
3
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 u¯1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 2
3
− 1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s015
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s016
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
1
2
1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
0 s012
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 2
3
1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 −1 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n2
(1, 2, 1, 1) − 1
2
1
6
0 0 − 3
2
0 − 1
3
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 ℓ1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 1 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯6
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 − 1
3
− 1
2
− 1
2
0 0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
0 n¯5
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 0 5
2
0 − 1
3
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯4
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
3
1
6
0 0 − 3
2
0 − 1
3
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 d¯1
T5(0,0,0,0,1,0) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
− 1
2
− 5
6
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+3
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+2
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−3
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
5
12
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−2
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
5
12
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 −2 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−1
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
6
5
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
1
2
1
6
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
v¯1
(1, 2, 1, 1) 0 5
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 5
4
1
2
1
6
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
m1
T5(0,0,0,0,1,1) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
− 1
2
− 5
6
0 1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+4
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+6
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
1
2
s+5
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−6
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144 APPENDIX F. AN ORBIFOLD-MSSM: DETAILS
Setor Representation qY q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 qB−L R1 R2 R3 γ(ϑ)
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
5
12
− 1
4
3
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−5
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
5
12
3
4
− 1
4
− 1
4
1
2
1
6
0 −2 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−4
(3, 1, 1, 1) − 1
6
5
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
3
4
1
2
1
6
0 − 1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
v¯2
(1, 2, 1, 1) 0 5
12
− 1
4
− 1
4
− 5
4
1
2
1
6
0 −1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
m2
T5(0,0,1,1,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 2) 0
1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
h1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
− 1
3
2
3
2
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
n4
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
2
3
− 1
3
2
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
n3
T5(0,0,1,1,0,1) (1, 1, 1, 2) 0
1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
3
− 1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
h2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
− 1
3
2
3
2
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
n6
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 2
3
− 5
6
2
3
− 1
3
2
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
n5
T5(0,0,1,1,1,0) (1, 1, 1, 2)
1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
1
12
− 7
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 x+1
(1, 1, 1, 2) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 5
12
− 13
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
5
6
x−1
(1, 2, 1, 2) 0 5
12
− 1
4
1
12
5
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
y1
T5(0,0,1,1,1,1) (1, 1, 1, 2)
1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
1
12
− 7
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 x+2
(1, 1, 1, 2) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 5
12
− 13
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
5
6
x−2
(1, 2, 1, 2) 0 5
12
− 1
4
1
12
5
12
1
6
1
6
− 1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
y2
T5(0,0,0,1,0,0) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0
1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
1
3
2
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
s022
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
1
3
− 1
3
1
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 h3
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
− 1
6
1
6
1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
w1
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
− 2
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
1 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯7
T5(0,0,0,1,0,1) (1, 1, 1, 1) 0
1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
1
3
2
3
− 2
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
s024
(1, 1, 1, 2) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
1
3
− 1
3
1
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 h4
(1, 1, 8, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
− 1
6
1
6
1
3
0 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
2
3
w2
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0 1
6
0 − 1
3
5
6
− 2
3
− 1
3
− 2
3
1 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 n¯8
T5(0,0,0,1,1,0) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
5
12
13
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
2 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
6
s+8
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
− 17
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
6
s+9
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
5
12
− 1
4
− 7
12
13
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
s+7
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
s−9
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
1
3
s−8
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
4
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−7
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
6
5
12
− 1
4
5
12
1
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
5
6
v1
(1, 2, 1, 1) 0 − 1
12
− 3
4
− 1
12
− 5
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
m3
T5(0,0,0,1,1,1) (1, 1, 1, 1)
1
2
− 7
12
− 1
4
5
12
13
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
2 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
6
s+11
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
− 17
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 5
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
6
s+12
(1, 1, 1, 1) 1
2
5
12
− 1
4
− 7
12
13
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
s+10
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 11
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
3
s−12
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
0 − 1
6
2
3
− 1
2
1
3
s−11
(1, 1, 1, 1) − 1
2
− 1
12
1
4
− 1
12
7
12
− 1
6
1
6
4
3
−1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
0 s−10
(3, 1, 1, 1) 1
6
5
12
− 1
4
5
12
1
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1
3
− 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
5
6
v2
(1, 2, 1, 1) 0 − 1
12
− 3
4
− 1
12
− 5
12
− 1
6
1
6
− 2
3
1 − 1
6
− 1
3
− 1
2
1
2
m4
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